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Summary
Computer simulations of molecules and atoms are useful tools in soft matter research. Physical chemistry
has profited significantly from the insight provided by the use of classical molecular dynamics simula-
tions. In these simulations, atoms are modeled as point masses and their propagation in time and space is
described by iterative solving of Newton’s equations of motion. A major challenge lies in the fact that the
computational resources required to simulate systems at this resolution render atomistical simulations
prohibitively expensive already at comparatively small time and length scales. One approach to make
simulations of given systems more efficient in computational terms is to coarse-grain the model, i.e., to
reduce the spatial resolution by merging atoms into larger interaction sites. The procedure of coarse-
graining consists of two steps: the definition of a mapping between the scales of resolution and the
determination of suitable potentials for the interactions between the sites of the coarse-grained model.
Especially the second step is challenging because coarse-grained model needs to reproduce the physical
behavior of the underlying (fine-grained) reference model as close as possible to retain its predictive
quality. Several methods which share an approach described as systematic, bottom-up coarse-graining,
have been published in the literature to determine interactions in the coarse-grained model from inter-
actions in fine-grained (mostly atomistic) reference models of the systems of interest. The transferability
of a coarse-grained model, i.e, the capability of accurately reproducing predictions of the reference
model at varying state points is especially dependent on the method chosen for the parameterization of
the coarse-grained model. Among the existing systematic coarse-graining methods, the conditional re-
versible work (CRW) method achieves a high degree of transferability, while being conceptually simple,
straightforward to implement and computationally efficient.
In this thesis, studies are presented which aim at an extension of the applications and systems of CRW-
parameterized models. In a comparative study, the CRW method is used, among others, for the study
of vapor-liquid equilibria and the thermodynamics of mixing with coarse-grained models of hexane and
perfluorohexane. Results confirm the strong dependence of model transferability on the coarse-graining
method chosen for its parameterization and show that the CRW models are transferable with respect to
temperature, transfer from the interface to the bulk, transfer from the vapor to the liquid phase, and
composition of a binary mixture. In the existing literature, the CRW method has only been applied to
systems of apolar hydrocarbons. This thesis presents studies in which CRWmodels are parameterized for
systems of weakly polar organic molecules and ionic liquids. The resulting CRW models are transferable
to the same degree as those of apolar systems.
Another major challenge in the simulation with coarse-grained models is the reproduction of dynamic
properties in accordance with fine-grained reference models. In general, the time scales of relaxation
are smaller in coarser models and this leads to an effective ‘speed-up’ of these simulations, a behavior
which is related to a loss of dissipative degrees of freedom in the coarser model. The effective impact
of these degrees of freedom on the dynamics of the system can be simulated through the insertion of
dissipative pair interactions into the coarse-grained model. These interactions can be parameterized, like
the interaction potential energy, in a bottom-up manner from simulations with the fine-grained model.
This approach, which is based on the Mori-Zwanzig projection operator formalism, has been successfully
utilized in several recent publications to parameterize coarse-grained models that consistently model
the dynamics of model systems at low density. However, the approach relies on assumptions on the
nature of the system which are not fully satisfied at the higher density typical for soft matter systems.
Most importantly, it is assumed that the degrees of freedom removed from the model upon coarse-
graining relax infinitely fast in comparison with those retained in the coarse-grained model (complete
time scale separation). In this thesis, an application of such a procedure for a dynamically consistent
coarse-grained model is presented for realistic model systems of soft matter. The aim of this study
is to evaluate whether Mori-Zwanzig-based coarse-grained models can be used for the simulation of
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realistic soft matter systems, in which time scale separation is not complete. To this end, coarse-grained
models are parameterized for model systems of different chain length and the predictions of the dynamics
produced by the coarse-grained system are compared to those of an atomistic reference model. The self-
diffusion coefficients of these systems can be reproduced to a good degree, whereas dynamics properties
with a smaller characteristic time scale are less well reproduced with the Mori-Zwanzig coarse-grained
model, a finding that can be related to the increasing deviation of the system’s state from the assumed
complete time scale separation.
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Zusammenfassung in deutscher Sprache
Computergestützte Simulationen von Molekülen und Atomen sind von erheblichem Wert für die Er-
forschung der weichen Materie. Die physikalische Chemie profitiert in großem Maße von den Erkennt-
nissen, die mithilfe von klassischen molekulardynamischen Simulationen gewonnen werden können. In
solchen Simulationen werden Atome als Punktmassen dargestellt, deren Bewegungen den Newtonschen
Gesetzen folgen. Eine große Herausforderung bei der Druchführung solcher Simulationen liegt in der
Tatsache begründet, dass eine Simulation von vergleichsweise kleinen Systeme mit atomistischer Auflö-
sung nur unter Einsatz großer Rechenleistung durchzuführen sind und die Zeit- und Längenskalen, die
mit atomistischen Simulationen abgebildet werden können, deshalb stark begrenzt sind.
Ein Ansatz, Simulationen eines gegebenen Systems effizienter zu gestalten ist die Vergröberung des
Modells (engl. "coarse-graining"), d.h. die Reduktion der räumlichen Auflösung durch Vereinigung
einzelner Atome zu größeren Modelleinheiten. Coarse-graining geschieht in zwei Schritten: zunächst
muss eine Zuordnung der Modelleinheiten zwischen den einzelnen Skalen definiert werden (das sog.
"mapping"), im zweiten Schritt müssen Wechselwirkungen zwischen den Modelleinheiten des gröberen
Modells definiert, bzw. berechnet werden.
Besonders der zweite Schritt ist anspruchsvoll, wenn der Anspruch an das vergröberte Modell,
möglichst viele Eigenschaften des zugrundeliegenden Referenzmodells korrekt abzubilden, erfüllt wer-
den soll. In der Literatur existieren einige Methoden hierzu, die einer gemeinsamen Grundidee, dem
systematischen, bottom-up coarse-graining, folgen. In diesen Methoden werden die Wechselwirkun-
gen der vergröberten Auflösung aus den (meist atomistischen) Wechselwirkungen des Referenzmodells
berechnet.
Eine wichtige Qualität der vergröberten Modelle im Allgemeinen ist die sog. Transferierbarkeit, d.h.
die Fähigkeit die Eigenschaften des zugrundeliegenden Referenzmodells auch an Zustandspunkten, an
denen das vergröberte Modell nicht parametrisiert wurde, korrekt wiederzugeben. Unter den existieren-
den coarse-graining Methoden ist insbesondere die "Conditional Reversible Work" (CRW) Methode in
der Lage, transferierbare vergröberte Modelle zu parametrisieren. Die CRW Methode ist hierbei sowohl
konzeptuell als auch in der Implementierung einfach und effizient in Bezug auf die benötigte Rechen-
leistung.
In dieser Dissertation werden Studien präsentiert, welche die Erweiterung der Anwendungen von
CRW-basierten Modellen zum Ziel haben. Die CRW-Methode wird, neben anderen, in einer kompara-
tiven Studie genutzt, um vergröberte Modelle zu entwickeln, die die Dampf-Flüssig-Gleichgewichte und
Mischungsthermodynamik von Hexan und Perfluorohexan korrekt beschreiben. Die Ergebnisse dieser
Studie zeigen, dass die Transferierbarkeit eines Modells stark von der Methode abhängt, mit der die
Wechselwirkungspotentiale parametrisiert werden. Weiterhin wird gezeigt, dass die CRW-basierten Mod-
elle eine gute Transferierbarkeit in Bezug auf die Temperatur, den Transfer eines Moleküls von der Gas-
in die Flüssigphase und der Veränderung der Zusammensetzung einer binären Mischung besitzen.
Eine weitere Neuerung in der CRW-Methodik, die in dieser Dissertation vorgestell wird, ist die Er-
weiterung der Methode für die Parametrisierung von Wechselwirkungen in polaren Systemen. Bis dato,
sind nur CRW Modelle von apolaren Systemen veröffentlicht worden. Hier wird gezeigt, dass eine leicht
modifizierte Methode, die separate Parametrisierung von elektrostatischen und Van-der-Waals Wechsel-
wirkungen ermöglicht. Die resultierenden Modelle für schwach polare organische Verbindungen und
ionische Flüssigkeiten zeigen im Wesentlichen die gleichen Qualitäten, wie die CRW Modelle von apo-
laren Systemen.
Die konsistente Darstellung von dynamischen Eigenschaften in vergröberten Modellen ist eine weitere
große methodische Herausforderung. Im Allgemeinen wird die Dynamik eines Systems von vergröberten
Modellen schneller dargestellt, als von dem zugrundeliegenden hochaufgelöstem Modell. Der Grund für
dieses Verhalten ist die Reduktion von Energiebarrieren im vergröberten Modell. Es ist möglich, die
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Auswirkungen dieses Effekts durch nachträgliches Einführen von Reibungstermen in die molekularen
Wechselwirkungen zu kompensieren. Diese Reibungsterme können, genau wie die konservativen Teile
der Wechselwirkungen, in einem bottom-up Verfahren, welches auf den Projektionsoperatoren nach Mori
und Zwanzig basiert, aus den Wechselwirkungen im hochaufgelösten Modell bestimmt werden. Solche
Modelle wurden in der Literatur bereits für einige Modellsysteme erfolgreich angewendet. Um leistungs-
fähige Mori-Zwanzig-Modelle für vergröberte Systeme zu parametrisieren sind allerdings Annahmen
vonnöten, welche für komplexe, molekulare Systeme mit hoher Dichte im Allgemeinen nicht erfüllt
sind. Am stärksten fällt hierbei die Annahme ins Gewicht, dass die Zeitskalen der Freiheitsgrade, die
während des coarse-grainings aus dem Modell entfernt werden, unendlich schnell gegenüber jenen,
welche im vergröberten Modell verbleiben, relaxieren (vollständige Trennung der Zeitskalen). In dieser
Dissertation wir eine Anwendung des Mori-Zwanzig-basierten coarse-grainings für realistische Systeme
weicher Materie präsentiert. Die Fragestellung dieser Studie ist, inwiefern bzw. zu welchen Grad eine
konsistente Reproduktion dynamischer Eigenschaften für solch ein System, in dem die komplette Zeitska-
lentrennung nicht gegeben ist, möglich ist. Hierzu werden vergröberte Modelle für molekulare Modell-
systeme mit verschiedenen Kettenlängen parametrisiert. Ausgewählte dynamische Eigenschaften dieser
Modelle werden anschließend mit dem hochaufgelösten Modell verglichen. Hierbei zeigt sich, dass
die Eigendiffusionskoeffizienten der Modellsysteme gut reproduziert werden. Andere Eigenschaften,
welche eine kleinere charakteristische Relaxationszeit aufweisen, werden von den vergröberten Mod-
ellen schlechter reproduziert, wobei die Abweichung von der hochaufgelösten Referenz mit steigendem
Polymerisationsgrad größer wird; ein Verhalten, dass durch die zunehmende Abweichung des Systems
von der vollständigen Zeitskalentrennung erklärt werden kann.
xi
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2 Contents
1 Introduction
Computers have transformed daily life to a degree and at a rate which is without precedent in human his-
tory. For decades before computers became widespread as household appliances, computer simulations
have been utilized in the physical sciences. From the very beginning, one of the focuses of computer sim-
ulations was the research of problems in physical chemistry and statistical mechanics by the simulation
of ensembles of particles in motion.[1–4]
Simulations in these fields have, of course, profited immensely from the increase in computational
performance within the last thirty years. While initial particle-based simulations contained only a few
dozens of Lennard-Jones-type model atoms[2], atomistic simulations of e.g. large biomolecules in aque-
ous solution or high-molecular-weight macromolecular systems are possible today[5, 6]. Still, not every
system and problem of interest can be studied with models at an atomistic scale.
Simulations with these highly-resolved models on macroscopic time and length scales are impossible
with existing computational resources, and even if it were possible to simulate every process at atom-
istic (or even electronic) resolution, it would certainly not be wise to do so indiscriminately. The reason
for this is simple: physical effects and processes occur on characteristic time and length scales and can
be studied efficiently with models that share these scales, so the choice of the ideal model resolution
depends on the problem the researcher is interested in. Complex physical processes in the real world
often include causes and effects on different scales and a good simulation of such processes has to span
over these scales to faithfully predict their outcome. Simulations for complex phenomena therefore
feature different sub-scales with sub-problems at different length and time scales and feed their predic-
tions back into simulations of the larger and/or smaller length scale. This simulation paradigm is called
scale-bridging, hierarchical, or multi-scale modeling.[7] The scale transition which is arguably most im-
portant for the research of physical chemistry of soft matter is the transition from the atomistic resolution
to larger time and length scales.[7, 8]
The process of reducing the model resolution is referred to as coarse-graining and the resulting models
are called coarse-grained (CG) models. The term CG model describes a wide stretch of model resolutions
on the nano-scale, where one CG interaction site may represent any number between two to several
thousands of atoms. In the context of this work, a CG model is a model in which low numbers (ca. 2-20)
of atoms are merged into ’super-atoms’. The interaction potentials of models with this degree of coarse-
graining resemble atomistic interactions and it is possible to retain a considerable degree of chemical
detail in these CG models. These characteristics make CG models of this variant useful in the research of
the physics and physical chemistry of liquids (molecular and ionic), (bio-)polymers in bulk or solution,
and their behavior at interfaces.[7–10]
The interactions sites of a CG model represent material-specific characteristics through a set of po-
tential energy terms, which are functions of the spatial configuration of the sites. Determining these
potential energy terms can be achieved by the utilization of information from an underlying fine-grained
(FG) model (which is usually atomistically resolved). A considerable amount of research has been per-
formed on the algorithms required for the extraction of CG interaction parameters from FG simulations
(bottom-up or systematic coarse-graining). The properties and qualities of a CG model depend signifi-
cantly on the algorithm chosen for their parameterization.[8, 10]
One of the most challenging tasks in the development of a CG model is to parameterize interactions
between the CG particles such that the model predicts correct thermodynamics and structure not only
at the state point of parameterization but also different state points.[11] This quality, the transferability
of the model, has been of interest for a long time and the challenge of parameterizing transferable CG
models has been tackled in the past using a variety of different coarse-graining methods and a-posteriori
modifications of CG models.[12–23]
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The conditional reversible work (CRW) and effective-force coarse-graining (EF-CG) methods have
been developed specifically with the intent of parameterizing transferable CG models for soft matter
systems.[24, 25] In these methods, which are conceptually very similar, the CG interaction potential
is calculated from pair forces between the atoms constituting the "superatom" represented by the CG
interaction site. They can therefore be referred to as "pair-interaction-based" coarse-graining methods.
In past studies, the good transferability of CRW models has been demonstrated for multiple systems
using aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons as model systems.[24–30] One of the aims of this thesis is to
study the benefits and range of applicability of the pair-interaction-based coarse-graining approach. To
this end, studies on the calculation of thermodynamic properties that have not previously been studied
with these models, as well as the parameterization of new CRW models for systems beyond the apolar
hydrocarbons have been undertaken.
In chapter 3 of this thesis an additional case study to demonstrate the transferability of CRW and
EF-CG models for apolar liquids is presented. To test the performance of different CG models with
respect to the state point transferability the vapor-liquid and liquid-liquid phase equilibria of hexane
and perfluorohexane are studied. Simulations with the CRW and EF-CG models reproduce the vapor-
liquid coexistence curve of a united-atom reference to a good degree. Further, these models capture the
enthalpy-entropy decomposition of the free enthalpy of vaporization well, even for temperatures far from
the temperature of parameterization. While a reproduction of the liquid-liquid phase separation could
not be observed in simulations, it is shown that the CRW and EF-CG models are transferable with respect
to the composition of a liquid mixture and reproduce the mixing enthalpies and volumes better than an
unrefined CG model parameterized using structural information from the FG reference system. These
new results illustrate a possible new application for CRW and EF-CG models and further demonstrate the
capability of the CRW method to parameterize transferable CG models in a computationally inexpensive
manner.
Like in older studies on CRW modeling, the model compounds used chapter 3 are apolar molecular
liquids. These systems are comparatively easy to model as the long-ranged electrostatic interactions only
play a minor role in the behavior of the system. However, many interesting soft matter systems consist of
polar and ionic compounds, and a coarse-graining algorithm intended for a general use in the simulation
of soft matter therefore needs to be able to model the behavior of such systems adequately. In chapters 4
and 5 of this thesis, a modification of the CRW method is presented which is introduced to enhance the
modeling with mappings, that are defined such that the CG interaction sites present a non-zero charge.
In the modified CRW scheme, two pair interaction potentials are obtained: one representing the effective
electrostatic and another representing the effective Van-der-Waals interactions. Further, the electrostatic
component can, in many cases, be approximated well by a Coulomb potential that uses the sum of partial
atomistic force field charges on the CG interaction site as an effective site charge. The model systems
used in the two chapters are two non-ionic compounds with polar functional groups and a series of
butylimidazolium ionic liquids in chapters two and three, respectively. The results in both cases are
similar: the transferability observed for nonpolar systems is also observed for the studied polar model
compounds, especially the transferability with respect to temperature and the correct reproduction of
the liquid-vapor interfacial tension.
In summary, the first three chapters serve as a strong evidence that the coarse-graining methods based
on direct pair interactions provide a conceptually intuitive, computationally efficient way to obtain CG
models that include a good degree of transferability.
Besides the question of transferability, another important challenge of CG multi-scale modeling in soft
matter is the consistency of dynamic properties between model scales.[31–35] Coarse-graining flattens
the model’s free energy surface, with the result that dynamics are faster in CG models than in an FG rep-
resentation of the same system. When only thermodynamic quantities are of interest, this effect is not
problematic, rather the acceleration of relaxation dynamics contributes in this case to the computational
efficiency of the model, and in certain cases the acceleration can be corrected for by the use of scaling
factors.[35] However, when dynamic quantities or processes which are kinetically rather than thermody-
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namically driven are to be studied, CG models that represent the dynamics of the FG scale consistently
become essential.[35, 36]
The existence of a speed-up upon coarse-graining and its causes are a known problem in statistical
physics and an approach exists to model coarser model scales in a manner which is dynamically con-
sistent with the underlying FG reference representation. This approach, the projection operator (PO)
formalism, uses the known description of the time-evolution of the FG phase space coordinates to derive
an equation for the time-evolution of the CG coordinates.[37–39] In addition to a consistent description
of the CG interactions, such a model also includes a CG equation of motion (EOM) which differs from
the Newtonian EOM utilized for the time-propagation of the FG model. In addition to the conservative
interactions originating from the CG interaction potentials, the CG-EOM contains a drag force which
explicitly depends on previous states of the model and is therefore referred to as memory term, and a
random force which is related to the memory term through a fluctuation-dissipation theorem.[37–39]
The additional contributions to the CG-EOM do not influence the ensemble averages of static properties
of the system, but will reduce the relaxation times of the CG degrees of freedom (and hence ’slow-down’
the accelerated CG dynamics).
In CG systems with Markovian behavior, i.e. systems where the relaxation of the ’fast’ degrees of
freedom (DoF) (i.e., the DoF which are lost upon coarse-graining) is infinitely fast in comparison with
the ’slow’ DoF (which are retained in the CG model) the explicitly time-dependent memory term can be
approximated by an instantaneous dissipative interaction between CG interaction sites.[40] Using the
Markovian approximation, which is analogous to the Born-Oppenheimer approximation used in quan-
tum mechanics, the EOM of the CG system is equivalent to the EOM utilized in the dissipative particle
dynamics (DPD) simulation method[34, 40, 41], which is a well-studied method for the simulation of
models at coarse scales.[42–45]
The DPD EOM adds to the conservative force originating from the interaction potentials drag and
noise terms, which are both dependent on distance-dependent friction coefficients. Like the conservative
CG interactions, these friction coefficients can be parameterized in a bottom-up manner from dynamic
information of a FG reference system. The resulting models are also referred to as Mori-Zwanzig DPD
(MZ-DPD) models, after the two authors which are usually credited with the formulation of the PO for-
malism. In recent years, a considerable number of studies have been published studying the addition of
DPD friction parameterization to existing coarse-graining methods.[34, 46–56] Almost all of the models
presented in these studies utilize mappings in which one (or more) molecules are contained completely
within one CG interaction site, and in which the particle number density is often comparatively low. This
model design is often chosen because it leads to a Markovian character of the model system, which in
turn makes an accurate approximation of the CG dynamics with the DPD-EOM approach possible. How-
ever, systems with these characteristics are untypical in CG models of soft matter, where the polymeric
nature of many studied systems dictates that there be multiple sites per molecule. Such an arrangement
of the CG model will be described in this thesis as a "molecular mapping". For systems at realistic density
and with a molecular mapping, the Markovian assumption is usually not valid. This thesis addresses
the question whether it is nonetheless possible to reproduce the fine-grained dynamics with MZ-DPD
models.
In chapter 6, the parameterization of a bottom-up DPD model and the properties of the resulting
CG model are studied using molecules with one, two and 24 sites per CG molecule. The dynamics of
liquids modeled with molecular mappings can be reproduced on diffusive time scales, while the MZ-DPD
models lack representability with respect to the dynamic behavior on shorter time scales, especially in
reproducing structural and velocity time-correlation functions quantitatively. A novelty presented in this
chapter is the simulation of polymer permeation with a MZ-DPD model. This process is of particular
interest because its speed-up depends in a nontrivial manner on the change of the altered free energy
surface of the CG model.[36] Results indicate that adding dissipative interactions to the CG model is not
sufficient for the consistent modeling of the diffusion of small penetrant molecules in a polymer matrix.
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2 Theoretic Background
2.1 Molecular Modeling of Soft Matter Systems
Since the advent of mechanized computing, numerical simulations of the physical world have been
performed. Now, with powerful computers being and available at low expense, simulations have become
a standard research technique for the study of problems in science and engineering. The simulation is
now understood as a third pillar of science, along with theory and experiment. Occasionally the term
"in-silico experiment" is used to refer to computer simulations and this term describes well the intent of
the scientific study: the reproducible, iterative application of a set of physical laws that are axiomatically
imposed onto the system. These laws can be completely identical to those governing the real world (and
hence an experiment in the laboratory) but they can also differ from those. A good "simulation universe"
is designed such that the most important physical phenomena for the problem at hand are reproduced
and insignificant detail is omitted for the sake of increased computational performance; in this trade-off
lies one of the challenges to the simulator.[3, 4, 57]
A typical simulation study with particle-based models consists of two steps. First, an ensemble of
states is generated in a deterministic or stochastic manner for the Hamiltonian of the system. Then
this ensemble of states is analyzed, using statistical physics, to calculate the desired properties of the
system. Simulations of this type are now omnipresent in the physical sciences and cover, among others,
the research of quantum physics and chemistry, solid state systems, polymers and biological systems.[3,
4, 57]
This thesis presents methodological studies on molecular simulation techniques for the use in soft
matter research. The term ’soft matter’ denotes a wide range of condensed phase materials, in which the
energy barriers are of the order of the thermal energy at ambient temperature. Following this definition
almost any material which is neither cristalline solid nor gaseous can be characterised as soft matter.
For the description of the physical chemistry of such systems at near-ambient conditions (assuming
the absence of chemical reactions) non-relativistic, classical models are usually sufficient in which the
conserved energy takes the form of a HamitonianH :
H = U(r) + T (p), (2.1)
where U and T are potential and kinetic energies, respectively, which depend on a set of coordinates
r and the respective set of conjugate momenta p. The model coordinates can, in principle, be chosen
arbitrarily, however, the r are often chosen as real-space coordinates of N particles described as point
masses, for practical reasons. In this case the Hamiltonian can be simplified to read:
H = U(r) +
N∑
i
p2
i
mi
, (2.2)
using the masses mi and translational momenta pi of the ith particle.
The creation of a model for a system at hand is now reduced to the choice of the proper set of model co-
ordinates and a corresponding term for the potential energy of the system. In atomistic models positions
of individual atoms are chosen as model coordinates. Other representations of materials are also widely
used and these may use functional groups[58] or molecular centers of mass[7, 8, 10] or charge[59] as
basic sites. The choice of resolution is closely related to the purpose of the model. Lowering the resolu-
tion of a model will reduce the computational expense of simulations whereas increasing the resolution
will provide more insight into microscopic behavior and allows for the inclusion of more chemical detail
into the model.
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The second requirement for a complete molecular model is the appropriate choice of the potential
energy function U(r) which is typically formulated in terms of interaction energies between the sites of
the model. For molecular models, U(r) will have two types of contributions: a bonded and nonbonded
part:[7]
U(r) = Unonbonded(r) + Ubonded(rbond,θ ,φ) (2.3)
The nonbonded interactions act between all sites which are not close neighbors in the same molecule.
This contribution usually energetically penalizes close vicinity of sites, this is a prerequisite to model
collisions. Further, it may contain attractive interactions to model a cohesive character of the system. In
atomistic models, the nonbonded potential is in most cases a combination of the Coulomb potential and
the Lennard-Jones potential representing electrostatic and induced dipole interactions, respectively:
Unonbonded
i j(ri j) = 4ǫi j

σ12
i j
r12
i j
−
σ6
i j
r6
i j

+
qiq j
4πǫ0
1
ri j
, (2.4)
where σi j and ǫi j are parameters specific to the pair of atoms i and j, qi and q j describe the partial
charges of these atoms, and ǫ0 is the dielectric permittivity of the vacuum. In most models, the non-
bonded interactions are formulated on a pairwise basis. The bonded interactions, on the other hand,
serve as an energetic penalty term which is placed onto the system to conserve the desired molecular
geometry. These interactions also include pairwise terms but often, especially in atomistic systems, the
complex and rigid geometry of molecules requires the use of higher-order interactions. More specifically,
three- and four-body interactions can be used to model the correct bond and torsion angles, denoted
above as θ and φ, respectively, within a molecule. The functional form and the parameters of these po-
tential functions can be determined from theoretical considerations, experimental data, or simulations
at lower resolution of the electronic state of a single molecule.
2.2 Molecular Simulation Paradigms
The aim of molecular simulation algorithms is to generate a series of configurations r, the trajectory,
from which thermodynamical quantities can be calculated using principles of statistical physics. The
relative weight of a configuration is proportional to its potential energy U through the Boltzmann fac-
tor exp(−βU), where β = (kBT )
−1 is the inverse of the (absolute) temperature T multiplied with the
Boltzmann constant kB.[57] Two main paradigms have evolved for the efficient numerical generation
of trajectories in computational soft matter research: molecular dynamics (MD)[2] and Metropolis-
Criterion Monte Carlo (MC)[1]. These paradigms are fundamentally different from one another and
each has strengths and weaknesses that render it suitable for the application to different problems and
systems.
2.2.1 Metropolis-Criterion-Monte-Carlo
In MC simulations the sampling is performed by generating new configurations using random numbers.
Trial configurations are generated from the previous configuration using so-called moves, which are
randomly generated displacements of particle coordinates. These moves may be, but are not limited to,
translations and rotations of molecules, modification of molecule geometry, or deleting and reinserting
molecules from the simulation space. After generating the trial configuration its potential energy is
compared to the previous configuration yielding ∆U = Utrial − Uprev . The trial configuration is accepted
as the new configuration of the system with the following probability p:[4]
p(∆U) =
¨
1 if ∆U < 0
e−β∆U if ∆U ≥ 0
. (2.5)
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The idea behind this approach is that the system can be equilibrated fast from phase space regions of
high potential energy, while allowing for moves that increase the potential energy within the thermal
fluctuations. The resulting trajectory is Boltzmann-distributed after the system is equilibrated.
An advantage of MC sampling lies in the possibility to generate unphysical types of moves which can
accelerate the rate of phase space sampling.[3] Also, the system can explore regions in the phase space
that are not accessible to physical motion in phase space due to high activation energy barriers. MC
simulation is disadvantageous in systems that require a large number of trials to obtain an accepted
configuration and systems where concerted motion of different entities is required to generate new trial
configurations. Systems that are best studied with MC simulation are therefore relatively simple and
show a low density or high temperature. Prime examples of such systems are gases and supercritical flu-
ids. Especially for liquid systems at relatively low temperature (these are the characteristics of most soft
matter applications) MC simulations tend to be inefficient. Another disadvantage of MC simulations is
that no information whatsoever is generated regarding the velocities of the simulated entities. Therefore
no quantities that are related to the dynamics or the kinetic energy distribution (i.e. the instantaneous
temperature) of the system can be calculated from MC-generated trajectories.[3]
As a consequence of these disadvantages of the MC paradigm, molecular dynamics simulations are
often better suited to investigate soft matter problems. In MD simulations the trajectory is generated in
a physical manner and includes information on the dynamics of the system.
2.3 Molecular Dynamics
Molecular dynamics is a simulation scheme that numerically solves Newton’s equation of motion for a
system of atoms. The system can be described using the Hamiltonian H which can be expressed as the
sum of potential energy U and kinetic energy T . In terms of the atomistic coordinates (r), momenta (p),
and masses (m) the Hamiltonian is defined in the well-known manner:
H =
∑
i
|pi|
2
2mi
+ U(r). (2.6)
2.3.1 Equation of Motion in MD
In a system with given initial positions r and momenta p the Newtonian equations of motion for the ith
atom read:
dri
d t
=
pi
mi
(2.7)
dpi
d t
= −
∂ U
∂ ri
= Fi, (2.8)
where Fi is the force on the ith atom. Using these equations, a numeric iterative scheme can be derived
to propagate the positions and momenta in time.
The resulting trajectory contains all information on the positions, momenta of and forces on all the
atoms in the system. The configurations within the trajectory are Boltzmann-distributed if the system is in
equilibrium. In addition to the thermodynamic properties emerging from the positions of the atoms, MD-
generated trajectories can be used to calculate dynamic quantities and to study temperature fluctuations
within the system.
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2.3.2 Thermostats in MD Simulation
The MD simulation algorithm described so far will generate a NVE-ensemble with constant atom number,
volume and energy. For reasons discussed below, it is often more desirable to sample the NVT-ensemble
with constant temperature, rather than constant energy. To achieve this sampling, the simulation scheme
has to be adapted. The motion of the atoms of the system has to be coupled to a heat bath that scales
the velocities of the atoms such that the desired temperature is reached. The microscopic temperature
of the system is defined through the atom velocities v by:∑
i
mi|vi|
2 = NDoFkBT, (2.9)
where NDoF is the number of thermal degrees of freedom of the system (in most simulations NDoF ≈ 3N)
Average quantities are in principle the same as those calculated from a trajectory sampled in the
NVT-ensemble (assuming a system in equilibrium, of course), but the simulation of NVT-ensembles has
certain benefits over NVE simulations. First, the equilibration of a newly set-up configuration of atoms
can only be meaningfully performed in the NVT-ensemble, where the heat bath can act to enforce the
correct velocity distribution onto the atoms.[3, 4] Second, numerical imprecision leads to a drift in the
total energy of NVE-simulations on longer time scales. This drifting energy is absorbed by the heat bath
and thereby an accumulation of numerical errors is prevented. A few of the most important thermostat
algorithms will be introduced in the following.[3, 4]
Velocity rescaling and weak-coupling
This class of thermostat algorithms works ensures the correct system temperature by scaling all velocities
of the system by a constant factor λ:
vnew = λvold (2.10)
The scaling factor for the velocities is calculated by comparing the instantaneous temperature to the
reference temparature of the heat bath Tref.[60] For simple velocity scaling:
λ =
√√Tref
T
. (2.11)
This can lead to strong modifications of the velocities in the system (if λ 6≈ 1) and therefore leads to
a massive perturbation of the dynamics of the system. A remedy to this problematic behavior of the
simple velocity rescaling thermostat is contained in the so-called weak-coupling temperature coupling
(also referred to as Berendsen thermostat).[61] Here the scaling in velocity is not instantaneous but
gradual, by modifying the calculation of λ:
λ =

1+
∆t
τT

Tref
T
− 1
 1
2
, (2.12)
where ∆t is the time step used to propagate the simulation. Here a time scale τT is introduced on
which the temperature deviation from the reference value is decaying. The decay of the temperature
difference is a first order process, and this leads to a smoother change in velocities that does not perturb
the dynamics as drastically as the instantaneous rescaling. The weak-coupling algorithm is very robust
when used for systems far from equilibrium. It is therefore widely used for equilibration purposes. For
production simulations, it is less suitable because it does not create a physical ensemble sampling, which
leads to erroneous fluctuations of thermodynamic quantities.[4]
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Nosé-Hoover chains
For production simulations in which the correct fluctuations of thermodynamic quantities is important,
thermostat algorithms that go beyond rescaling atom velocities have to be employed, such as the Nosé-
Hoover thermostat algorithm.[62, 63] This algorithm extents the system’s Hamiltonian by a heat bath
degree of freedom ζ and a corresponding conjugated momentum pζ:
H =
∑
i
|pi|
2
2mi
+ U(r) +
p2
ζ
2mζ
+ NDoFkBTζ. (2.13)
The equation of motion changes accordingly:
d2ri
d t2
=
Fi
mi
−
pζ
mζ
vi, (2.14)
and an equation of motion for ζ is defined using the differences in instantaneous and reference temper-
ature:
dpζ
d t
= (T − Tref). (2.15)
In the definitions above, a conjugated mass of the heat bath coordinate mζ was introduced. This heat
bath math can be related to the reference temperature and coupling time constant:
mζ =
τ2
T
Tref
4π2
(2.16)
The simple Nosé-Hoover-thermostat suffers from ergodicity problems, but these problems can be over-
come by coupling ζ to a second Nosé-Hoover-thermostat, which is in turn coupled to third heat bath,
and so on. This algorithm is called a Nosé-Hoover chain of length N , where N is the total number of
thermostat levels.[3]
Langevin thermostat
Another way of modifying the equation of motion in order to generate a NVT-ensemble is by using the
Langevin equation of motion for the simulation.[64] This equation of motion adds a dissipative and
random force (FD and FR) to the force of each particle. The modified equation of motion reads:
mi
d2ri
d t2
= Fi + FD,i + FR,i (2.17)
= Fi −
mi
τT
vi +
√√2mikBT ref
τT
ξi, (2.18)
where ξi is a vector of Gaussian random numbers with zero mean and unit variance. In a physical sense,
this algorithm creates random collisions with a heat bath of virtual particles with temperature T ref.
The Langevin thermostat does not require the calculation of the instantaneous temperature to generate
a correct NVT-ensemble. Therefore it is well suited for the use in systems with a small number of
particles, where the natural fluctuation of the instantaneous temperature is rather large. The thermostat
algorithms introduced above will, in this case, become unstable or lead to strong modifications of the
dynamics of the system. A drawback of the Langevin thermostat is that the coupling time constant has to
be carefully chosen. If it is too large, the thermostat will not modify the dynamics strong enough to exert
any effect on the temperature. The simulation then effectively becomes a NVE-simulation. In the limit of
a too small τR the dynamics of the system will be strongly dampened. In this case a NVT-ensemble is still
simulated, but the dynamics is completely different to the dynamics that would have been obtained from
a simulation under NVE conditions or with the use of an instantaneous-temperature-based thermostat.
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Dissipative particle dynamics thermostat
Dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) was initially developed as a simulation algorithm for large and soft
particles (e.g. colloids in solution). [42–44] The DPD equation of motion is similar to the Langevin
equation of motion: it contains the same three contributions to the total force. The major difference lies
in the fact, that the dissipative and random force are calculated from pairwise contributions. These pair-
friction forces depend on a distance-dependent pair friction function γ
‖
i j
. The DPD equation of motion
reads:
mi
d2ri
d t2
= Fi + FD,i + FR,i
= Fi −
∑
j
γ
‖
i j
(ri j)v
‖
i j
+
∑
j
r
2γ
‖
i j
(ri j)kBT refξi j,
(2.19)
and uses the projection of the velocity difference on the i j-distance vector:
v
‖
i j
=
 
vi j · ei j

ei j (2.20)
vi j = vi − v j (2.21)
ei j = ri j/|ri j|. (2.22)
As a consequence of this modification to the Langevin EOM, the friction coefficient acting on a particle
is dependent on the surroundings. In this manner, collisions between soft particles can be realistically
described. In conjunction with soft interaction potentials, a quadratically decaying functional form of γ
‖
i j
is often used in traditional DPD simulations:
γ
‖
i j
= γ0,i j

1−
ri j
rC
2
, (2.23)
where rC is a cutoff length and γ0,i j is a constant parameter. The superscript ‖ is used here to underline
the fact that the dissipative and random forces related to γ
‖
i j
are parallel to the i j-distance vector.
Using this simulation method it is possible to parametrize models for soft matter systems that are
capable of reproducing hydrodynamic properties for soft matter systems at a rather low degree of res-
olution. The DPD thermostat, in its original formulation, conserves the total momentum of the system,
which is an important precondition for the correct prediction of hydrodynamic behavior of a system. It
has been observed, however, that for systems at higher density the standard DPD approach will not be
able to reproduce experimental shear viscosity. An attempt to cure this mismatch has been formulated
by introducing a second (transversal) friction term into the equation of motion.[65] The forces related
to this friction depend on the velocity component perpendicular to the i j-distance vector v⊥
i j
= vi j − v
‖
i j
.
A second friction function γ⊥
i j
is introduced which is independent of the parallel friction function. The
equation of motion of this extended DPD method reads:
mi
d2ri
d t2
= Fi + F
‖
D,i
+ F
‖
R,i
+ F⊥
D,i
+ F⊥
R,i
(2.24)
= Fi −
∑
j
γ
‖
i j
(ri j)v
‖
i j
+
∑
j
r
2γ
‖
i j
(ri j)kBT refξ
‖
i j
(2.25)
−
∑
j
γ⊥
i j
(ri j)v
⊥
i j
+
∑
j
Ç
2γ⊥
i j
(ri j)kBT refξ
⊥
i j
(2.26)
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2.3.3 Dynamical Quantities from MD Simulations
In addition to static average quantities, MD simulations also allow for the study of dynamic processes
and this fact can be used to gain study properties relating to spectroscopy, rheology, or heat-transfer in
soft matter systems.
For the calculation of such properties, a time correlation function C is used which follows the general
form:
C(τ) = 〈x(0) · y(τ)〉, (2.27)
where x and y is a properties extracted or calculated from the trajectory data. In the special case where
x and y describe the same property the correlation function is called auto-correlation function (ACF).
Important properties of the ACF are:
C(0) = 〈x2〉 (2.28)
C(∞) = 〈x〉2 (2.29)
In the special case 〈x〉= 0 this means that C(0) = var(x) and C(∞) = 0.
The decay time of the ACF reflects the time scale of relaxation of its underlying property.
Here it as important to note, that the correlation time τ in the definition of C is not identical to the
simulation time t. Rather, it describes a moving time interval that can be shifted on the t-axis of the
simulation trajectory. The calculation of C(τ) involves the average denoted by 〈. . . 〉 over time origins τ=
t of the simulation trajectory. Auto-correlation functions can be used to calculate transport coefficients
from simulation data sampled in an equilibrium state through the Green-Kubo integrals.[66, 67] This is
useful since equilibrium simulations are usually easier to set-up than non-equilibrium simulations.
An example of a Green-Kubo calculation is the calculation of the self-diffusion coefficient D from the
velocity autocorrelation function:[68]
D =
1
3
∫ ∞
0
〈v(0) · v(τ)〉dτ (2.30)
2.4 Coarse-Graining in Molecular Simulation
Even with the computational resources available today, the time and length scales of atomistically re-
solved molecular simulations are limited to scales of a few microseconds in simulation time and a few
hundred nanometers in dimension. For simulations that require larger systems or longer simulation
times, the use of models with lower resolution, a coarse-grained (CG) model, can be used.[7–10, 69]
Lowering the model’s resolution reduces the number of interaction sites required to model the same
system and this makes a simulation with this model more efficient with regard to the required com-
putational effort. In addition to the reduction of degrees of freedom in the system, CG models show
intrinsically faster relaxation time scales than atomistic models[35, 69] and this adds to the increased
computational performance achieved by CG models. The CG model will, by its very nature, lack some
chemical detail in comparison with finer representations of the same system. Hence, the ideal degree
of coarse-graining is determined by the nature of the problem at hand and the chemical accuracy the
modeler needs to reproduce with the model.
With this limitation in mind, CG simulations can be used to model many different physical and physic-
ochemical processes and phenomena on larger time and length scales than an atomistic model would
allow. They can also be used to equilibrate large systems far from equilibrium into which atomistic detail
may later be reinserted[29, 36], or serve as bath in adaptive resolution simulations, in which a smaller
subregion is atomistically resolved.[70, 71]
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Fine-grained (FG) and CG models of the same system can be related to each other using a mapping.
The definition of a mapping is usually the first step in the development of a CG model. Formally the
relation between a FG model with nFG degrees of freedom (DoF) and a CG model with nCG DoF is
described by means of the mapping operator M. This operator acts on the nFG-dimensional FG model
coordinate vector r, returning the nCG-dimensional CG model coordinates R:
R=Mr (2.31)
In many cases the mapping is defined such that neighboring atoms are grouped together to form a CG
interaction site. These atom groups are colloquially referred to as "blobs" or "beads". The choice of the
mapping operator is very important for the behavior of the resulting CG model. In CG models based on
atomistic models for soft matter the mapping is mostly performed as center of mass mapping of groups
of related atoms.[10] The position of the interaction site α is then simply calculated by mass-weighing
the positions of its constituent atoms i:
Rα =
∑
i∈α
mi
mα
ri, (2.32)
where mi is the individual atom mass and mα =
∑
mi is the mass of the CG interaction site. Other
mappings (e.g. center of geometry or center of charge) can also be used[24, 59], but they are far less
common and are not considered in this thesis. In recent studies, several authors have discussed ideas to
rationalize and optimize the choice of mapping by the use of modern machine learning methods.[72–75]
The transition from a fine-grained (FG) reference model to a CG model for the same system is referred
to as coarse-graining. After the mapping scheme has been chosen, the interaction potentials of the CG
model have to be formulated. Two paradigms exist for the parameterization of CG potentials: top-down
and bottom-up.[69] Top-down models aim at the reproduction of macroscopic properties and achieve
this by tuning the parameters of interaction potentials with a fixed functional form until the target
properties are predicted by the CG model in agreement with a FG or experimental reference.[58, 76, 77]
The focus of this thesis is on bottom-up methods which aim to reproduce the physics of the FG model
by determining suitable CG interaction potentials through systematic evaluation of FG simulations.[8]
Some of the commonly used bottom-up coarse-graining methods in the literature as well as the methods
used in this thesis will be introduced briefly after a general discussion on the quality of CG models.
2.4.1 Representability and Transferability
The free energy of a CG system as a function of the configuration R, the potential of mean force UPMF is
clearly defined through the underlying fine-grained interaction potential:[8]
UPMF(R) = −β
−1 ln
∫
exp(−βUFG(r))δ(R−Mr)dr

+ C , (2.33)
where β = (kBT )
−1 with Boltzmann constant kB and temperature T , and C is a constant. The definition
above defines the "complete" CG interaction free energy as an average over the potential energy of the
FG micro-states r that can be associated with the CG macro-state R using the Dirac delta function δ to
select the compatible micro-states. This "ideal" CG interaction free energy will be referred to as multi-
body potential of mean force (multi-body PMF) from now on. Its definition is exact, but unfortunately it
cannot be used as interaction potential in a CG simulation because, as a consequence of its multi-body
character, it can not be computed but for systems with a few degrees of freedom, let alone be used as
the basis for simulation algorithm.[10, 13] Consequently, CG models rely on an attempt to approximate
the multi-body free energy surface by means of potentials which are of lower order.[8, 13, 78, 79] The
functional forms chosen are usually similar to those chosen in the fine-grained simulations: nonbonded
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interactions are modeled using pair interactions and bonded interactions of higher order are added where
necessary to retain molecular geometry. The approximation of multi-order potentials through effective
pair interactions is challenging and the properties of the CG model heavily depend on the choices made
for this approximation.[8, 10]
One measure by which the quality of a CG model can be judged is the representability. A model is
considered representable if the properties predicted by it are in accordance with those predicted by the
FG reference model at the thermodynamic state point at which the CG model was parameterized.[11] A
model is called representable if it uses a good approximation of the multi-body PMF as described above.
A major challenge of the simulation with coarse-grained models lies in parametrizing models that
reproduce correct physical behavior not only at the state point of parameterization but also at differ-
ent state points. This quality of a CG model is called transferability. Transferable CG models are of
course very desirable, since CG model paramterization can be computationally expensive and in many
applications some state variables (e.g. pressure or temperature) will change during a single simulation.
Transferability and representability are linked to each other as there are properties of a system which
require both qualities to be reproduced correctly.[23] It has been linked to the correct description of the
entropy-enthalpy balance in the approximated potential of mean force.[13, 79]
2.4.2 Bottom-Up Coarse-Graining Approaches
Structure-Based Methods
Structure-based methods make use of structural relations in the systems to be modeled.[12, 78] For the
parameterization of nonbonded interactions, the radial distribution function gmap(r) of the mapped FG
system is commonly used. It describes a locally resolved relative density in an infinitesimal spherical
shell with radius r around a CG site. Since it is essentially a distribution function with respect to the pair
distance it can be Boltzmann inverted to calculate a corresponding free energy:
U0(r) = −kBT ln(gmap(r)) (2.34)
The resulting energy U0 is a pairwise approximation to the PMF, albeit a rather crude one, since terms
of higher-order contribute to the g(r). This means that a CG simulation using U0 will not reproduce the
fine-grained reference structure gmap(r) but will produce a different structure g0(r).[12, 78]
In structure-based coarse-graining methods a correction term∆U is calculated based on the mismatch
between the target structure and the structure predicted by the CG interaction potential. This correction
term is used to generate an updated potential U1, which can is in turn used to perform a simulation and
calculate a RDF g1(r). This procedure is iterated until the difference between the reference structure
and the structure predicted by the CG model is below a specified threshold.
∆Un = f (gn(r), gmap(r)) (2.35)
Un+1 = Un +∆Un (2.36)
The nature of the function used to relate changes in the potential and mismatches in the structure
depends on the method used. In iterative Boltzmann inversion (IBI) it reads:[12]
∆Un = kBT ln

gn(r)
gmap(r)

, (2.37)
while in the inverse Monte-Carlo method (IMC) an exact Newton formulation is used:[80]
∆Un = A
−1(gn(r)− gmap(r)), (2.38)
where is the Jacobi matrix A=
∂ g
∂ U .
In order to increase the transferability and representability of the CG potentials parameterized by the
use of inverse methods, additional target properties can be used or information from different state
points may be included.[16, 18, 81, 82]
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Force-Matching
The force-matching approach to coarse-graining, also referred to as the multi-scale coarse-graining (MS-
CG) method, also aims at the reproduction of a mapped property calculated from FG reference simu-
lations.[10, 79, 83] Here the sum of the atomistic forces on the CG interaction site I fI are compared
to the forces on the same site predicted by the CG potential function FI . The parameterization of the
CG potential function is not undertaken by iterating CG simulations but through minimization of the
residual χ2:
χ2 =
1
3N
〈|FI(R)− fI(r)|
2〉 (2.39)
The equation above can be solved for FI(R) using a linear least squares optimization in cases were a
suitable functional form of the CG potential (e.g. spline functions) can be asserted.[79] This makes the
method non-iterative, which gives it a benefit in computational performance over the iterative inverse
methods introduced before. A sufficiently large FG trajectory is sufficient to extract the CG interaction
potential in one post-processing computation.
The MS-CG method has a solid grounding in statistical mechanics and it has been shown that the pair
potentials derived with it yield a very good approximation of the multi-body PMF at the state point of
parameterization.[79] Additional thermodynamic or structural properties can be included into the score
function χ2 to enhance the representability and transferability.[84]
A recent method based on the force-matching paradigm is the Ultra-Coarse-Graining (UCG) method
[23] in which transferability can be successfully included into force-matching models by adding in-
formation on relevant substates of the FG model into the description of the CG interaction sites.[85–
87]
Pair-Interaction Based Modeling
The coarse-graining methods presented so far share in common, that they attempt an approximation of
the many-body PMF by pair forces and in doing so project atomistic interactions of many-body nature
onto CG pair interactions.[7, 8, 10] In principle, this leads to a model which can accurately repre-
sent static properties at the state point of parameterization but is not very transferable with respect to
changes in the system’s state point.[24, 25] Many attempts have been made to make these models more
transferable by adding optimization targets or sampling states to the parameterization procedure.[12–
23]
Another methodological approach to achieving transferability is to generate a CG pair interaction by
averaging only those atomistic interactions between atoms i and j that are part of the respective part
of the CG site pair a and b. Formally, an atomistic force Fi j will contribute to the CG force Fab only
if i ∈ a and j ∈ b. Interactions across the boundaries of CG interaction sites, Fk j and Fil with k /∈ a
and l /∈ b, are not included into Fab since it is assumed that these interactions are the cause of multi-
body dependencies between the CG interactions and consequently lead to a worse transferability of the
resulting CG model.[24, 25]
The two methods employing this procedure, the effective-force coarse-graining (EFCG)[25] and con-
ditional reversible work (CRW)[24] methods, produce CG models which are transferable with respect
to temperature and the change in environment upon transferring a molecule from the bulk liquid to
the vapor-liquid interface.[8] In these models the degree of coarse-graining is rather low and the in-
teraction CG interaction potentials are still similar to those of the underlying FG model, the CG model
could therefore also be described as a "united-atom model". Still, the coarse-graining of 2-6 heavy atoms
into one CG site can already produce a significant increase in computational performance. In addition,
the pair-interaction-based coarse-graining methods are computationally inexpensive and can be used to
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vary mapping schemes and learn about the essential features of the FG model that need to be retained
in order to obtain a representable and transferable CG model.
In the following, the EFCG and CRW methods are presented briefly and it is demonstrated that they
are almost equal from the methodological point of view.
Effective-Force Coarse-Graining
The EFCGmethod has been developed by Wang et al. from the MS-CG coarse-graining framework.[25]
A CG model is parameterized using a FG simulation of the system to be studied. Using the CG mapping,
the norm of the CG interaction force Fab(r) = |Fab(r)| at constant distance r is calculated as a projection
of the respective FG pair forces onto the distance vector between the CG sites:
Fab(r) =
*∑
i∈a
∑
j∈b
Fi j ·
Rab
r
+
r
, (2.40)
where Rab = Ra −Rb is the distance vector between the CG sites of interest. The angular brackets 〈. . . 〉r
denote an ensemble average over all CG site pairs at distance r = |Rab|.
The CG potential is calculated using these mean effective forces between the CG sites:
UEF−CG(r) = −
∫ r
∞
Fab(r
′)dr ′ (2.41)
The EF-CG method can be formulated as a mean-field approximation to the MS-CG method.[25] The
initial motivation for this method was that for small degrees of coarse-graining, EF-CG potentials, while
not as accurate in representing the thermodynamics of the parameterization state, are more transferable
with respect to the environment and temperature.[25, 26]
Whenever a FG trajectory is accessible the EF-CG potentials can be straightforwardly computed from
reprocessing the FG position trajectory. It has been applied to study ionic liquids and successfully repro-
duces to a good degree the bulk density of the liquid, the thermal expansion coefficient, the vapor-liquid
surface tension, and the temperature transferability of the g(r).[26]
Conditional Reversible Work
Another method which is based on averaged pair interactions from FG simulations is the CRW
method.[24] It has been developed initially to parametrize a CG model for polystyrene.[27] The equili-
bration of atomistically modeled polymer melt systems is computationally expensive making it difficult
to sample a long enough trajectory to use the methods above which all necessitate the existence of an
FG trajectory of the system to be studied. As a solution to this problem the CG interactions were sam-
pled by simulations of molecule pairs in vacuo. The CRW method has afterwards also been applied with
success for the parameterization of molecular liquids[24, 28, 30], penetrants in polymer melts[29, 36],
and interactions between liquids and a graphene surface.[88]
The basis of a model parameterization with the CRW method are simulations of pairs of molecules in
vacuo. A pair of molecules is placed such that the CG sites of interest are at a distance rC. Throughout
the length of the simulation this distance is kept constant, such that the constraint |Rab| = rC is always
satisfied. The projection of the forces between the molecules onto the CG site distance vector, the
constraint force FC, is calculated by summing all the underlying atomistic pair forces.
FC(rC) =
* ∑
i∈Mol.1
∑
j∈Mol.2
Fi j ·
Rab
rC
+
, (2.42)
Integration of FC yields the potential energy equivalent to the work required to reversibly change the
distance between the pair of molecules:
W (r) = −
∫ rC
∞
FCdrC (2.43)
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Figure 2.1: The approach of the CRW method can be illustrated using a thermodynamic cycle. The aim
is to find the CG interaction free energy UCRW(r). This quantity can be determined from the
reversible work required to displace twomolecules from quasi-infinite distance to the distance
r. This work is calculated twice, first with the full set of atomistic interactions enabled (W (r))
and second with all interactions between atoms contained in the CG sites of interest excluded
(W excl(r)).
This quantity can be called a potential of mean force (PMF) but it should not be confused with the
rigorous multi-body PMF which describes the ideal CG free energy surface.
In order to extract an interaction potential between the CG sites a and b, the simulations at constraint
distance are repeated using a different set of interactions in the FG model. In the second simulation all
pair interactions between atoms i ∈ a and j ∈ b are excluded. These simulations will yield a second PMF
W excl.
Assuming that the interaction between CG sites is zero at quasi-infinite distance, the CG interaction
potential can be calculated as difference of the two PMFs:
UCRW(r) =W (r)−W excl(r). (2.44)
The CRW interaction potential can also be interpreted as the free energy change of the process of
reversibly "switching-on" the pair interactions between the two CG sites. This process is instructively
illustrated using a thermodynamic cycle in figure 2.1.
The resulting CG potential is called conditional because it is parameterized under the condition that
the CG site is embedded in its chemical surroundings.[24] It has been pointed out that especially for
large molecules the vicinity of neighboring CG sites leads to a good estimation of the entropy part of the
interaction free energy.[8, 28] This entropical contribution is a measure of the change in configurational
volume accessible to the CG sites upon inserting the direct interactions between the pair of CG sites of
interest.[24] A correct representation of the entropical contribution to the interaction free energy has
been linked to good transferability of the CG model. Indeed, CRW models have been shown to be very
transferable at the expense of a less accurate representation of the parameterization state point.[24, 27–
30]
Similarity of EF-CG and CRW Potentials
It is shown in the following that the potentials calculated with the EF-CG and CRW methods are very
similar in principle. Nonwithstanding the methodical similarity, major differences in potentials generated
from the two methods will in most applications arise from the fact that CRW is most efficiently performed
in vacuo while EF-CG is more often performed using a trajectory sampled in the liquid state. In the
following it will be assumed that the sampling state is identical for both methods.
Recall the definition of the EF-CG interaction potential:
UEF−CG(r) = −
∫ r
∞
Fi j(r
′)dr ′, (2.45)
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where Fi j = 〈
∑
a
∑
b Fab〉 is the projection onto the i- j unit vector of the sum of the atomistic pair
forces between atoms a and b contained in sites i and j, respectively. Adding and subtracting to Fi j the
’complement’ force F excl (already known from the CRW method):
F excl =
* ∑
x∈Mol.1
∑
y∈Mol.2
Fx yξx i y j
+
(2.46)
with ξx i y j =
¨
0 if (x ∈ i)∧ (y ∈ j)
1 if (x /∈ i)∨ (y /∈ j)
, (2.47)
yields
Fi j = Fi j + F excl − F excl, (2.48)
which can be substituted into eq. 2.45:
−UEF−CG(r) =
∫ r
∞
Fi jdr
′ (2.49)
=
∫ r
∞
Fi j(r
′) + F excl(r
′)dr ′ −
∫ r
∞
F excl(r
′)dr ′ (2.50)
= −W (r)−
∫ r
∞
F excl(r
′)dr ′, (2.51)
where the integral over the sum of Fi j and F excl has been identified as the potential of mean force used
in the definition of the CRW potential (eq. 2.44).
Further, the second integral term can be expressed as an approximation to W excl used in eq. 2.44:∫ r
∞
F excl(r
′)dr ′ ≈ −W excl. (2.52)
The relation between these two terms is not an equality because the PMF W excl is calculated from
a trajectory sampled with the direct interactions between atoms in i and j excluded. The mean force
F excl on the other side is sampled from a trajectory with all forces included. It is not straightforward
to estimate the differences in CRW and EF-CG potentials that arise from this difference in sampling,
but if they can be assumed to be negligeable (which should be the case especially for low degrees of
coarse-graining[28]) we can conclude that the EF-CG and CRW potentials are approximately equal, if
the sampling environment used in their parameterization is identical:
UEF−CG(r)≈W (r)−W excl(r) = UCRW (2.53)
2.5 Coarse-Graining and Dynamics
CG models are successfully used for the study of thermodynamic and structural properties. These quanti-
ties are ensemble averages which only depend on the Hamiltonian used to describe the system. Molecular
dynamics also allows the study of dynamic quantities through observation of the time evolution of molec-
ular positions and momenta. However, CG models usually fail in the reproduction of these quantities.
The characteristic time scale of dynamic modes in a CG simulation is typically faster than the time scale
in an atomistic simulation.[35]
A CG model which aims at the consistent representation of FG time scales has to correctly capture the
effects of the coarse-graining procedure on the time evolution of the phase space variables. This requires
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not only the molecules and interaction potentials to be coarse-grained but also requires a coarse-grained
equation of motion (EOM), which can be systematically derived using the Mori-Zwanzig Projection op-
erator formalism.
In this section the time evolution in the CG model is analyzed and the derivation of a CG EOM is
presented that adds to the conservative term from the CG interaction potential, dissipative and noise
contributions which allow for a correction of the "speed-up" of internal dynamics caused by the flattening
of the potential energy surface in the CG model.
2.5.1 The Liouville Operator and the Propagation Operator
A system of atoms with phase space coordinates Γ = {r,p} (including the position and momentum
vectors r and p of length 3N) can be described using the HamiltonianH :
H =
3N∑
j
p2
j
2m j
+ U(r) (2.54)
In this system the time evolution of a variable X (r,p) that depends on the phase space coordinates can
be expressed by mean of the Liouville operator iL :[68]
dX
d t
= iL X (r,p) = i
N j∑
j

∂H
∂ r j
∂
∂ p j
+
∂H
∂ p j
∂
∂ r j

X (2.55)
Using the Liouville operator, the time evolution of X can be described using a Taylor expansion around
the time origin t = 0:[68]
X (t) = exp(iL t)X (0) (2.56)
The operator exp(iL t) is called propagation operator or propagator.
In coarse-grained systems, a mapping scheme is employed to reduce the number of degrees of freedom,
i.e. the number of relevant positions and momenta. Such a system can be described by decomposing
the phase space coordinate Γ of the underlying fine-grained system such that we have NCG relevant and
N relative irrelevant degrees of freedom. If a center-of-mass based mapping is performed and the irrelevant
degrees of freedom are chosen in a canonical manner (N = NCG + N relative), the Liouville operator can
be decomposed into a slow (describing the CG DoF) and a fast (describing the relative DoF) component
(Ls and L f , respectively):[40]
L =Ls +L f =
NCG∑
i

Fi
∂
∂ Pi
+ Pi
∂
∂Ri

+
Nr∑
i

∂H
∂ rr
i
∂
∂ pr
i
+
∂H
∂ pr
i
∂
∂ rr
i

(2.57)
The propagator can also be described using these two components. On a basic level this explains the
speed-up of dynamics in (conservative) coarse-grained models. Here only the slow component of the
Liouville operator is used to propagate the system. The aim of a dynamically consistent CG model is to
perform the propagation through phase space while taking into account also the effect of the fast DoF
on the slow DoF, without explicitly modeling all fine-grained sites. In the following it will be shown
that an equation of motion for such a system can be obtained through the so-called projection operator
formalism. This equation of motion is a generalized Langevin equation (GLE) that includes a dissipative
and a random term in addition to the conservative force used in simple CG models.
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2.5.2 The Projection Operator Formalism
Since its introduction by Nakajima[37], Mori[39] and Zwanzig[38], the projection operator formalism
has been used to describe the time evolution of systems with reduced complexity. The underlying idea is
the following: a projection operator (PO) P is defined that projects a vector onto a subspace of the total
vector space. In addition, the complementary operator Q = I −P , where I is the identity operator, is
used to calculate the remaining component of the vector. The formal definition of the projection operator
to project a quantity X onto a direction A reads as follows:
P X =
(A, X )
(A, A)
A. (2.58)
Here (., .) denotes the inner product which can be replaced by the ensemble weighted average:[89]
(A(Γ ), B(Γ )) =
∫
dΓρ(Γ )A(Γ )B(Γ ), (2.59)
where ρ describes the phase space density of the state point denoted Γ .
Before applying the PO formalism to a general system, the properties of the PO are illustrated using
simple vectors in the 3D space.
Projections in 3D vector space
Imagine arbitrary 3D vectors x and r. In geometric terms x can be decomposed into two orthogonal
components x‖r and x⊥r that are parallel and perpendicular to r respectively. These parallel component
is calculated as follows:
x‖r = (er · x)er , (2.60)
using a unit vector er parallel to r. Clearly er = r/|r| and |r|
2 = r · r, so the calculation of the parallel
component can be rewritten as follows:
x‖r =
r · x
r · r
r=P x (2.61)
From this relation the dot product can be identified as the inner product from the definition of the PO
for the 3D vectors and it has been shown that the PO returns the parallel component along r. The
complement x⊥r is calculated through:
x⊥r = x− (er · x)er = x−P x= (I −P )x=Qx, (2.62)
using the identity operator I .
The projection operators have a few interesting properties, which will be shown in the following.
Firstly, the POs are idempotent, that is P =PP which is easily shown:
PP x=P x‖r = x‖r (2.63)
where the second projection does not change the result, because x‖r is already parallel to r.
A second interesting property of the projection operator is its self-adjointness with respect to the inner
product:
(P x) · y= x · (P y) , (2.64)
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where y is a second arbitrary vector. The proof of this property is straightforward:
(P x) · y=
1
r2
((r · x)r) · y=
1
r2
(r · x)(r · y) = x ·
1
r2
(r · y)r= x · (P y) (2.65)
Of course, these two properties of P also apply Q. Furthermore, the orthogonal nature of P and Q
dictates, that:
PQx=QP x= 0 (2.66)
These properties apply also in the more general case used in the following derivation of the CG equa-
tion of motion.
Projection operators acting on phase space observables
Imagine a system with phase space coordinates:
Γ = {Γ CG, Γ r}= {{R,P}, {rr,pr}}, (2.67)
with a number of relevant (CG) degrees of freedom and a number of irrelevant (relative,r) DoF. Imagine
further a phase variable X (Γ (t)) that depends on time not explicitly but only through the phase space
coordinates of the system. In the coarse-graining application this variable is obviously the CG phase
space coordinate Γ CG which depends on all FG phase space variables. The aim of the PO formalism in
coarse-graining applications is the extraction of a formally exact EOM for these CG coordinates based
on an observation of the time evolution of the underlying FG coordinates. The time evolution of Γ CG
is described by the Liouville operator iL of the atomistic system. The slow contribution of the time
evolution can be obtained by projecting the Liouvillian onto the set of relevant variables and the fast
contribution can be obtained through the orthogonal complement thereof:
dΓ CG
d t
= iL Γ CG = i(P +Q)L Γ CG (2.68)
The slow part of the dynamics iPL Γ CG describes the conservative part of the CG equation of motion.
Using only this part of the EOM for a simulation will lead to the speed-up that is often observed in CG
systems.[33]
In a dynamically consistent CG equation of motion the effect of the fast part on the CG dynamics also
has to be taken into account. The time derivative of Γ CG is (like Γ CG itself) time-dependent through the
phase variables Γ . Hence, it can be propagated using the propagator defined in eq. 2.56:
dΓ CG
d t
(t) = exp(iL t)iL Γ CG(0) = exp(iL t) (iPL Γ CG(0) + iQL Γ CG(0)) (2.69)
The second term can be rewritten through the Duhamel-Dyson identity [34, 41, 68]:
exp(iL t)iQL Γ CG(0)
=
∫ t
0
dτexp(iL (t −τ))iPL exp(iQLτ)iQL Γ CG(0) + exp(iQL t)iQL Γ CG(0)
(2.70)
The second term herein is obtained solely through the Q-projector and it is therefore always orthogonal
to the slow DoF. It has been identified therefore as noise that does not influence the average properties
of the system, but acts as an oscillating random term. For this reason it will be called random force
(δFQ(t)) from now on:
δFQ(t)≡ exp(iQL t)iQL Γ CG =Q exp(iQL t)iL Γ CG (2.71)
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The choice of the description "random force" for this fluctuating term will become more clear in a mo-
ment.
The meaning of the integral term in eq. 2.70 is more complicated as it contains both projections using
P and Q. As a first simplification, the definition of δFQ(t) from eq. 2.71 can be substituted into the
expression to yield:
exp(iL t)iQL Γ CG(0)−δF
Q(t) =
∫ t
0
dτexp(iL (t −τ))iPLδFQ(τ) (2.72)
The following, further simplifications make use of the operator properties described earlier:
• Idempotence of the projection operators: QδFQ = δFQ
• Anti-self-adjointness of the Liouvillean:[68] 〈iLAB〉= −〈AiL B〉
• Self-adjointness of the projection operators: 〈QAB〉= 〈AQB〉
and will lead to a better understanding of the meaning of the integral term of equation 2.70:
exp(iL t)iQL Γ CG(0)−δF
Q(t) =
∫ t
0
dτexp(iL (t −τ))
〈iLQδFQ(τ)Γ CG〉
〈Γ CG2〉
Γ CG (2.73)
= −
∫ t
0
dτexp(iL (t −τ))
〈QδFQ(τ)iL Γ CG〉
〈Γ CG2〉
Γ CG (2.74)
= −
∫ t
0
dτexp(iL (t −τ))
〈δFQ(τ)iQL Γ CG〉
〈Γ CG2〉
Γ CG (2.75)
= −
∫ t
0
dτexp(iL (t −τ))
〈δFQ(τ)δFQ(0)〉
〈Γ CG2〉
Γ CG (2.76)
= −
∫ t
0
dτ
〈δFQ(τ)δFQ(0)〉
〈Γ CG2〉
Γ CG(t −τ) (2.77)
It has been shown here that the integral term in the evolution of the projected dynamics is proportional
to a time correlation function of the random force δFQ. This is the most important finding of the PO
formalism and will enable the derivation of a practically useful EOM for the CG system.
Joining the terms derived above we find the MZ equation for the CG phase space variables:
dΓ CG
d t
(t) = iPL Γ CG −
∫ t
0
dτ
〈δFQ(τ)δFQ(0)〉
〈Γ CG2〉
Γ CG(t −τ) +δF
Q(t) (2.78)
A coarse-grained equation of motion
For a use in a CG simulation the MZ equation 2.78 has to be analyzed to find terms for the time evolution
of the CG positions Ra and momenta Pa of the CG sites a. The Liouvillean applied to the CG position
vector reads:
LRa =
∂H
∂ Pa
=
Pa
ma
(2.79)
The CG momentum vector is, by definition, a variable in the P subspace. Therefore the P-projection of
the momentum vector is the momentum vector itself and the Q-projection is zero. As a consequence, the
time evolution of the CG positions is described only through the P-projection:
dRa
d t
=
Pa
ma
(2.80)
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The Q-projected part of the dynamics only exerts an influence in the time evolution of the CG mo-
menta, i.e. the forces on the CG sites:
dPa
d t
(t) = Fa(t) =PLPa(t)−
∫ t
0
dτ
〈δFQ
a
(τ)δFQ
a
(0)〉
〈P2
a
(0)〉
Pa(t −τ) +δF
Q
a
(t) (2.81)
= 〈Fa〉 (t)−
1
kBT ma
∫ t
0
dτ〈δFQ
a
(τ)δFQ
a
(0)〉Pa(t −τ) +δF
Q
a
(t), (2.82)
The latter is the generalized Langevin equation (GLE), where in the mean force 〈Fa〉 is substituted for
the P-projection of the force. It has been shown that this mean force is equivalent to the force derived
from the multi-body potential of mean force −∂ Ueff/∂Ra, a property which has already been introduced
earlier in the section on coarse-graining methodology (2.4.1).[34, 41] It can be concluded therefore
that a CG model in which solely the (ideal multi-body) mean force is used as interaction force yields
an inaccurate description of the time evolution in phase space, although the correct average values
are predicted by it. For a model to describe dynamic properties correctly additional terms have to be
included. These terms depend on the fluctuating forces δFQ
a
around the mean force.
The term random force, which was introduced earlier can now be justified since the Q-projected parts
of the dynamics indeed only effect the forces in the CG model, not the velocities. The middle term in the
GLE includes a time integral over past state points and it can hence be described as a memory term.
The GLE itself is however not very well suited to be used directly as a basis of molecular simula-
tions. Further simplifications and assumptions can be made to enable CG simulations with a consistent
dynamical behavior. This procedure is described in more detail in section 6.3.
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3 Phase Equilibria Modeling with Systematically Coarse-Grained Models - A Comparative Study
on State Point Transferability
Abstract
Coarse-grained models for soft matter systems can be parameterized using a variety of approaches. In
systematic coarse-graining procedures effective interactions are calculated using a reference fine-grained
simulation. The degree to which thermodynamical and structural properties of the reference system
are reproduced depends critically on the coarse-graining method used to parameterize the model. In
this article a comparative study is presented on the capability of different coarse-grained models to
reproduce vapor-liquid equilibrium thermodynamics of hexane and perfluorohexane systems. Coarse-
grained models are developed using coarse-graining methods based on the reproduction of (a) structure
and (b) coupling free energies. Although the structure-based models show an overestimation of the
pressure and therefore perform relatively poorly in reproducing the vapor-liquid thermodynamics, it
is shown that methods based on coupling free energies, in particular the conditional reversible work
method, are capable of better reproducing the vapor-liquid phase diagram of the united-atom reference
simulations, while reproducing the liquid structure almost as accurately as the structure-based coarse-
grained model. This illustrates the state point transferability of the interaction potentials calculated
using these methods as the resulting coarse-grained model (which has been parameterized at 300 K) is
capable of accurately modeling the thermodynamic properties up to the critical point.
3.1 Introduction
Molecular simulations are an important tool for soft matter research.[1–3] While atomistically resolved
models give us a very detailed picture, we can study systems on larger time and length scales when
using a coarse-grained (CG) model. In these models, groups of atoms are represented by single sites,
thus reducing the number of degrees of freedom in the system. The generation of a CG model from
an underlying fine-grained (usually atomistic) model is called bottom-up coarse-graining. To generate a
CG model in this manner a mapping scheme is constructed that relates the fine-grained (FG) to the CG
representation. The key objective of the bottom-up coarse-graining procedure is then the parametrization
of potentials for the interactions between the sites; various methods have been proposed to tackle this
challenge.[2, 4–11]
The quality of a CG model can be evaluated, first, by the degree to which it is able to reproduce
the properties of the reference model at the state point at which the model has been parameterized
(representability). The second criterion for the quality of a CG model is the capability of reproducing the
reference behavior at other state points (transferability) also, i.e. at a different temperature, a different
phase, or a different composition in a mixture of components. The degree to which the CG models
are representable and/or transferable critically depends on the method that is used to parameterize its
(nonbonded) interaction potentials.
Structure-based coarse-graining methods have been developed with the intent of reproducing the bulk
liquid structure of a reference system. The thermodynamic properties (e.g. pressure) can be reproduced
by these methods by including additional parametrization targets into the coarse-graining procedure [5,
12, 13] or by multi-state parametrization of the CG potential.[7, 14–21] Another approach to coarse-
graining is the attempt to reproduce the multi-body potential of mean force (PMF) of the CG system by
means of reproducing the force acting on the mapped CG sites in the fine-grained representation.[6, 7]
It has been shown that the multiscale coarse-graining (MS-CG) method, which is the most prominent
among the force-based methods, will result in an optimal solution for a given state point.[6] With the aim
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of parametrizing potentials which are transferable between state points, methods have been formulated
to approximate the force-matching potentials by the use of coupling free energies between the atoms
contained within the CG sites. This coupling free energy can be thought of as the free energy difference
of the process of "switching-on" the interaction between pairs of atoms in the model.
These methods (EF-CG[8] and CRW[10]) can also be described as mean-field approximations to the
exact force matching potentials obtained through the multiscale coarse-graining procedure. Thermody-
namic properties can in many cases be reproduced accurately and in a transferable manner using the
potentials parameterized using such coupling free energy methods.[8, 22–25] In addition, the models
generated with these methods are often more transferable than structure-based models, because their
interaction potentials do not include higher-order correlations that are projected onto pair interactions.
The inclusion of information of higher-order correlations into the force-field can be beneficial to the
transferability if performed correctly.[21] However, in the case of IBI or IMC, the higher-order effects
on the pair correlation are projected onto the pair potential in a nontransferable manner, minimizing
the CG entropy difference.[26, 27] In this case, neglecting the higher-order contributions to the pair
potential altogether, as done in the CRW and EF-CG approaches, may be a better choice with regard to
the transferability. The so-gained improvement in terms of the thermodynamic transferability comes at
the cost of a slightly worse reproduction of the reference FG liquid structure.
In this work we will parameterize CG models based on the TraPPE-UA model for hexane and perflu-
orohexane using two coupling-free-energy-based methods, Conditional Reversible Work (CRW)[10, 28]
and Effective-Force Coarse-Graining (EF-CG)[8], and one structure-based method, Inverse Monte Carlo
(IMC)[4].
Our choice of hexane and perfluorohexane as test system is motivated, first, by the fact that these
molecules show a miscibility gap at temperatures slightly below 300 K.[29] Second, the mapping of six
heavy atoms to three CG sites, as used in this work, has been observed in various studies and has been
used to generate multiple CG models of good quality.[10, 30, 31]
We will evaluate the transferability of the CG models (which are all parameterized at 300 K) by com-
paring their capability of reproducing the vapor-liquid coexistence curve (VLCC) up to the critical point.
Further, we will investigate mixing properties of a binary liquid mixture of the two molecules. It has been
shown that the expressions for thermodynamic observables in CG representations may not necessarily
equal to those in the FG system and that therefore corrections to the CG results may be necessary to
compare these values.[32] Still, the results presented in this article are calculated in an identical manner
for both representations. Although many properties of the atomistic reference model are reproduced
well, we cannot rule out completely the possibility of errors because of the representability problem. An
estimation of these errors, however, would go beyond the scope of this work, even more so as the aim
of this article is to compare different coarse-graining methods rather than to parameterize new models
with perfect representability.
Various CG force fields exist in the literature that have been parameterized with the aim of reproducing
the vapor-liquid equilibrium in a top-down manner.[33–35] These models perform well in reproducing
thermodynamical properties but often lack predictive quality in terms of the liquid structure. Bottom-up
models can, in many cases, describe the structure and thermodynamic properties well but to the authors’
knowledge no studies have so far been attempted to investigate their quality in reproducing VLCCs.
The remainder of the article is structured as follows: in section 3.2 we will shortly summarize the
coarse-graining methods used; the details of the simulations performed are listed in section 3.3; in
section 3.4 the results are presented; and the article is concluded by a discussion of the results in section
3.5.
3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Coarse-Graining Methods
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Conditional Reversible Work
The conditional reversible work (CRW) method[10] solves the coarse-graining problem by computing
the coupling free energies between two groups of atoms by means of a thermodynamic cycle. A sequence
of atomistic simulations of two molecules set at a given distance is performed for the parametrization of
the potential. For each step of the atomistic trajectory the force between the molecules is sampled along
the unit vector e parallel to the distance vector of the sites of interest. To obtain the reversible work
between the CG sites we integrate the averaged constraint force over the coordinate r:
W (r) = −
∫ r
∞
< F · e> (r ′)dr ′ (3.1)
This procedure is repeated twice, switching on and off the interactions of the atoms belonging to the two
CG beads. The reversible work expended upon introducing the nonbonded interaction is:
U(r) =W (r)−Wexcl(r) (3.2)
Under the premise of having pairwise interactions, but without any assumptions on a particular form
of the potential, CRW returns the CG interaction between two sites. The resulting potential is derived in
a specific bonded (intramolecular) chemical environment. The surroundings affect the sampling of the
forces between the molecules and, therefore, the potential is derived under the condition of having the
beads embedded in their respective molecules. In the present case, the sampling has been performed in
vacuum.
Effective-Force Coarse-Graining
The effective-force coarse-graining (EF-CG) method was formulated by Wang et al. [8] as a variant of
the force-matching approach to systematic coarse-graining. Instead of optimizing a CG force field such
that the atomistic total force is reproduced, the EF-CG method aims at a reproduction of the mean pair
force between the CG sites. The rationale behind this parametrization is that pair interactions param-
eterized using global optimization schemes (such as force-matching) will always contain contributions
from multi-body correlations and although these may be necessary to achieve an accurate representation
of a single state point, the state point transferability suffers from their incorporation.[8] In an EF-CG
model a pair of CG sites i and j containing atoms a and b interacts with the mean force Fi j, which is
calculated by summing the atomistic pair force between the constituting atoms Fab and projecting the
result on the i j-distance vector ri j:
Fi j(r) =
* ∑
a∈i
∑
b∈ j
Fab
!
·
ri j
|ri j|
+
r
, (3.3)
where 〈. . . 〉r denotes a conditional average at ri j = r.
The interaction potential of the CG model can be obtained by integrating the effective pair force:
UEF−CG(r) = −
∫ r
∞
Fi j(r
′)dr ′ (3.4)
It can be shown that the EF-CG interaction potentials are similar, but not exactly equal, to those
calculated with the CRW method (see section 2.4.2 for more detail on the similarity between the two
methods). A difference is mainly introduced by the fact, that the EF-CG method is usually applied to
reference trajectories sampled in a liquid environment, as opposed to the vacuum sampling performed
in the parametrization of most CRW models.
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Inverse Monte Carlo
Inverse Monte Carlo (IMC), developed by Lyubartsev and Laaksonen[4], is an exact Newton inversion
technique to derive effective pair potentials, which accurately reproduce the structure of the underlying
fine grained (FG) system in the coarse grained (CG) configuration space. In IMC, the nonbonded pair
interactions are derived based on PMF, U0
i j
, acting between two particles i and j. The PMF is obtained
from the radial distribution function (RDF) between two particles i and j in the mapped FG configuration
space, g0
i j
(r), according to:
U0
i j
(r) = −kBT ln g
0
i j
(r), (3.5)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant T is the temperature of the system.
In many cases the PMF fails to accurately describe the pair distribution between i and j in the CG con-
figuration space, because of the pertinence of higher-order correlations. Therefore, the PMF is updated
n times, until the difference between the RDF of the FG and CG system is minimized:
Un
i j
= Un−1
i j
(r)−∆Ui j (3.6)
∆Ui j = A
−1(gn−1
i j
(r)− g0
i j
(r)), (3.7)
where A is the Jacobi matrix,
A=
∂ gi j
∂ Ui j
(3.8)
which can be expressed in terms of particle number fluctuations.[36]
The IMC framework provides an exact way to derive structure-based CG models, but underlies the
typical constraints of iterative methods to solve an inverse problem, which is the dependence on a well-
conditioned initial guess, numerical stability and sufficient sampling.[17]
3.2.2 Gibbs Ensemble Monte Carlo
Two main limitations can be encountered when directly simulating coexisting phases: the presence of
finite size interfacial effects and difficulties in equilibrating the system associated to the concentration
fluctuations.[37] When two or more phases coexist in a single small-sized box, a large percentage of
molecules are located in the interfacial region. The effect of the interface on the thermodynamic proper-
ties tends to be over-represented. The system is interface-dominated, impeding a reliable prediction of
bulk macroscopic properties, such as the critical temperature. In case of mixtures the coexisting phases
are hard to equilibrate as lengthy relaxation times for the concentration fluctuations are to be expected.
To overcome the limitations in equilibrating coexisting phases using molecular dynamics, Gibbs ensem-
ble Monte Carlo (GE-MC) simulations can be performed.[38] In GE-MC the interface is absent and two
or more separate boxes are simulated. The two boxes are coupled such that (at equilibrium) tempera-
ture, pressure and chemical potential in the two regions are the same, which is the condition of phase
coexistence. Across the twin boxes a number of Monte Carlo moves is performed to sample different
configurations of the boxes and to exchange particles and volume between the boxes.
Below the critical point, GE-MC simulations can be set up with two boxes representing liquid and
vapor phases, respectively. From such a simulation saturation vapor pressures as well as vapor and
liquid densities can be calculated.
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3.2.3 Calculation of Mixing Properties
Mixing properties are calculated in this work to characterize binary liquid mixtures at different composi-
tions to judge the transferability of the CG potentials with respect to the composition of the system. We
calculate the excess volume of mixing ∆mixV and excess enthalpy of mixing ∆mixH for a binary mixture,
using simulation results at a given composition (mole fraction) x:
∆mixV (x) = V (x)− [(1− x)V (0) + xV (1)] (3.9)
∆mixH(x) = H(x)− [(1− x)H(0) + xH(1)] (3.10)
Another thermodynamic quantity that we compute in this work is the excess free enthalpy of mixing
∆mixG, which can be calculated using Kirkwood-Buff (KB) theory.[39] The KB theory allows the calcula-
tion of thermodynamic properties from structural correlations in the liquid. The central quantity in this
theory is the KB integral Gi j for components i and j, which can be calculated from the radial distribution
function gi j(r):
Gi j =
∫ ∞
0
4πr2(gi j(r)− 1)dr (3.11)
The definition above, strictly applies only to infinitely large systems in a grand canonical ensemble; for
finite size systems at constant N , correction terms have to be included.[40, 41] In this work, Ganguly’s
RDF correction is used for the calculation of Gi j [42], which replaces the gi j(r) in the integral by a
corrected term g ′
i j
(r):
g ′
i j
(r) = gi j(r)
N j

1− 4πr
3
3V

N j

1− 4πr
3
3V

−∆Ni j(r)−δi j
, (3.12)
where N j denotes the total number of j molecules, V denotes the box volume, ∆Ni j(r) = N jGi j(r)/V is
the uncorrected excess number at distance r, and δi j denotes the Kronecker delta.
For a binary mixture ∂ 2∆mixG/∂ x
2
1
is related to the KB integral by:[43]
∂ 2∆mixG
∂ x21
=
kBTρ
x1 x2[ρ1 +ρ2 +ρ1ρ2(G11 + G22 − 2G12)]
, (3.13)
where ρ = ρ1 +ρ2 denotes the total number density.
From the second derivative ∆mixG can be computed using the iterative shooting method by Galata et
al.[43] Here, a value for
∂∆mixG
∂ x (x = 0) is guessed and ∆mixG(x) is calculated as:
∆mixG(∆x) =∆mixG(0) +∆x
∂∆mixG
∂ x
(0) (3.14)
∆mixG(x i +∆x) =∆x
2 ∂
2
∆mixG
∂ x21
(x i) + 2∆mixG(x i)−∆mixG(x i −∆x), (3.15)
where∆x = 0.05 is a finite concentration increment. The initial value for
∂∆mixG
∂ x (x = 0) is then modified
using a Newton-Raphson scheme such that the resulting ∆mixG(1) = 0.
Eq. 3.13 is only valid in the stable regions of the phase diagram, i.e. for concentrations where
∂ 2∆mixG/∂ x
2 > 0. Therefore we will not be able to reconstruct a liquid-liquid phase diagram from
RDF data, even from trajectories where phase separation can be observed. Instead, we will compare
∆mixG predicted by different CG models at 300 K for a (homogeneous) binary mixture of hexane and
perfluorohexane.
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Figure 3.2: The nonbonded potentials calculated through the EF-CG method are not sensitive to com-
position. The graph compares the potential curves for the A-A (circles) and D-D (squares)
interactions calculated using EF-CG with trajectories sampled in the 1:1 mixture (blue curves)
and in the pure liquid (red curves), respectively.
The nonbonded IMC potentials have been obtained with the aid of the VOTCA toolkit (version 1.4)[30,
50] in combination with the Gromacs 2016-4 simulation package.[51, 52] On the basis of liquid phase
simulations of pure FG hexane, pure FG perfluorohexane, and the 1:1 mixture the target RDFs for the
different site-site interactions have been obtained. The different RDFs have been evaluated according to
table 3.1 with a bin size of 0.01 nm. Further, the PMFs obtained from the different target RDFs have been
used as an initial guess for the iterative procedure. At each iteration a short MD simulation of 2 ns has
been performed with a timestep of 1 fs. As an integrator the leap-frog stochastic dynamics integrator[53]
has been applied with an inverse friction constant of 1 ps. The temperature was kept constant at 300 K.
For the pure hexane system, we performed 125 iterations in total, including 30 iterations of IBI to get a
better initial guess than the PMF. The same applies for perfluorohexane, but here we only performed 10
preliminary steps of IBI. For the binary mixture the CRW potentials served as an initial guess for the 31
IMC iterations, where each intra- and inter-species interaction got updated every third iteration.
The potentials parameterized from the mixed system are different from those calculated for the pure
components (see fig. 3.3). For calculating the liquid-vapor equilibria the potential parameterized in the
pure liquids are used. For the simulations in the liquid mixtures the potentials parameterized from the
1:1 mixture are used to assess their transferability with respect to the composition.
For the subsequent simulations with the CG models, potential tables are set up using spline interpola-
tion with a distance increment of 0.001 nm. The cutoff length in the CG simulations is 1.5 nm and no
long-range corrections are used in the CG simulations.
3.3.3 Liquid Phase Simulations
For the calculation of liquid structure and mixing properties, simulations are performed for mixtures of
hexane and perfluorohexane in a simulation box containing 500 molecules using the GROMACS 4.6.7
software package. An NpT ensemble at 300 K and 1 bar is simulated using the Nosé-Hoover thermo-
stat[54] and Parrinello-Rahman barostat[55] with time constants of 0.5 ps and 2.0 ps. Simulations with
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Table 3.1: Inner and outer cutoff values used in the IMC parametrization for all interaction pairs
System interaction type r_min r_max
hexane A-A 0.32 1.5
• A-B 0.33 1.5
• B-B 0.33 1.5
perfluorohexane C-C 0.38 1.5
• C-D 0.38 1.5
• D-D 0.39 1.5
mixture A-C 0.37 1.5
• A-D 0.38 1.5
• B-C 0.38 1.5
• B-D 0.39 1.5
the IMC model are conducted at NVT conditions at 300 K and the simulation time is 10 ns with a sim-
ulation step of 2 ps. In the atomistic simulations all bond distances are constrained using the LINCS
algorithm.[56] The composition is varied from pure hexane (x = 0) to pure perfluorohexane (x = 1) in
increments of 5 mol-%.
3.3.4 Simulations of the Vapor-Liquid Phase Equilibrium
Gibbs ensemble Monte Carlo simulations are performed with all models using the MCCCS Towhee[57]
simulation code, which was modified by us to allow for the simulation of tabulated bonds and angles.
NVT simulations are performed with two simulation boxes and a total number of 300 molecules at ≈10
different temperatures below the critical temperature with an increment of 10 K. After 5000 cycles of
equilibration a production run with 10000 cycles (50000 for perfluorohexane) is performed. Every cycle
consists of 300 of the following trial moves (listed with their respective probability): volume change
(0.2%), exchange of particles between boxes (9.8%), configurational bias regrowth[58] (23%), rotation
(33%), and displacement of a molecule within the box (34%).
3.4 Results and Discussion
3.4.1 Coarse-Grained Models
The nonbonded potentials obtained using different coarse-graining methods are shown in figure 3.3.
The potentials calculated with IMC deviate from the other two sets of potentials, whereas the potentials
parameterized using CRW and EF-CG are very similar in shape.
In fig. 3.4 the potentials for the bond distance and bond angle of the two molecules are shown. Owing
to the different torsional potentials in the atomistic model, the bond and angle distributions of both
molecules differ significantly. This difference is reflected by the different structure, especially of the
angular potentials.
3.4.2 Structure of Liquid Systems
The radial distribution functions g(r) calculated from the pure component liquid simulations are shown
in fig. 3.5. These RDFs serve as a validation of the representability of the CG models. As expected,
the IMC model performs best in reproducing the atomistic structure of the system: it quantitatively
reproduces the g(r) of the FG system. This is an expected result as the aim of iterative structure-based
methods like IMC is to achieve exactly this aim.
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Figure 3.3: Nonbonded CG potentials for all site-site pairs parameterized using EF-CG (red), CRW (blue),
and IMC (green) methods. Two sets of potentials parameterized with IMC are shown which
were derived in pure liquids (solid lines) and a 1:1 binary mixture (dashed lines), respectively.
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Figure 3.5: Radial distribution functions from pure component simulations using the TraPPE-UA (black),
EF-CG (red), CRW(blue), and IMC (green) models.
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Figure 3.6: Radial distribution functions from simulations of a 1:1 binary mixture (x = 0.5) using the
TraPPE-UA (black), EF-CG (red), CRW(blue), and IMC (green) models.
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Figure 3.7: Vapor-liquid coexistence curves of hexane. Dashed lines denote fit to obtain critical point.
Triangles denote the critical point.
The other two models do not reproduce the liquid structure to the same degree as the IMC model, but
still show a good agreement with the united-atom reference date. This is an important result because
both models are not parameterized using any structural correlation as input. Especially for the pairs A-A
and C-C, the CRW model performs slightly better than the EF-CG model with respect to the reproduction
of g(r) for all CG site pairs. This is a somewhat remarkable result, since the CRW potentials have been
parameterized using only two molecules in vacuo, whereas the EF-CG model has been parameterized
from liquid phase simulations. However, the deviations between the RDF from simulations with these
two models are rather small.
The structure of a liquid system containing 50 mol-% hexane and perfluorohexane each is shown in
figure 3.6. Here again, the IMC model reproduces the reference structure to a quantitative degree and
the EF-CG model reproduces the essential characteristics of the RDF shape well, without achieving a
quantitative reproduction. The results obtained with the CRW model look rather different. Although the
shape of the RDF curves is in line with those of the EF-CG model, an overestimation of the hexane-hexane
pairs and an underestimation of the hexane-perfluorohexane pairs can be observed. This suggests that
this system is close to phase separation in the liquid phase, which would suggest an overestimation of the
upper critical solution temperature by the CRWmodel. The RDFs obtained using the EF-CG model do not
show signs of clustering of the two components. We would like to recall here that the EF-CG model has
been obtained from sampling the liquid state. It is possible that the more realistic phase space sampling
in the EF-CG parametrization benefits the correct reproduction of the liquid-liquid phase equilibrium.
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Figure 3.8: Vapor-liquid coexistence curves of perfluorohexane. Dashed lines denote fit to obtain critical
point. Triangles denote the critical point.
Table 3.2: Critical properties and fit parameters
system Tc / K ρc / g mL
-1 A / 10-4 g mL-1 K-1 B g mL-1 K-c c
hexane TraPPE 502 0.24 4.67 0.124 0.314
CRW 510 0.27 4.12 0.162 0.279
EF-CG 478 0.26 3.63 0.158 0.274
IMC 304 0.27 7.31 0.215 0.242
Exp.[59] 507.9 0.235
perfluorohexane TraPPE 447 0.69 11.3 0.366 0.309
CRW 404 0.71 12.2 0.446 0.248
EF-CG 388 0.69 12.8 0.446 0.276
IMC 315 0.73 14.1 0.73 0.248
Exp.[60] 448.8 0.558
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3.4.3 Vapor-Liquid Equilibrium
The vapor-liquid coexistence curves (VLCC) obtained from the GEMC simulations are shown in figures
3.7 and 3.8 for hexane and perfluorohexane, respectively. The critical properties can be extrapolated
from these curves using the law of rectilinear diameters:
ρl +ρg
2
= ρc + A(Tc − T ) (3.18)
ρl −ρg = B(Tc − T )
c, (3.19)
where ρl , ρg , and ρc are liquid, vapor, and critical densities respectively and Tc denotes the critical
temperature. The resulting fitting parameters and critical properties are listed in table 3.2.
The degree with which the atomistic VLCCs are reproduced varies strongly depending on the CG model
used. The IMCmodel predicts critical temperatures that are 200 K (hexane) and 140 K (perfluorohexane)
below the reference value. This result is not too surprising, as structure-based models usually do not
reproduce the pressure of the underlying atomistic reference well and are therefore not well suited
for the prediction of vapor-liquid phase equilibria. The EF-CG model performs much better for both
molecules, yielding a relative deviation of 5% for hexane and 13% for perfluorohexane. Finally, the CRW
model performs best for both test systems. The critical temperature is slightly overestimated for hexane
(<2%) and underestimated for perfluorohexane with a relative deviation of less than 10%.
This result provides evidence for the fact that models parameterized using the CRW method are capa-
ble of accurately describing the behavior of molecular liquids at the vapor-liquid interface.
We suspect that the reason for the good performance of the pair-force based CG methods is their good
representation of the attractive part of the nonbonded pair forces. The EF-CG and CRW models have
been shown to reproduce the vapor-liquid surface tension accurately[8, 10]. This means that they are
transferable with respect to the nature of the surroundings (bulk liquid, interface or gas phase) and this
may also be the reason for these models to perform well in reproducing other inter-phase properties.
Both methods predict similar VLCCs for both systems. The detailed behavior regarding the critical point
is well in line with the vapor pressure dependence on the temperature (fig. 3.9). A model which
systematically overestimates the vapor pressure will, in turn, underestimate the VLCC.
3.4.4 Thermodynamics of Vapor-Liquid Equilibria
From the vapor and liquid coexisting densities in the VLCC, the free energy of transfer of one molecule
from the vapor to the liquid phase ∆Gtrans can be calculated using:
∆Gtrans = −kBT ln

ρliq
ρvap

eq
. (3.20)
Theoretically ∆Gtrans corresponds to the reversible work of introducing the noncovalent interactions of a
molecule in the liquid phase with all surrounding molecules ("self-solvation"). A CG model reproducing
∆Gtrans can therefore be assumed to be good in predicting the correct liquid phase thermodynamics.[24]
In addition, the saturation pressure is obtained from the simulations, by calculating the virial of the
simulation boxes. Its temperature dependence can be used to calculate the vaporization enthalpy ∆Hvap
using the Clausius-Clapeyron equation:
∆Hvap = T∆V
m dp
dT
, (3.21)
where ∆V m = V mvap − V
m
liq denotes the difference in molar volumina of the vapor and liquid phases.
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Figure 3.9: Calculated (circles) vapor pressures and fitting function (solid lines) for hexane (top) and per-
fluorohexane(bottom) from simulations with TraPPE (black), CRW (blue), EF-CG (red), and
IMC (green) models.
To facilitate the calculation of dp/dT , we first fit the calculated pressures using an Antoine-type fitting
function with three parameters (Ap, Bp, and Cp):
ln
p
1 kPa
= Ap −
Bp
T + Cp
. (3.22)
The vapor pressures and fitting curves are shown in fig. 3.9.
The resulting enthalpies of vaporization and free enthalpies of transfer are plotted as a function of the
reduced temperature in fig. 3.10. For hexane, the CRW and EF-CG models quantitatively reproduce both
quantities as predicted by the TraPPE reference model. The IMC model performs slightly less well, as it
underestimates the absolute value of ∆Gtrans while reproducing ∆Hvap well.
For perfluorohexane, ∆Gtrans is reproduced well by all models (as in the case of hexane). In contrast,
∆Hvap is only reproduced well by the IMC and CRW models, and the EF-CG model drastically underes-
timates the reference values from the UA simulation. This is caused the underestimation ∆V m near the
critical point, which can be observed in fig. 3.8.
3.4.5 Thermodynamics of Liquid Mixtures
In addition to the thermodynamic data presented for the vapor-liquid equilibria of the two pure compo-
nents, we present in the following simulation results of liquid mixtures of hexane and perfluorohexane.
Mixtures of hexane and perfluorohexane show a miscibility gap below an upper critical solution temper-
ature of about 295 K. Simulations of a liquid-liquid equilibrium using GE-MC are, in principle, possible
but are very difficult to converge at high densities and low temperatures. Therefore we study the mixing
thermodynamics at constant temperature of 300 K (above the upper critical solution temperature) to
determine whether the CG models are transferable with respect to the composition of the system within
the miscible region.
In figure 3.11 we compare the total volume V m of the mixture and the excess volume ∆mixV . Both
models (EF-CG and CRW) reproduce the excess volume of the atomistic model rather accurately. Here
the CRW model performs a little better, but the differences are not too large.
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Figure 3.10: Vaporization enthalpies (top) and transfer free energies (bottom) calculated from the vapor-
liquid equilibrium properties. The same coloring scheme as in fig. 3.9 is used. The magenta
line depicts the experimental enthalpy of vaporization of hexane.[61]
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Figure 3.11: Excess volumes (upper panel) andmolar volumes (lower panel) at 300 K. Simulations are per-
formed using TraPPE-UA (black), EF-CG (red), and CRW (blue) models. Experimental data[62]
(magenta) are shown for comparison.
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The CG models are also similar in their reproduction of the molar volume, the EF-CG predicts higher
volumina which leads to an overestimation of V m at x = 1 and a good agreement to reference data
at x = 0. The CRW model matches the UA molar volume at x = 0.5, and under- and overestimates
V m for pure hexane/perfluorohexane, respectively. Reproducing the molar volume requires an exact
reproduction of the virial pressure which is, however, very sensitive to changes in the potential. On the
one hand, this means that it is difficult to reproduce it exactly when not including it as a constraint in
the potential parametrization. For CRW models, a slight mismatch in the prediction of V m has been
observed in earlier studies.[25, 63] On the other hand, a reproduction of the exact density can be
obtained by adding slight modifications to the nonbonded potentials, which do not affect the remaining
properties of the model to a large degree.[47]
The mixing enthalpy ∆mixH and the free enthalpy of mixing ∆mixG of the hexane-perfluorohexane
mixtures are plotted in figure 3.12. In addition to the EF-CG and CRW models, we calculate these
properties also from simulations with the IMC model parameterized at x = 0.5. These simulations are,
in contrast to the simulations of the other models, carried out under NVT-conditions at the density of the
atomistic model because the overestimation of the virial with the IMC model would lead to unrealistically
low densities in an NpT simulation.
For∆mixH the trends observed in the atomistic model are reproduced by all CG models. The EF-CG and
CRW models predict values close to the experimental and united-atom values whereas the IMC model
underestimates ∆mixH.
A rather different behavior is observed for∆mixG, an observable which can be used to estimate whether
phase separation occurs in the liquid or not. In the case of phase separation we expect a low curvature
of ∆mixG(x) at concentrations around x = 0.5. This is actually observed for the values calculated
from the simulation with the CRW model and this finding supports our conclusion from the RDFs of
the mixture (fig. 3.6) that this system is actually very close to the critical solution temperature. All
other curves present a clearly positive curvature, which means that the two components are miscible
at any composition at the given temperature. Again, the EF-CG model is better than the IMC model in
reproducing this thermodynamic property.
Also, the EF-CG model stands out as the model which reproduces best the values of ∆mixH and ∆mixG
of the FG model. In addition to the results observed for the RDFs of the mixed systems, this can serve
as an indication that the EF-CG model performs best, among the models studied, in reproducing the
liquid-liquid phase behavior.
3.5 Conclusions and Outlook
In this article we have applied three different systematic coarse-graining methods to generate CG mod-
els for hexane and perfluorohexane. Molecular dynamics simulations have been conducted with these
models in bulk liquid systems of the pure components and a mixture with xPFH = 0.5. These simulations
show that the shape of the CG site-site RDFs are well reproduced by all models. The RDFs of the CRW
model show signs of a phase separation in the liquid phase at x = 0.5.
Further, Gibbs-ensemble MC simulations have been performed to calculate the vapor-liquid coexistence
curves for the atomistic (TraPPE-UA) model and all CG models. The results show, that the CRW model
performs best in reproducing the VLCC for both molecules. This confirms to us the transferability of the
CRW models with regard to temperature and the phase transfer from the liquid to the gas phase. The
EF-CG model performs less well in the reproduction of the VLCC and the liquid density although the
interaction potentials are very similar to those of the CRW model.
We speculate that this mismatch may be caused by our use of bonded potentials parameterized from
simulations of one molecule in vacuo. In the first publication on EF-CG Wang et al. used iteratively
refined bonded potentials parameterized in a bulk liquid simulation.[8] These potentials may be better
suited to complement the EF-CG nonbonded potentials in reproducing properties of the liquid.
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Figure 3.12: Excess enthalpy of mixing (squares) and excess free enthalpy of mixing (circles) at 300 K. Sim-
ulations are performed using TraPPE-UA (black), EF-CG (red), CRW (blue), and IMC (green)
models. Experimental data[64] (magenta) is shown for comparison.
The IMC model accurately reproduces the liquid structure of the reference simulations, but reproduces
the vapor-liquid equilibrium far less accurately than the two coupling-free-energy-based methods.
From the vapor-liquid equilibrium data and vapor pressures we have calculated vaporization en-
thalpies and free enthalpies of transfer as a function of the reduced temperature for all models. The
results show that these properties are reproduced better by the EF-CG and CRW models than by the IMC
model (with the notable exception of the EF-CG vaporization enthalpy of perfluorohexane), indicating
that these force-based approaches perform better in the reproduction of the system’s thermodynamics
than the structure-based CG model.
Simulations of mixtures of the two components at varying composition are performed at 300 K. The
results indicate that the EF-CG and CRW models show a better transferability with respect to the con-
centration than the IMC model. Moreover, we find that the CRW model predicts a critical solution
temperature close to the simulated 300 K, as we can observe indications for phase separation of the
liquid both from ∆mixG and the site-site RDFs at x = 0.5.
We have demonstrated in this article that CG models parameterized through systematic (bottom-up)
coarse-graining methods are capable of reproducing the thermodynamics of pure component vapor-
liquid equilibria and liquid mixtures qualitatively, while also correctly reproducing the structure of the
liquid phase. The quality of reproduction is better with coarse-graining methods that give a more realistic
representation of the interactions in the system (CRW and EF-CG) than with the structure-based IMC
models. To achieve a quantitative agreement in terms of the phase boundaries, slight modifications may
be applied to the CG potentials generated with the CRW method. In a recent study we have shown, that
a slight modification of the potentials can lead to significant increase in the representability with respect
to the virial pressure, while leaving the liquid structure almost unchanged.[47]
The models parameterized in this work use a very low degree of coarse-graining (two sites being
mapped to one). It might be interesting to evaluate in further studies how the results model quality with
respect to the interphase thermodynamics changes with decreasing degree of resolution of the CG model.
At some point, the nonbonded potential will no longer retain the rigid (atomistic) character observed
for the CG models in this study and it is certainly interesting to see, whether or not the CG methods
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can still predict the molar volume and thermodynamics correctly. For the case of the CRW method it has
been shown by Dallavalle[63] that the use of lower resolution mappings is not detrimental to the quality
(w.r.t. the molar volume) of the so-parameterized CG models. This indicates to us that the vapor-liquid
equilibrium of an atomistic reference may also be well reproduced by coarser mappings.
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4 Conditional Reversible Work Coarse-Grained Models of Molecular Liquids with Coulomb
Electrostatics – a Proof of Concept Study on Weakly Polar Organic Molecules
Abstract
Scale bridging simulations of soft matter rely on the availability of transferable coarse-grained models.
In systematic coarse-graining approaches, core principles of statistical mechanics are used to relate the
coarse-grained models to the underlying molecular interactions. The conditional reversible work (CRW)
method provides effective, nonbonded pair potentials by means of computing coupling free energies
between mapped chemical groups. This method has so far been used almost exclusively for systems
composed of apolar organic molecules, but additional challenges arise when developing coarse-grained
models for polar molecules in which (long-ranged) electrostatic interactions are important. Herein, we
present a modified formulation of the CRW method where we divide the effective interaction potential
into van-der-Waals and electrostatic components. The shape of the effective electrostatic interaction
justifies modeling the electrostatics using a Coulomb potential with point charges on each site that are
equal to the net charge of the underlying group of atoms. We perform CRW calculations using two polar
molecules as test cases (an ether (1,2-dimethoxyethane) and an ester (ethylpropionate)). The results of
subsequent liquid state simulations indicate that the coarse-grained models obtained by the new method
are of similar quality with respect to representability and thermodynamic transferability as formerly
developed models for apolar systems.
4.1 Introduction
Soft matter research often requires the study of systems and processes on time and length scales that are
too large to be modeled by atomistic models. The use of coarse-grained (CG) models enables us to over-
come some of these limitations by reducing the number of degrees of freedom in the system and thereby
softening the potential energy surface which leads to inherently faster dynamics. [1] A variety of meth-
ods have been published in the literature that follow the systematic coarse-graining approach.[2–11] In
systematic coarse-graining methods, interactions between sites in the coarse-grained model are based
on an underlying fine-grained model in a bottom-up manner. The resulting coarse-grained models have
been used for the study of a variety of soft matter systems. [12–16] These methods can be subdivided
into two classes: structure based (IBI,[6] IMC[7]) and force-matching (MS-CG,[5] EF-CG,[4] CRW[3])
methods. In structure based coarse-graining, one tries to parametrize the model in such a way that the
liquid structure and additional properties are reproduced by the CG model. Force-based methods on the
other hand generate a CG potential based directly on the interactions in the fine-grained model. The
conditional reversible work (CRW) method developed by Brini et al. is of the latter kind [3], and it is
unique because it can be applied by sampling only two molecules in a vacuum environment, thereby
providing a CG model at minimal computational cost.
Other CG models have been parametrized in a rather top-down approach with the aim of reproducing
e.g. vapor-liquid coexistence curves[17], polymer glass transition properties[18] or bulk partition free
energies.[19] The use of CG models is in many cases restricted to state points close to the state point at
which they were parametrized. Transferability, i.e. the capability of a model of correctly representing
state points beyond the immediate vicinity of the state point of its parametrization, is a desired feature
of CG models and several approaches have been published to achieve transferability. These include the
use of temperature-dependent potentials[17, 18, 20–22], multistate sampling techniques[23, 24] and
other approaches[8, 25, 26].
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We have shown in the past that the CRW coarse-graining method provides CG models that are transfer-
able in a rather broad range of temperatures and that these models represent liquid phase structural and
thermophysical properties as well as liquid-vapor and liquid-solid interfacial properties in good agree-
ment with experiments and fine-grained simulations.[3, 14, 27] The CRW method has been used to
develop CG models for alkanes, polymers and graphene surfaces.[3, 12, 14, 27–29] It has so far not
been applied for polar or ionic systems, and in its original formulation it is not well suited for the appli-
cation to such systems. Herein we present a modified formulation of the CRW method that allows for a
separate treatment of electrostatic and Van-der-Waals (vdW) interactions in the CG model. This modified
CRW method is subsequently tested on two model systems (an ether and an ester). We would like to
point out that it is not the focus of this work to provide CG models whose properties match experimental
data. Rather, we would like to show in a "proof-of-principle" manner that the method described herein
allows to obtain transferable CG models from underlying fine-grained reference representations of polar
molecules.
4.2 Methods
The aim of the systematic coarse-graining procedure is the development of a coarse-grained (CG) model
that is based on a fine-grained (FG) reference model (usually an all-atom or united-atom model). The
CG model consists of interaction sites that are related to the sites of the FG model by a mapping scheme.
In this work, the center of mass mapping is used (see Computational Details).
The main challenge of the coarse-graining process is the determination of suitable non-bonded inter-
action potentials. In CRWmodels, interactions between pairs of CG sites are modeled with a free-energy-
based pair potential, which corresponds to the reversible work of coupling the microscopic interactions
between the atoms contained within the CG interaction sites, given a constant distance between CG sites.
This free energy difference can be calculated by the use of a thermodynamic cycle (see fig. 4.1) from the
reversible work (RW) associated with the process of moving the two interaction sites from infinity to a
finite distance r with direct interactions turned on and off respectively:
Geff(r) =W on(r)−W off(r) (4.1)
A feature that distinguishes the CRW method from other coarse-graining methods is the fact that the
CG potentials can be obtained from atomistic sampling of two molecules in vacuo. Other surroundings
can in principle also be chosen[14], but the sampling in vacuo provides a computationally efficient way
to calculate the CRW-CG interaction potentials. All CRW potentials used in this work were obtained
using vacuum sampling. For a more detailed description of the CRW method we refer the reader to the
existing literature[3].
When modeling apolar molecules, the resulting CG potentials will resemble a Lennard-Jones potential
with its characteristic features: a steep increase of energy towards zero distance, a potential well, and
an attractive tail converging to zero at short distances. The last feature of the potentials is critical for the
success of the method as using the aforementioned thermodynamic cycle necessitates that Geff ≈ 0 at the
largest sampled inter-site distance. For models of polar molecules the interaction potential may contain
significant contributions of electrostatic interactions, especially if the mapping scheme is chosen such
that interaction sites exhibit net charge 6=0. These electrostatic contributions are typically long-ranged
and thus may not have converged to zero at the distance chosen as interaction cutoff. The resulting
CRW potential is shifted by an unknown amount, and it is unclear whether it can serve as a physically
meaningful interaction potential. Extending the sampling by including more and more distances will, of
course, eventually lead to convergence but the larger cutoff length required in the CG simulation will
decrease the overall performance. This can be overcome by including a switch function that will force
the interactions to zero at a shorter distance value. The choice of this shorter interaction cutoff of this
switch function, however, is an additional parametrization choice and may consequently require tuning
of the non-bonded interaction potentials.
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In this work, we propose a different approach to tackle this challenge: we separate the interaction
potential into an effective Van-der-Waals (vdW) and an effective electrostatic (ES) part. This natural
decomposition is also used in atomistic force fields and in the effective-force coarse-graining method[4].
With the available algorithms for the treatment of long-range electrostatics, such as particle mesh Ewald
and reaction field algorithms, a short cutoff can also be used for the ES part of the interaction potential.
The decomposition of Geff is performed as described in the following. We assert here that non-bonded
atomistic interactions in the fine-grained force field underlying our CG model are modeled using a Van-
der-Waals and an electrostatic term. We will refer to these terms as the "interaction components" of the
fine-grained model. The process of "switching on" these components will be performed in two steps, as
opposed to the single step procedure employed in the original CRW method. In the first step, one of
the FG interaction components is turned on leading to an intermediate state. The free energy difference
associated with this process will be denoted as AΨ . Next, the second interaction component is introduced.
The free energy difference associated with this change of the FG interactions is denoted BΦ. In our
notation Ψ and Φ serve as placeholders for the interaction components that are being introduced into
the model (i.e. ES and vdW). The CG interaction energy is the sum of the two parts:
Geff = AΨ + BΦ (4.2)
The order of introduction can be chosen arbitrarily and the resulting Geff will be independent of this
choice. However, one should be aware of the fact that this is not true for its components A and B:
AΨ 6= BΨ (4.3)
because the second introduction is performed under the condition that the first interaction component is
already present in the system.
The calculation of the free energy differences is almost identical to the original single-step procedure.
In addition to W on and W off, we calculate a RW function for the intermediate state in which interaction
component Ψ is present in the system (Won,Ψ).
The reversible work is calculated by integrating over the projection of the inter-molecular force Fmol
on the unit vector e parallel to the distance vector connecting the mass centers of the CG sites of interest
in constrained molecular dynamics (MD) simulations:
W (r) = −
∫ r
∞
〈Fmol · e〉(r
′) dr ′ (4.4)
To ensure that the distance between the CG interaction sites of interest remains constant throughout
the simulation the positions of these sites (α) are constrained to their initial value by modifying the force
on all atoms (i) contained within the site in the following way:
Fi,α = F’i,α −
mi
mα
Nα∑
j=0
F’ j,α (4.5)
where F’i,α is the (unconstrained) force on atom i, mi and mα are the masses of atom i and site α
respectively, and Nα is the number of atoms contained in site α. The equation of motion of atoms that
are not part of the sites of interest remains unchanged.
These constrained dynamics runs are performed using four different types of interactions between the
atoms within the sites of interest and the forces on the molecules are integrated to yield the correspond-
ing reversible work:
1. All interactions present (yielding W on(r))
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Figure 4.1: Thermodynamic cycles used for the calculation of A(r) and B(r). The two central atoms of
a hexamer are merged into one site in the CG model (2:1 mapping). In the lowest part, all
interactions between the two central atoms are absent; in the middle part, only the electro-
static component of the interactions is present; and in the upper part, all interactions are
included. A(r) and B(r) are then calculated from the potentials of mean force W (r) under
the assumption that all W (rc) = 0.
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Figure 4.2:Mapping schemes used for the CG models. Partial charges on the united atoms used in the
FG simulation are shown to illustrate that there are non-zero net charges on sites D1, D2, E1,
and E2.
2. No interactions present (yielding W off(r))
3. Only electrostatics present (yielding W on,ES(r))
4. Only Van-der-Waals interactions present (yielding W on,vdW(r))
From these the CRW interaction potentials are calculated:
AΨ =Won,Ψ −W off (4.6)
BΨ =W on −W on,Ψ (4.7)
For the sake of clarity, we re-emphasize that only those interactions between atoms that are part of the
CG sites of interest are modified; all other FG interactions remain unchanged.
This approach provides either {AES, BvdW} or {AvdW, BES} that can in principle both serve as interaction
potentials in our CG simulations. It would be highly advantageous if the electrostatic component can
be approximated with a Coulomb potential. Then, established long-range methods for the electrostatics
can be used, avoiding a large cutoff radius in the CG simulation. We shall show below that this is indeed
possible if we choose AES as a representation of the electrostatic interactions.
4.3 Computational Details
The two-step CRWmethod is applied to two molecules, 1,2-dimethoxyethane (DXE) and ethylpropionate
(EPP), mapped on a CG representation with three sites as test cases.
Figure 4.2 shows the mapping schemes employed for these molecules. The GROMOS 53A6OXY force
field developed by Horta et al. is used as a fine-grained reference model in the CRW calculations.[30].
4.3.1 Calculation of Non-Bonded CG Interaction Potentials
In order to obtain the interaction potentials for the CG model, calculations are performed using the
modified two-step CRW method described above.
Constrained MD runs are performed for all pairs of CG interaction sites using two molecules in vacuo.
These simulations were performed using LAMMPS.[31] A time step of 1 fs is used and the total simu-
lation time is 2 ns for each MD run. The temperature is kept at a value of 300 K using the Langevin
thermostat[32] with a time constant of 0.5 ps. Distances from 0.3 nm up to a cutoff length of 1.3 nm are
sampled with a 0.02 nm distance increment. The electrostatic interactions are modeled by a Coulomb
potential and are screened with the experimental relative permittivity as reported in reference 30 (DXE:
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7.3, EPP: 5.6) and an infinite cutoff length without long-range corrections. This leads to a closer ap-
proximation of the behavior within a liquid phase than the use of unscreened electrostatic interactions
would.
It will be demonstrated below that AES resembles a Coulomb potential. Therefore, rather than AES
itself, an unscreened Coulomb potential (with ǫr = 1) is instead applied in the CG simulations using the
net charges of the interaction sites determined by the mapping (fig. 4.2). Long-range electrostatics are
modeled using the particle-mesh Ewald (PME) algorithm.[33]
The vdW component in the CG model is modeled by BvdW. In our simulations we do not use a tabulated
version of BvdW but instead a Morse potential, described below, fitted to the data. This choice facilitates
applications of the reported CG model in which the functional form is used directly, or can be compiled
in potential energy tables. A modified Morse potential with 4 parameters has been used to fit BvdW:
U(r) = ǫ((1− e−ki(r−r0))2 − 1)
¨
i = 1 r ≤ r0
i = 2 r > r0
(4.8)
For very small distances this functional form differs increasingly from the calculated values of BvdW. We
therefore limit our fit to distance values for which BvdW < 10 kJ mol
-1 to obtain a better approximation
of the potential energy well and the attractive tail. The error introduced by this procedure is negligible
because in an unconstrained simulation the values with considerable deviation from the fitted function
are rarely sampled, and the potential will certainly keep its repulsive character when using the functional
form. In fig. 4.3, we motivate the choice of this functional form by comparing to a Lennard-Jones
function. The Morse potential yields a very good approximation of both the excluded volume and the
attractive potential well. The Lennard-Jones functional form does not yield the same degree of accuracy
for both of the potentials shown in fig. 4.3. While the attractive region of the potential energy curve
can be modeled with the Lennard-Jones functional form, the resulting core repulsion is too steep when
compared to the calculated interaction energy. This result is in agreement with findings published by
others.[29, 34]
4.3.2 Bonded CG interaction potentials
For DXE the intramolecular interaction potentials are calculated from Boltzmann-inversion of probability
distributions gathered from a simulation run of length 100 ns of one molecule in vacuum with all non-
bonded interactions excluded. The Langevin thermostat is used with a reference temperature of 300 K
and a time constant of 0.5 ps. From the mapped configurations gathered from these simulations we can
calculate the potentials for the D1-D1 bond length b and the D1-D2-D1 angle θ :
UB(b) = −kB T log
ρ(b)
b2
+ CB (4.9)
UA(θ ) = −kB T log
ρ(θ )
sin(θ )
+ CA (4.10)
where ρ denotes the probability density of the respective intra-molecular degree of freedom and C is a
constant chosen such that min(U) = 0. The resulting potentials are shown in figure 4.4.
For EPP the same approach was attempted but as a result of the very rigid geometry of the molecule,
the intramolecular potentials obtained from this calculation were too rigid to allow for a stable MD
simulation at a timestep of 1 fs. We therefore constrain the bond lengths and angles of EPP to their
average value using the LINCS-algorithm[35]. The average bond distances are 0.268 nm and 0.239 nm
for the E1-E2 and E2-E3 bonds respectively. The average E1-E2-E3 angle is 124°.
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Figure 4.3: Different analytical approximations to B
v dW are shown. The modified Morse potential (black)
provides the best approximation of the calculated potential. A Lennard-Jones potential ob-
tained by the same fitting procedure (blue curve) does not match the attractive well of the po-
tential. A Lennard-Jones potential that approximates the Morse potential (using σLJ = r0/2
1
6
and ǫLJ = ǫ; red curve) reproduces the attractive region but does not match the excluded
volume as well as the Morse-type fit.
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Figure 4.4: Intramolecular potentials used for the DXE model. Left panel: UB. Right panel: UA.
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4.3.3 Liquid Phase Simulations
Using the FG and CG models, simulations of liquid systems are performed in a cubic simulation box with
periodic boundary conditions containing 400 molecules. All liquid phase simulations were performed
with a timestep of 1 fs using the GROMACS package version 4.6.7[36]. The simulation boxes are equi-
librated for 5 ns using weak-coupling algorithms for temperature and pressure.[37] After equilibration,
production runs of 5 ns are performed using the Nosé-Hoover thermostat[38, 39] (time constant 0.2 ps)
and Parrinello-Rahman barostat[40, 41] (time constant 2.5 ps; reference pressure 1 bar; compressibil-
ity 4.5·10-5 bar-1). The temperature is varied from 260 K to 340 K in increments of 20 K. In order to
calculate the surface tension NVT simulations are carried out with a half empty box starting from an
equilibrated NPT configuration. The same overall settings are used as for the NPT simulations.
In the FG simulations, we use the twin-range cutoff scheme of the GROMOS force field[42] using
a short-range cutoff of 0.8 nm and a long-range cutoff of 1.4 nm. Neighbor lists are updated every 5
steps. A short range cutoff of 1.4 nm is used for the electrostatic interactions. Long-range electrostatic
interactions are modeled using the PME algorithm implemented in GROMACS with a grid spacing of 0.12
nm and a relative tolerance of 10−5.[33] No long-range corrections are applied for the Lennard-Jones
dispersion contribution to the energy and pressure.
In the CG simulations, a simple cutoff of 1.3 nm is used. The Van-der-Waals interaction is simulated
using a potential table generated from equation 4.8 with a spacing of 1 pm and linear interpolation. The
short-range cutoff length for the electrostatic interactions is 1.3 nm in the CG model. The long-range
part of the ES interactions is treated in the same way as in the FG simulations.
4.4 Results and Discussion
4.4.1 Non-Bonded Interaction Potentials
In figure 4.5, we show a detailed overview of the components of the CRW interaction free energy for the
pair D1-D2. This example illustrates the fact that the order of introducing the interaction components is
important and why we have chosen the set {AES, BvdW} as the final CG force field. Here BvdW is fitted using
eq. 4.8 and we can observe a good reproduction of the data by the functional form. The electrostatic
component AES is compared to the Coulomb potential for point charges qα and qβ shifted to zero at the
cutoff distance:
UC(r) =
qαqβ
4πǫ0ǫr

1
r
−
1
rc

(4.11)
The values of qα and qβ are set equal to the net charge on the sites here and in all following plots and
are defined as:
qα =
Nα∑
j=0
q j,α (4.12)
where q j,α is the partial charge on atom j in CG site α and Nα is the number of atoms contained in CG
site α.
Only a good match of the calculated CRW potential to this functional form justifies the approximation
to model AES with a simple Coulomb potential. The smaller the inter-site distance, the more deviation
from this behavior can be expected. Indeed, fig. 4.5 shows that an increasing difference between the
theoretical form and the CRW potential is observed. However, the overall agreement of the Coulomb po-
tential and the CRW data suggests that the point-charge approximation of the CG sites can be justified.
The energy components of the set {AvdW, BES} do not have these characteristic physical shapes. The elec-
trostatic component is repulsive and the convergence of the attractive tail of the Van-der-Waals part does
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Figure 4.5: A detailed illustration of the interaction energies obtained using both possible introduction
orders for the pair of CG sites D1 and D2. AES can be approximated by a Coulomb potential
and B
v dW is fitted using a Morse-type potential.
not converge to zero on short distances. In this case, the interpretation of the interaction components
is not as straightforward and we could not justify the use of point charges from the physical form of the
interaction potential.
Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show the CG interaction potentials for the remaining pairs of DXE and EPP. Here
we show the fitted Van-der-Waals component and the calculated CRW potential for the electrostatic
component (symbols) as well as for the theoretical Coulomb interaction potential based on point charges
(lines). Table 4.1 gives an overview of all the non-bonded parameters used in the CG force field.
4.4.2 Physical Properties of the Coarse-Grained Model Systems
In this section, we present results from liquid phase simulations using the CRW-CG models described
above and compare them to quantities obtained from simulations using the FG reference force field.
The properties investigated include the isobaric heat capacity cp and the isothermal compressibility κ,
which can be calculated from enthalpy and volume fluctuations, respectively, in the constant pressure-
temperature ensemble:
cp =
〈H2〉 − 〈H〉2
kBT
2NDOF
(4.13)
κ=
〈V 2〉 − 〈V 〉2
kBT 〈V 〉
(4.14)
where V denotes the total volume, T the temperature and kB the Boltzmann constant. The total enthalpy
H = Ekin + Epot + pV is calculated using the pressure p and the total kinetic (Ekin) and potential (Epot)
energies of the system. The number of thermal degrees of freedom NDOF = 3N at − 3, where N at denotes
the total number of atoms in the simulation.
In addition, we calculate the relative dielectric permittivity ǫr of the liquid using[43]:
ǫr = 1+
〈M2〉 − 〈M〉2
3ǫ0V kBT
, (4.15)
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Figure 4.6: CG interaction potentials of the like pairs of DXE. The black circles represent the calculated
BvdW potential, while the black curve shows the fitted BvdW potential. Red circles represent
the calculated AES and the red curves show the theoretical prediction for a potential of point
charges.
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Figure 4.7: CG interaction potentials for all pairs in the EPP CG model. The curves in the left half show
the fitted functions of BvdW. Circles represent the calculated values of BvdW. In the right half
circles represent the calculated AES and lines show the theoretical prediction. Like pairs are
shown in the upper half, unlike pairs in the lower half respectively. Note that the theoretically
predicted potential is identical for the two like pairs and that for all pairs containing E3 AES = 0
(not shown here).
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Table 4.1: Non-bonded parameters of the CG force field
ǫ / kJ mol-1 r0 / nm k1 / nm
-1 k2 / nm
-1 q / e
DXE
D1-D1 1.182 0.471 9.739 13.583 -0.29
D2-D2 0.942 0.510 10.731 10.433 0.58
D1-D2 1.136 0.486 10.065 10.659
EPP
E1-E1 1.529 0.481 11.136 9.537 0.29
E2-E2 1.678 0.413 11.934 10.538 -0.29
E3-E3 1.315 0.495 10.550 10.841 0
E1-E2 1.887 0.458 10.828 7.348
E2-E3 1.451 0.469 10.592 11.014
E1-E3 1.362 0.489 10.867 10.920
Table 4.2: Properties at 300K
DXE EPP
Property FG CG FG CG
ρ / kg m-3 871 919 855 930
γ / mN m-1 29.9 ± 0.4 26.2 ± 1.1 22.2 ± 0.4 26.8 ± 1.7
κ / 10-9 Pa-1 0.97 ± 0.01 1.17 ± 0.02 1.18 ± 0.01 1.03 ± 0.04
cp / J mol
-1 K-1 29.7 ± 0.1 16.7 ± 0.3 29.2 ± 0.1 11.5 ± 0.7
ǫr 10.44 30 4.12 10.7
Gk 1.15 2.8 1.05 1.25
where M is the total dipole moment of the system and ǫ0 is the permittivity of the vacuum.
Another quantity relating to the electrostatic properties of the liquid is the finite system Kirkwood
factor Gk which relates to the strength of correlation between molecular dipole moments and can be
calculated as follows:[44]
Gk =
〈M2〉 − 〈M〉2
Nmol〈µ2〉
(4.16)
using the number of molecules Nmol and the molecular dipole moment µ.
From NVT simulations with a half empty box (extended to length Lz in z-direction) we calculate the
surface tension from the pressure tensor components pii:
γ=
Lz
2

pzz −
px x + py y
2

(4.17)
Dimethoxyethane
The RDF of all interaction pairs are shown in figure 4.8. While the RDF of the D1-D1 pair is almost
quantitatively reproduced, the CG model yields only a rough qualitative reproduction for the remaining
two pairs. Especially for the D2-D2 pair we can observe a loss of resolution and an increase in long-
range correlations which is probably due to an increase in the effective excluded volume of the central
methylene group. The CG model reproduces the excluded volume of the D1-D2 pair well but also fails
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Figure 4.8: Radial distribution functions of the centers of mass of CG sites from simulations using the FG
(black) and CG (red) models. a) D1-D1; b) D2-D2; c) D1-D2; d) RDF of molecular COM.
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Figure 4.9: Calculated physical properties of liquid systems of DXE modeled with the FG (black) and CG
(red) models as a function of temperature.
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Figure 4.10: Distribution of molecular dipole moments in the FG (black) and CG (red) simulations of DXE
and EPP.
to resolve details of the RDF of this pair qualitatively and quantitatively. The same can also be observed
in the RDF of the molar centers of mass.
The values of the thermodynamic observables computed for the FG and CG models are shown in table
4.2 for a temperature of 300 K and in figure 4.9 for a range of temperatures.
The mass density of the liquid is overestimated by 5% at 300 K and the thermal expansion coefficient
of the FG model is well reproduced by the CG model in the temperature range between 260 K and 340
K.
The heat capacity per degree of freedom predicted by the CG model is lower than the value calculated
from FG reference simulations. This result is not surprising because the coarse-graining procedure soft-
ens the potential energy landscape of the system and therefore will reduce its capability to store thermal
energy in its translational and internal degrees of freedom.
The isothermal compressibility is overestimated at all temperatures but the temperature dependence
is reproduced by the CG model. We attribute this overestimation to an increase in volume fluctuations
which are of higher magnitude in the CGmodel due to a softened potential energy surface. We would like
to point out that a more accurate representation of the volume fluctuations of the system is in principle
possible by the use of the barostat formulation for CG systems published recently by Dunn and Noid.
[45] The use of this thermostat, however, requires additional parametrization that would go beyond the
scope of this work.
The liquid-vapor surface tension for DXE is underestimated by ∼ 10% and the temperature depen-
dence is well reproduced in the given temperature range. These results document the excellent state
point transferability of the CRW-CG models as reproduction of surface properties requires a very good
description of both liquid and vapor behavior.
The value of ǫr is overestimated in the CG model although the molecular dipole moment distribution
(shown in fig. 4.10, left panel) of the FG model is well reproduced by the CG model. A comparison of
the Kirkwood factors shows that Gk is increased in the CG model in comparison to the FG reference by
approximately the same ratio as ǫr . This indicates that dipole-dipole correlations are too strong which
may correlate with the overestimation of D2-D2 density correlations shown in fig. 4.8b.
Ethylpropionate
The g(r) of all interaction pairs are shown in figure 4.11. The performance of the EPP CG model
in reproducing the liquid structure is better than that of the DXE model. We observe a match of the
RDF for all pairs and although a perfect quantitative reproduction is not achieved (and should not
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Figure 4.11: Radial distribution functions of the centers of mass of CG sites from simulations using the FG
(black) and CG (red) models. a) E1-E1; b) E2-E2; c) E3-E3; d) E1-E2; e) E1-E3; f) E2-E3.
be expected anyway) the CG model is able to reproduce all essential features of the reference liquid
structure qualitatively.
The mass density is slightly higher compared to the FG reference (overestimation of ∼ 9% at 300K)
and the thermal expansion coefficient is less well matched by the CG model which predicts a lower
expansion coefficient than the reference FG simulation.
The heat capacity is lower in the CG model, a finding that has already been discussed above for DXE.
The isothermal compressibility is underestimated for all temperatures and the temperature depen-
dence is also different for the compared models. This finding is not intuitive because it might be
expected that the softened potential energy surface in the CG model leads to increased volume fluc-
tuations like it was observed for DXE. However we suspect the reason for the underestimation of κ is to
be found in the higher density in the CG model which renders the liquid less compressible. The density
is overestimated more strongly for EPP than for DXE and therefore density effects might trump the effect
of the softer interactions. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that the mismatch in κ is larger at
temperatures that show a larger mismatch in the liquid density.
The liquid-vapor surface tension prediction by the two investigated models differ by ∼ 15% and the
temperature dependence is well reproduced.
The relative permittivity ǫr is overestimated in the CG simulations by a factor of 2.5 although the
Kirkwood factor Gk is reproduced better than in the case of DXE. However we observe that the molecular
dipole moment is overestimated in the CG model (fig. 4.10). This suggests that the reason for the
mismatch in the relative permittivity is not so much due to increased orientational correlations between
dipoles but rather due to the increase of the molecular dipole moment itself.
4.5 Conclusion
We have presented a modification to the CRW bottom-up coarse-graining method that allows for a sep-
aration of electrostatic and Van-der-Waals components in the CG model by stepwise introduction of the
respective fine-grained interaction components. This procedure has been applied using two polar or-
ganic molecules as test cases. The effective pair potentials obtained can be decomposed into effective
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Figure 4.12: Calculated physical properties of liquid systems of EPP modeled with the FG (black) and CG
(red) models as a function of temperature.
electrostatic and effective vdW interactions only when choosing the appropriate order of introducing
the fine-grained interaction components. In simulations of the CG system, the new approach ascertains
that the vdW part of the interaction free energy has converged at the cutoff. Furthermore, methods for
long-range electrostatics can be used for a proper treatment of the electrostatic interactions of the model.
The CRW-CG interaction potentials are derived from two fine-grained molecules in vacuo and are not
parametrized to fit any structural or thermodynamic target quantity. Still, coarse-grained simulations re-
produce liquid-state properties in satisfactory agreement with the fine-grained model. In particular, the
bulk density and predict the thermal expansion coefficient are reproduced quite accurately. This shows
that CRW models with explicit electrostatics show a high degree of transferability, as has been observed
for CRW models of apolar molecules.[3, 12, 14] Furthermore, both CG models presented in this work
predict the vapor-liquid surface tension in good agreement with reference simulations, an observation
that can serve as further evidence for the state point transferability of CRW-CG potentials. Unfortunately,
the CRW models do not reproduce the relative dielectric permittivity of the FG systems. This quantity
depends on a number of factors and it is unclear whether modifying one of these factors independently
will result an a better reproduction of the dielectric properties. However, if a correct reproduction of
this quantity is desired one could attempt to tune the charges on the CG sites in order to change the
molecular dipole moment in systems where the orientational correlations between dipole moments are
well reproduced (like EPP). However, we advice to perform such tuning carefully because whenever such
a modification of the model is performed, the interaction free energy Ge f f will no longer be independent
of the introduction order and it is likely that the model will lose a great deal of its predictive power and
transferability when such a posteriori modifications are applied.
We conclude that the modified CRW method presented in this work is a good extension to the toolbox
of systematic bottom-up coarse-graining of polar molecular systems. The method can be especially useful
for polymers or systems with a large number of different interaction sites. For these systems vacuum
sampling is particularly advantageous as liquid state simulations will be computationally expensive and
structure-based CG methods may be difficult to converge. Further studies remain to be performed to
test the method on more polar molecules (e.g. alcohols, amines, ionic liquids) in order to determine,
whether CG models can be obtained by our modified method also for these systems.
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We finally point out that the effective-force coarse-graining method introduced by Wang and cowork-
ers uses an approach that is methodologically very similar to the CRW method.[4] In their study, the
authors also show that the CG interactions can be decomposed into effective Van-der-Waals and elec-
trostatic contributions. As parametrization of EF-CG methods can be efficiently performed in the liquid
phase differences can be expected with respect to the CRW potentials originating from vacuum sampling.
Another methodological difference, however, lies within the fact that effective potentials derived with
the CRW method contain indirect contributions originating from the modified sampling in a simulation
with excluded interactions. In EF-CG, the sampling is only performed with all interactions present in the
system and therefore these contributions are absent. As a result of this subtle methodological difference
we can expect slightly different potentials even if the fine-grained sampling is performed in an identical
environment. The resulting CG potentials from the EF-CG and CRWmethods will however show a similar
shape, and it would be interesting to see to which degree the resulting models are comparable in terms
of transferability and representability.
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5 Conditional Reversible Work Coarse-Grained Models with Explicit Electrostatics - an
Application to Butylmethylimidazolium Ionic Liquids
Abstract
Parameterization of nonbonded interactions is fundamental in the development of new coarse-grained
(CG) models. The conditional reversible work (CRW) method is unique among the systematic coarse-
graining methods since it requires only the simulation of two molecules in vacuo, making parametriza-
tions of new models computationally inexpensive. This method has been applied successfully to apolar
systems and has recently been extended for the parametrization of models with explicit electrostatics.
In this work, the ECRW method is used to parameterize models for butylmethylimidazolium (BMIM)
ionic liquids with three different anions. Results of subsequent CG simulations are used to illustrate the
strengths and weaknesses of the resulting models. In particular, the structural and dynamical properties
of the bulk, as well as the behavior at the liquid-vapor interface, are studied. It is shown that the ECRW
coarse-graining method produces CG models of high quality for all selected test systems.
5.1 Introduction
Coarse-grained (CG) models are of great importance in molecular simulations.[1, 2] Using molecu-
lar models which are not based on an atomistic description but use a lower resolution increases the
computational performance of a simulation. Apart from this obvious advantage of coarse-graining, we
can learn, by evaluating the quality of models based on different representations of the same system,
about the degrees of freedom required to realistically model thermodynamic, structural, and dynamic
quantities.
In systematic coarse-graining methods, a model is generated based on a finer (usually atomistic)
representation of the system.[2] The potential energy surface of a coarse-grained system is characterized
by the multi-body potential of mean force (PMF). The aim of bottom-up CG modeling is to approximate
the multi-body PMF by a set of pairwise additive effective potentials. For the calculation of these effective
potentials a variety of methods have been published that are based either on structural correlations or
on forces in the fine-grained (FG) system.[2–12]
The quality of a CG model can be judged using two aspects: representability and transferability. Rep-
resentability describes the quality of a model in reproducing the system at a state point at which it was
parameterized[13–15], while transferability describes the capability of a model to correctly reproduce
the behavior of the system at different state points. Transferability can be introduced into a model by a
variety of a posteriori fits and additional model parameters (e.g. temperature-dependent interaction po-
tentials)[9, 16–24]. Other approaches have focused more on the possibility to design the coarse-graining
procedure such that the transferability of the model emerges as a natural consequence of the manner in
which the interaction potentials are calculated.[3–5, 25–34]
Systematic attempts to achieve state point transferability have been undertaken especially on the basis
of the multiscale coarse-graining (MS-CG) method[35, 36] which provides an approach to approximate
the multi-body potential of mean force through pair potentials. It has been shown that at a constant
state point, the MS-CG method provides an accurate and well-informed approximation to the multi-body
PMF.[6] Thermodynamic transferability of CG models parameterized through the MS-CG method has
been achieved by the use of temperature rescaling[25] and extended ensemble sampling approaches.[22,
28, 37] Transferability with respect to density has been achieved by the use of density dependent CG
potentials.[34, 38, 39] The behavior near an interface can be described by models using order parameter
dependent CG potentials.[40]
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Another coarse-graining paradigm, the method of ultra coarse-graining (UCG), has been introduced
with the aim of parametrizing coarse-grained yet transferable models by combining the advantages of
systematic bottom-up coarse-graining with the state-based approach behind Markov state models. [31,
41, 42] A UCG model contains information on substates of the CG sites gathered from an analysis of the
FG reference system. It has been shown recently, that this coarse-graining method also can be applied to
model the behavior at interfaces correctly.[32]
In this work, we will use the conditional reversible work (CRW) method for coarse-graining.[3] Here,
the forces between two molecules in vacuo are used to exclude interfering multi-body correlations origi-
nating from the surrounding molecules, which are assumed to be among the leading causes of state-point
dependence of CG models. Models derived by the CRW method have been shown to reproduce structure
and thermodynamics of various systems in a transferable manner.[3, 4, 43–46]
While the original CRW method was developed for the parametrization of apolar systems, we recently
published a modified version of the method. In this extended approach (which we shall refer to as
ECRW in the following), we obtain separate effective interaction potentials for the Van-der-Waals and
electrostatic components in the model.[4] We have shown in a model study that this approach leads to a
transferable CG force field for weakly polar molecular liquids. Because multi-body effects are expected to
have a large impact on the properties of polar fluides, it remains to be explored if the pairwise interaction
Ansatz of the ECRW approach provides CG models of equally good quality for highly polar systems. The
purpose of this article is to demonstrate that the ECRW method is also suitable for the parametrization
of force fields for components with a strong polar character. To this end, we parameterize force fields for
three different butylmethylimidazolium ionic liquids (BMI-IL).
Room temperature ionic liquids (RTIL) have been of increasing interest in experimental research, as
well as in molecular simulations.[47–52] Because of their high viscosity at room temperature, coarse-
grained models are of great interest for the simulations of these systems. The long time scales required
to equilibrate dense and viscous systems, such as RTIL, are more efficiently equilibrated using coarse-
grained models.
The challenge of modeling RTIL in simulations lies in the correct description of the electrostatics;
several methods and models have been brought forward addressing this challenge.[53] Since there are
multiple coarse-grained models for BMI-IL in the literature,[54–58] the intent of this work is not merely
to add to this variety. Rather we would like to point out a way to easily and efficiently parameterize
CG models for ionic liquids or similar systems that can be applied in future applications, where a CG
model for the system at hand may not be available. Since the ECRW method is cheap, it may be used to
inexpensively compare mapping schemes and to gain insight into the interdependence of coarse-grained
representation and model quality for a given system.
The transferability of the CG models is evaluated herein with respect to two factors. First, we compare
the mass density at different temperatures to investigate the temperature transferability. Second, we
calculate properties of the liquid-vapor interface. A good reproduction of the behavior at interfaces is
another illustration of transferability since the interactions near the interface are substantially different
to those in the bulk. Coarse-grained modeling of interfacial properties is a challenging task[32, 40, 59–
61] and CRWmodels have been shown to yield good results for the simulation of systems at interfaces.[4,
44, 46]
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In section 5.2, we shortly reiterate the essential
steps of the ECRW method and introduce a novel technique of generating the trajectories required for
the model parametrization. In section 5.3, the resulting models are presented. In sections 5.4 and 5.5,
the parameters and results of subsequent simulations in the CG and FG representation are presented and
discussed. Section 5.6 contains concluding remarks.
5.2 Methods
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5.2.1 Extended Conditional Reversible Work Coarse-Graining
We can obtain a coarse-grained model in a bottom-up manner using a fine-grained (i.e., atomistic)
reference model and a mapping scheme that relates the fine-grained coordinates to the coarse-grained
ones. In this work the mapping scheme is a center-of-mass mapping that defines the location of a CG site
at the center of mass of topologically close atoms. Each fine-grained atom is part of exactly one CG site.
The parametrization of the CG model is performed using the extended (two-step) conditional re-
versible work (ECRW) method for polar systems. In the following, a brief summary of the method will
be given. For a detailed description we refer the reader to the existing literature.[4] In ECRW, the pair
interaction between CG sites i and j is modeled using effective Van-der-Waals and effective electrostatic
interactions (AvdW(ri j) and BES(ri j)). These interaction components are coupling free energies that cor-
respond to the process of "switching-on" the respective interaction component for the atoms contained
in the respective CG sites of interest, while these sites are fixed in space and the distance ri j between
them is constant. The interaction potential is calculated by means of a thermodynamic cycle (fig. 5.1)
using the reversible work W done against the intermolecular forces when two molecules approach from
the cut-off distance to the finite distance ri j. We obtain W by integrating the constraint force FC, i.e., the
projection of the intermolecular force on the i- j distance vector:
FC(ri j) =
® ∑
a∈Mol.1
∑
b∈Mol.2
Fab · ri j
|ri j|
¸
(5.1)
W (ri j) = −
∫ ri j
rc
FC(r
′)dr ′, (5.2)
where Fab is the pair force between atoms a and b. W is sampled in different states which we denote
with the following subscripts: W On (all pair interactions present in the model), W On,vdW (only vdW
interactions are present between atoms contained in the CG sites of interest), and W Off (no interactions
between atoms contained in the CG sites of interest). The effective interaction potentials are obtained
from W sampled in these different states (compare fig. 5.1 for a schematic depiction of the process):
AvdW =W On,vdW −W Off (5.3)
BES =W On −W On,vdW (5.4)
The indices in the lowest two equations imply a procedure of turning on the Van-der-Waals component
first and the electrostatic component second (see fig. 5.1).
The energy components AvdW and BES calculated in this manner are fitted using the functional forms
introduced in reference [4]. For AvdW the potential is approximated using a Morse-type potential with two
stiffness parameters, k1 and k2, controlling the stiffness of the repulsive and attractive parts, respectively:
UvdW(r) = ǫ((1− e
−ki(r−r0))2 − 1)
¨
i = 1 if r ≤ r0
i = 2 if r > r0
, (5.5)
where ǫ is the potential well depth and r0 is the minimum energy distance. The choice of this functional
form has been discussed in our earlier article on the ECRW method.[4] The two-term Morse potential
combines a certain simplicity (as it has only four parameters which with a somewhat intuitive meaning)
with the flexibility required to fit the potential curves emerging from CRW calculations. The main benefit
of this functional form in the context of this work is the possibility to modify the repulsive part of the
potential without changing the attractive part (and vice versa).
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Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of the ECRW method. The CG interaction potentials AvdW and BES
represent the coupling free energy of "switching-on" the respective interaction components
between the atoms included in a CG site. Here the two central atoms of a hexamer are
merged into one CG site. The coupling free energies are calculated through thermodynamic
cycles using the reversible work of moving the two sites of interest from quasi-infinite cutoff
distance (rC ) to the finite distance r.
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The electrostatic component is approximated using the Coulomb potential with the net charge qi of
the respective CG site i, calculated as the sum over all partial charges qa of atoms a contained within the
site:
qi =
∑
a∈i
qa (5.6)
UES,i j(ri j) =
1
4πǫ0
qiq j
ri j
(5.7)
5.2.2 Sampling of CRW Trajectories
In past applications of the CRW method, the sampling of the constraint distance trajectories was per-
formed by molecular dynamics simulations with a constraint algorithm ensuring a constant distance
between beads of interest. In this work, we use Monte Carlo sampling to generate the trajectories used
for the potential parametrization. The reason for this is that for systems with strong electrostatic in-
teractions, such as the ionic liquids investigated here, we experienced sampling problems in constraint
distance MD simulations. Since there are only two molecules in vacuo, highly attractive electrostatic
energy between certain atoms can lead to conformations that are "trapped" in a local energy minimum.
This hinders a sampling of the whole configuration space and therefore leads to very poor-quality poten-
tials. Using Monte Carlo moves, these local minima can be escaped thereby overcoming sampling issues.
Also, the simulations with the Monte Carlo approach tend to converge faster (with respect to the number
of steps) than MD simulations performed in the past.
The Monte Carlo algorithm employed here performs two kinds of trial moves:
1. Rotation of the whole molecule around the x-,y- or z-axis (one of which is randomly chosen)
2. Torsional rotation of a molecule around a randomly selected (σ)-bond
After each move, the modified molecule is shifted such that the distance ri j between the relevant CG
sites is kept constant. Moves are accepted or rejected using the Metropolis criterion:
paccept =
¨
1 if ∆U ≤ 0
exp

− ∆U
kBT

if ∆U > 0
, (5.8)
where ∆U = Unew − Uold is the energy difference between the current and the previous configuration.
T and kB denote the temperature and Boltzmann constant, respectively. After accepting or rejecting the
trial configuration, FC (eq. 5.1) is calculated from the current configuration.
With this Monte Carlo simulation we can efficiently sample spatial orientations and torsional states of
the molecules. Bond lengths and angles are kept constant in this approach. We assume their influence
on the resulting potential to be negligible.
5.3 Parameterization of the Coarse-Grained Model
5.3.1 Mapping Scheme
In this work three different ionic liquid systems will be simulated: a butyl-methyl-imidazolium cation
([BMIM]+) is combined with hexafluorophosphate ([PF6]
−), tetrafluoroborate (

BF4
−
) and chloride
([Cl]−) anions. For [BMIM]+and [PF6]
−, we use the all-atom force field published by Bhargava and
Balasubramanian [62]. The interaction parameters of

BF4
−
are taken from a different force field[55],
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Figure 5.2:Mapping scheme employed for the coarse-graining of the BMIM cation including the net
charges of sites B and I as calculated from the atomistic charges.
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Figure 5.3: Dipole moment distribution of the [BMIM]+cation in atomistic (black) and coarse-grained
simulations (red) of [BMIM]+[PF6]
−. The distribution is almost identical in the systems with
BF4
−
and [Cl]−anions.
while for [Cl]−we use the Lennard-Jones parameters of the OPLS-AA forcefield.[63] The cation and all
anions have an absolute charge of 0.8 e.
On the basis of this atomistic representation of [BMIM]+[X]−, we define a center-of-mass mapping
that maps the anions on one site and the cation on two sites. The cation is mapped such that the butyl
and methylimidazolium units are contained within one CG site each (see fig. 5.2), named B (butyl) and
I (methylimidazolium), respectively. The sum of the atomistic charges yields a total net charge of 0.162
e (B) and 0.638 e (I).
In this work, a two-site center of mass description of the [BMIM]+cation is used. Other mappings that
have been proposed for highly polarizable molecules are based on the center of charges.[64] In principle,
a CG model based on such a mapping could also be parameterized using the ECRW method.
Most CG models of [BMIM]+-based RTILs use a three site mapping scheme with the intent of better
reproducing structural and orientational correlations.[49, 50, 58] The computational advantages of a
coarser model (fig. 5.2) of course come at the cost of losing the ability to describe certain properties.
While applying total net charges on the mapped beads provides an accurate description of electrostatic
bead-bead interactions between ion pairs (shown later), it does not provide a good representation of
the cation’s average dipole moment (fig. 5.3). Therefore, we expect discrepancies between dielectric
properties predicted by the CG and FG models.
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5.3.2 Interaction Potentials
Using the Monte Carlo algorithm described above, we perform simulations to generate interaction po-
tentials for [BMIM]+[X]−. To this end, MC simulations of all CG site pairs in vacuo are performed at
constant distances from 0.30 nm to 1.30 nm with a distance increment of 0.02 nm. The cutoff length
for the Lennard-Jones potential is set to 1.3 nm, while electrostatic interactions are simulated using the
Coulomb potential with infinite cutoff length. Single simulations have a length of 106 MC moves and
the temperature is set to 500 K. Spatial and torsional rotation each make up for 50% of the trial moves.
The maximum attempted rotation angle is 90° for both molecular and torsional rotations. The overall
acceptance rates are between 30% and 75% depending on the molecular distance. The force between
the two molecules is written every 100 moves.
A relative dielectric permittivity of 1 is used in the MC vacuum simulations. In our earlier publication
on ECRW we used the experimental value of ǫr with the intent of mimicking the electrostatic environ-
ment of the liquid.[4] We decided not to do so here because this screening is (a) not necessary on long
distances since the Coulomb form is reasonably well reproduced by all pairs here, and (b) because it is un-
realistic at short distances and a screening here may mask inaccuracies of the point charge approximation
by reducing the mismatch between the observed and fitted electrostatic interaction energy.
After integration of the molecular pair force, the potentials AvdW and BES are obtained. AvdW is fitted
using the equation 5.5. The resulting parameters are shown in table 5.1. In fig. 5.6 we compare the
data points obtained for the potential of the I-I pair to the resulting fitting curve. The uncertainty of
the calculated potential is estimated by calculating AvdW separately using five blocks of configurations
representing 200000 MC trial moves and assuming as uncertainty of the mean value at each distance
the respective standard deviation between the five potentials curves. The so-obtained uncertainty is
approximately equal for all potential curves.
BES is fitted using the Coulomb potential and the net charge of the respective coarse-grained bead
resulting from the mapping scheme employed in the coarse-graining procedure (see Fig. 5.4 and 5.5
for a comparison of the potentials resulting from the ECRW method and the Coulomb potentials used
in the CG simulations). The Coulomb function used for fitting function is shifted such that BES = 0 at
the cut-off distance. In the CG simulations, this shift is not performed and we simulate the electrostatic
interactions using the standard Coulomb potential with the charges in tab. 5.1 for the short range and
the P3M long-range method. From this comparison we conclude that the point charge assumption made
in the CG model is justified at long distances for almost all interaction pairs.
Deviations on shorter distances occur for almost all interactions. These discrepancies originate from
the fact that we represent the (fine-grained) charge distribution by a single charge at the center of
mass. At long distances, the monopole contribution dominates and the Coulomb-approximation is well
justified. At closer distances, however, multipole contributions to the electrostatic interactions become
more important leading to a deviation between the observed effective interaction potential and the
Coulomb functional form. This effect is strongest for the I-I pair because the imidazolium group shows
the most asymmetric charge distribution and therefore has the largest multipole contribution to the
effective electrostatic interaction.
The B-Cl interaction is the interaction that is least well approximated by the Coulomb potential. We
expect an attractive interaction but find that the potential shows a repulsive character at short distances.
This mismatch can probably be attributed to sampling problems in the ECRW simulations.
In initial bulk simulations for [BMIM]+[PF6]
−at 500 K, the liquid density was slightly overestimated
(see tab. 5.2). An overestimation of mass density has been observed in many CRW models.[3, 4, 43]
Herein, we propose a correction to the nonbonded interactions to reduce the mismatch in the density
by slightly enhancing the strength of the repulsive interactions between selected pairs of CG sites. We
choose this approach, since it has been observed in previous studies[3, 4, 43–45], that CRW models are
very well suited to reproduce thermodynamic properties (e.g. the vapor-liquid surface tension), a quality
that has been to a large part explained by the attractive part of the CG potentials. A correction acting on
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Table 5.1: Non-bonded parameters of the force field used for the CG simulations. The unmodified fitting
parameters of AvdW are noted in parentheses.
ǫ / kJ mol-1 r0 / nm k1 / nm
-1 k2 / nm
-1 q / e
B-B 1.87 0.671 6.97 10.8 0.162
B-I 2.67 0.601 5.87 10.1
I-I 3.25 0.567 6.00 (5.39) 9.12 0.638
B-PF6 2.90 0.573 10.3 7.98
I-PF6 3.44 0.570 (0.556) 8.50 (6.91) 10.6
PF6-PF6 3.16 0.571 12.3 11.4 -0.8
B-BF4 1.98 0.531 12.0 7.56
I-BF4 2.68 0.550 (0.536) 10.0 (6.92) 10.7
BF4-BF4 1.56 0.526 12.0 (10.2) 12.3 -0.8
B-Cl 2.18 0.447 15.0 (13.0) 7.96
I-Cl 2.06 0.500 (0.486) 9.70 (8.61) 12.1
Cl-Cl 1.23 0.378 18.5 12.7 -0.8
the attractive part of the potential might impact this particular quality of the CG potential in a disadvan-
tageous manner and we therefore decide to tune the repulsive part. After fitting the vdW component of
the ECRW potentials with the modified Morse potential we can use the repulsive stiffness parameter k1
to systematically increase the repulsiveness of the potentials and thereby reduce the equilibrium density
of the liquid. For this modification, we select pairs with a comparatively large mismatch in the pair cor-
relation function and modify the corresponding k1 (see tab. 5.1). Further, r0 of the I-PF6, I-BF4, and I-Cl
interaction potentials is increased by 0.014 nm. We stop the modification of the potential parameters
if the model reproduces the density with less than 5% relative error and approximately reproduces the
position of the first peak of the RDF.
An overview of AvdW and the potential used in the model is given in fig. 5.7 for all pairs, where
such modifications have been performed. Using these modified potentials will lead to a more accurate
reproduction of the density, without drastically changing the shape of the interaction potentials.
The intramolecular degree of freedom that is remaining within the [BMIM]+ion in the CG represen-
tation (i.e. the bond length between the B and I site) is parameterized using the Boltzmann inversion
method. An MD trajectory of 100 ns is generated using one FG molecule in vacuo at 500 K, using a
Langevin thermostat with a time constant of 1 ps. All nonbonded interactions between atoms are ex-
cluded from this simulation. The trajectory is mapped using the mapping scheme introduced above and
the distance distribution ρ(r) between the B and I sites is extracted from the mapped configurations.
From this distribution the bonded interaction potential is calculated through:
Ubond(r) = −kBT ln

ρ(r)
r2

+ C , (5.9)
where C is chosen such that min(Ubond) = 0. The resulting potential is shown in fig. 5.8.
5.4 Computational Detail
For all systems, we conduct bulk MD simulations in an NPT-ensemble 1 bar and 5 temperatures between
300 K and 500 K. We generate 2 ns of trajectory starting from equilibrated initial structures using a time
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of the electrostatic component of the CRWpotential BES (black) and the Coulomb
potential (shifted to zero at the cut-off distance of 1.3 nm) using the net charges of the CG
sites (red) for all pairs with repulsive electrostatic interaction.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of the electrostatic component of the CRWpotential BES (black) and the Coulomb
potential (shifted to zero at the cut-off distance of 1.3 nm) using the net charges of the CG
sites (red) for all pairs with attractive electrostatic interaction.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of the calculated CRW potential AvdW (black with error bars) and the interaction
potential obtained from the initial fit (green) and that used in the CG simulation (red) for the
I-I site pair.
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of the calculated CRW potential AvdW (black) and the interaction potential used
in the CG simulation (red) for all pairs, where modifications to the original fit have been
performed.
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Figure 5.8: Bonded potential used to model the B-I bond.
Table 5.2: Resulting liquid-vapor surface tensions and mass densities of the optimized and unmodified
CG models at 500 K
ρ / kg m-3 γlv / mN m
-1
system AA CG CGunmodified AA CG
[BMIM]+[PF6]
− 1216 1221 1386 28.5±7.5 28.0±0.3
[BMIM]+

BF4
−
1035 1041 1287 25.7±1.8 26.5±0.4
[BMIM]+[Cl]− 1011 1071 1154 28.4±2.6 28.3±0.4
step of 1 fs. Cut-off distances are chosen at 1.3 nm. The Nosé-Hoover thermostat[65] and Parrinello-
Rahman barostat[66] are used with respective time constants of 1 and 5 ps. The atomistic simula-
tions were conducted using Gromacs version 4.6.7[67], while the CG simulations were performed using
LAMMPS.[68] The long-range part of the electrostatics is simulated using the Particle-Mesh-Ewald[69]
(PME, AA systems) and Particle-Particle-Particle-Mesh[70] (P3M, CG systems) algorithms. In the atom-
istic simulations long-range corrections for the Lennard-Jones potentials are applied to pressure and
energy. In the CG simulations, the bond distance potential energy is implemented using a lookup table
with 1001 entries between 0 nm and 1 nm obtained from spline interpolation between the data points
obtained from the parametrization (see fig. 5.8).
In addition to the NPT bulk simulations, NVT simulations are performed to study the behavior of
the liquid-vapor interface. The initial configuration of these simulations is obtained by extending the
simulation box of an equilibrated configuration by a factor of 2 in the z-direction. To this end, the final
configuration from the NPT bulk liquid simulation is taken and the box is extended by a factor of 2 in
the z-direction. Simulations of the liquid-vapor interface are performed using NVT molecular dynamics
with identical settings as for the NPT bulk simulations described above and a simulation length of 50 ns.
5.5 Simulation Results and Discussion
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Table 5.3: Isothermal compressibility κ, relative dielectric permittivity ǫr and finite system Kirkwood fac-
tor Gk calculated from simulations with atomistic and CG models at 500 K
κ / 10-9 Pa-1 ǫr Gk
system AA CG AA CG AA CG
[BMIM]+[PF6]
− 0.85 1.18 6.7 4.0 1.3 2.1
[BMIM]+

BF4
−
0.98 1.38 10.5 4.4 1.8 2.3
[BMIM]+[Cl]− 0.64 1.07 10.1 4.6 1.6 2.0
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Figure 5.9: Radial distribution functions of all site pairs of [BMIM]+[PF6]
−as calculated from the atomistic
(black) and coarse-grained (red) simulations.
5.5.1 Properties of the Liquid Phase
The mass densities resulting from the NPT simulations are listed in table 5.2. We observe that the
densities from the CG simulation match the atomistic reference for [BMIM]+[PF6]
−and [BMIM]+

BF4
−
.
This was intended by the modification of the potential parameters of the CG site pairs. On the other hand,
the density of [BMIM]+[Cl]−is roughly 6 % higher in the CG model as compared to the atomistic model.
Reducing the density mismatch further with the modification of the cation-anion vdW interactions is
only possible at the cost of an even stronger mismatch in the RDF, which we intend to avoid.
Figures 5.9-5.11 show the radial distribution functions g(r) for all systems in the atomistic and CG
representation. For [BMIM]+[PF6]
−the structure is well reproduced (see fig. 5.9). The CG model is
capable to reproduce the g(r) for the pairs I-I, B-I, and PF6-PF6 almost quantitatively. For the remaining
pairs, we can observe small deviations with respect to the excluded volumes (larger for B-B and B-PF6)
which is probably due to the mapping of an almost linear chain on a spherical CG site and the resulting
underestimation of orientation effects.[32] Further, the first peak in the g(r) of I-PF6 is much higher in
the CG simulation than in the atomistic reference. We attribute this to the fact that the charge of the I
bead is localized in one point in the CG model as opposed to the charge distribution over multiple atoms
in the atomistic model. An analogous argument can be made for the B-PF6 RDF, which suffers from a
similar mismatch.
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Figure 5.10: Radial distribution functions of all site pairs of [BMIM]+

BF4
−
as calculated from the atom-
istic (black) and coarse-grained (red) simulations.
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Figure 5.11: Radial distribution functions of all site pairs of [BMIM]+[Cl]−as calculated from the atomistic
(black) and coarse-grained (red) simulations.
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Figure 5.12: Radial distribution functions of the molecular centers of mass. Distributions of cation-cation
pairs and cation-anion pairs for all systems are shown in the upper and lower half, respec-
tively, for the atomistic (black) and CG systems (red).
Table 5.4: Coordination numbers of the first solvation shell of all CG site pairs.
[BMIM]+[PF6]
−
[BMIM]+

BF4
−
[BMIM]+[Cl]−
pair AA CG AA CG AA CG
B-B 4.59 4.56 4.98 5.04 5.21 5.31
B-I 3.33 3.35 3.73 3.85 3.60 4.00
I-I 17.5 17.1 16.5 16.3 14.2 11.0
B-[X]− 5.09 5.22 5.01 5.18 4.82 5.38
I-[X]− 5.10 5.04 5.23 5.07 5.70 5.32
[X]−-[X]− 15.6 15.9 16.2 16.3 14.6 15.9
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Figure 5.13: Orientational correlations between the [BMIM]+cations for the atomistic (black) and CG
models (red).
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Figure 5.14: Temperature transferability of mass density (upper half) and liquid-vapor surface tension
(lower half). Black symbols denote results from atomistic simulations, red symbols denote
results from CG simulations and green lines depict an extrapolation based on experimental
values of ρ[71, 72] and γlv[73].
For [BMIM]+

BF4
−
similar conclusions can be drawn (see fig. 5.10). The reproduction of the g(r)
is good by standards of other CRW models. However, it is less accurate than the reproduction for
the system containing [PF6]
−. Notable effects in the [PF6]
−system are also observed here: namely an
increased excluded volume for B-B and an increased first peak for I-BF4.
The CG model for [BMIM]+[Cl]−(see fig. 5.11) does not perform to the same degree as the two other
models. The g(r) is only reproduced to quantitative extent for the Cl-Cl pair, the potential of which
is identical in the CG and atomistic models. For other pairs a qualitative reproduction of characteristic
features is achieved. Most notably, the g(r) of the B-I pair considerably deviates from the atomistic
reference. This mismatch is probably caused by the (simplified) modeling of the electrostatic interactions
by point charges in the CG model, which is not able of reproducing all multipole contributions to the
ES interactions in detail. Figure 5.5 shows that the deviation from point charge behavior is largest for
the B-Cl site pair. The overestimation of attractive electrostatic forces is countered, to a certain degree,
by the modification of the effective Van-der-Waals interactions, but still we anticipate that the balance
between the site-site interactions is somewhat ill-represented in the resulting CG model. The fact that
the [Cl]−ion shows the highest charge density among the studied anions adds to this effect, since for this
system the electrostatic forces dominate the pair interactions. This contribution, however, is probably the
interaction component which is modeled less accurately than the vdW component by the ECRW method
leading to a better performance of the ECRW models for the systems in which the anions have a lower
charge density.
The coordination number of the first coordination shell is shown in table 5.4 for all site pairs. These
results support the finding that the structure is well reproduced by the CG models of [BMIM]+[PF6]
−and
[BMIM]+

BF4
−
, and to a lesser degree also by [BMIM]+[Cl]−.
A comparison of the RDFs of the molecular centers of mass for cations and anions (fig. 5.12) gives a
further interesting insight into the differences in the liquid structure between the two models. In these
RDFs, a mismatch in the cation-cation distribution is observed: the first peak of these distributions is
higher and narrower for all CG systems studied. This is especially interesting since none of the site-site
RDFs (Figures 5.9-5.11) shows a comparably large mismatch. On the other hand, the cation-anion RDFs
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are far better reproduced, despite larger mismatches in the RDFs of the single CG site pairs. For the
anion-anion RDFs (see figures 5.9-5.11) the distributions calculated from CG simulations reproduce the
atomistic reference.
An explanation for this overstructuring of the cation-cation pair correlations may be found in the
rather coarse two-site mapping scheme chosen for the cation. Another cause for this mismatch may be
the simplification of the electrostatic interactions. While the assumption of a point charge at the center
of mass is a fair assumption for the highly rigid and spherically symmetric anions, it is a very coarse
approximation of the cation, which is more flexible and has a smeared out distribution of the charge
within the molecule. The cation in the CG representation will necessarily be more rigid in terms of the
charge distribution, and this fact reflects in more pronounced minima and maxima in the cation-cation
RDF.
In figure 5.13 we show the orientation of the [BMIM]+cation as a function of the COM distance:
〈P2(r)〉=
1
2
〈3cos2(θ )− 1〉, (5.10)
where θ is the angle between the B-I distance vectors of two molecules at distance r. We find that
the orientational structure is reproduced not quantitatively but in reasonable agreement for all of the
investigated systems.
The temperature dependence of the mass density is compared in figure 5.14. All CG models slightly
underestimate the thermal expansion coefficient in comparison with the atomistic reference. Still, the
mass densities are reproduced in reasonable agreement (deviation of less than 5%) even at the low-
est temperature which is 200 K lower than the temperature at which the potentials were parameter-
ized. We note further that the agreement between simulation data and experimental results is best for
[BMIM]+[PF6]
−since the FG reference model has been parameterized for this particular system. For
[BMIM]+

BF4
−
and [BMIM]+[Cl]−the CG model performs worse with respect to the experimental data
but this is mainly due to shortcomings of the FG models.
Additional bulk properties are shown in table 5.3. Here we present the isothermal compressibility κ:
κ=
〈V 2〉 − 〈V 〉2
kBT 〈V 〉
, (5.11)
where V denotes the total volume, T the temperature and, kB the Boltzmann constant. The CG models
overestimate κ which is in agreement with CRW models reported for other systems,[4, 44]and is casued
by slightly softer interactions in the CG model.
We also calculate the relative dielectric permittivity ǫr:[74]
ǫr = 1+
〈M2〉 − 〈M〉2
3ǫ0V kB T
, (5.12)
using the permittivity of the vacuum ǫ0 and the total electric dipole moment of the simulation box M.
The CG models all underestimate the atomistic values for ǫr. As discussed in section 5.3, the mapping
scheme of the cation underestimates the molecular dipole moment µ with the result that also ǫr is
underestimated.
We further calculate the finite size Kirkwood factor Gk which measures the strength of orientational
correlation of one dipole with all other dipoles in the system:[75]
Gk =
〈M2〉 − 〈M〉2
Nmol〈µ2〉
, (5.13)
where the total dipole moment fluctuation is normalized by the number of molecules Nmol and the
mean square dipole moment of the molecules 〈µ2〉. Gk is overestimated by all CG models indicating
stronger correlations between dipole moments than in the FG systems. This finding is consistent with
the overstructuring observed in the molecular RDF (fig. 5.12) and, to a lesser degree, the orientational
correlations between pairs (fig. 5.13).
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Table 5.5:Mass density at z = 0 calculated from the density profiles (fig. 5.15)
ρ / kg m-3
[BMIM]+[PF6]
− 1201 1218
[BMIM]+

BF4
−
1020 1044
[BMIM]+[Cl]− 1002 1070
5.5.2 Properties of the Liquid-Vapor Interface
From the simulations of the liquid-vapor interface we calculate the liquid-vapor surface tension γlv using
the well-established relation:
γlv =
Lz
2
­
p
zz
−
pxx + pyy
2
·
, (5.14)
where Lz is the length of the box parallel to the interface normal vector (in this case the z-axis) and pii
denotes the diagonal elements of the stress tensor. Table 5.2 shows that the values for γlv calculated
from CG simulations match the atomistic reference values for all RTILs within error bars. This result
shows that ECRW-based potentials for the ionic liquid systems are transferable to liquid-vapor interfaces,
a result that has been observed for other CRW CG models.[3, 4, 44]
Finite-size effects can play a critical role in the calculation of the liquid-vapor surface tension of ionic
liquids.[76] To check our results for consistency, we perform an additional simulate with the atomistic
[BMIM]+[Cl]−system, with a larger box (2048 ions instead of 512). The calculated γlv from this sim-
ulation is 28.1 mN m-1, which is identical within error bars to the simulation result with the smaller
box.
The temperature dependence of γlv is shown in figure 5.14. This dependence, like other
properties, is best reproduced in comparison with experimental data for the [BMIM]+[PF6]
−and
[BMIM]+

BF4
−
systems, while the variation of γlv with T is underestimated for [BMIM]
+
[Cl]−.
In addition to γlv, we use the results from the liquid-vapor interface simulation to analyze the density
profile along the interface for all systems. The densities of the respective anion and cation molecules are
shown in fig. 5.15. Much like in the case of the liquid structure, we can observe that the CG models of
[BMIM]+[PF6]
−and [BMIM]+

BF4
−
reproduce the atomistic density distribution of both the cation and
anion well with only small deviations. For the [BMIM]+[Cl]−the deviations of the CG simulations with
respect to the atomistic system are larger, as might be expected from the deviations observed for the
bulk density. Still the CG model is capable of a qualitative reproduction of the density profile for both
ion types. The bulk mass densities ρ(z = 0) of the three system are calculated from the density profiles.
We find that the values are consistent with the results obtained from the NpT simulation of the bulk
liquid (tab 5.5). Additionally, we calculate the potential of mean force of the cations and anions as a
function of z (fig. 5.16):
PM F(z) = −kBT log
ρ(z)
ρ(0)
(5.15)
5.5.3 Dynamic Properties and Speed-Up Rates
The self-diffusion coefficient D can be calculated from the slope of the mean squared displacement 〈∆r2〉
using the Einstein relation:
D = lim
t→∞
1
6t


∆r2(t)

(5.16)
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Figure 5.15:Molecular number density along the z-axis of a half empty box for all ionic liquids. We com-
pare the atomistic reference (black) to the CG simulation results (red) for [BMIM]+(upper
half) and the respective anion (lower half).
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Figure 5.16: Potential of mean force of the ions along the z-axis of a half empty box for all ionic liq-
uids. We compare the atomistic reference (black) to the CG simulation results (red) for
[BMIM]+(upper half) and the respective anion (lower half).
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Table 5.6: Self-diffusion coefficients and ionic conductivities of all investigated systems. Experimental
values are based on the model in ref. [78]
D / 10-5 cm2 s-1 Speed-up λ / S m-1 Speed-up
System AA CG Exp. DCG/DAA AA CG λCG/λAA
[BMIM]+[PF6]
− Cation 1.05 1.17 1.46 1.11 27.5 35.7 1.3
Anion 0.65 1.24 1.86 1.91
[BMIM]+

BF4
− Cation 1.24 1.55 1.44 1.25
96.6 102 1.1
Anion 1.23 1.74 2.89 1.41
[BMIM]+[Cl]−
Cation 0.55 1.74 3.16
50.2 104 2.1
Anion 0.74 2.31 3.12
In addition we calculate the ionic conductivity λ of the ionic liquids using the Green-Kubo relation:[77]
λ =
1
3V kBT
∫ ∞
0
〈J(t) · J(0)〉 d t, (5.17)
where J(t) = e
∑nion
i=0
zivi(t) is the current calculated from the ions’ respective velocities and charges.
The self-diffusion coefficients and ionic conductivities calculated from the trajectories of the liquid
system are listed in table 5.6.
In general, the diffusion coefficients are higher in the CG system. An acceleration of dynamics is com-
mon in systematically coarse-grained models that use the standard Newtonian equation of motion. It is
linked to the softer potential energy surface of the CG model in comparison to the fine-grained repre-
sentation. The speed-up rate is different for all investigated systems and also differs between anions and
cations. For a description of the dynamical behavior that is consistent with the fine-grained reference
model, CG models have to be parameterized using a coarse-graining algorithm that accounts for the dissi-
pative interactions in the CG representation.[79–83] However, such an extensive parametrization would
go beyond the scope of this work and a dynamically consistent model is not required in applications that
focus on modeling the thermodynamics correctly.
The speed-up rates of the diffusion coefficients are small for the models with [PF6]
−and

BF4
−
anions
and larger for the system with the [Cl]−anion. This finding correlates with the quality of reproduction of
the liquid structure.
A similar trend is observed for the ionic conductivity: the speed-up is small for the systems with
[PF6]
−and

BF4
−
, whereas for the [Cl]−system a larger speed-up is observed. A comparison to exper-
imental data is not undertaken for this particular quantity, because the atomistic models used for the
reference simulations do not reliably reproduce the experimental ionic conductivities of the investigated
compounds.
5.6 Conclusions
In this article, we applied the extended conditional reversible work introduced in an earlier publica-
tion[4] to systems of ionic liquids. To this end, we have parameterized CG models for the [BMIM]+cation
in combination with [PF6]
−,

BF4
−
, and [Cl]−anions. The cation is mapped onto two beads while for the
anions a single bead representation is used. Small modifications are performed to slightly enhance the
repulsive character of the interaction potentials. These modifications do not significantly change the gen-
eral shape or the attractive part of the potential. The so-obtained ECRWmodels, which describe the inter-
action between CG sites by means of effective Van-der-Waals and electrostatic components, are capable
of reproducing the liquid bulk density and liquid structure of [BMIM]+[PF6]
−and [BMIM]+

BF4
−
well;
for [BMIM]+[Cl]−, however, the model is less predictive.
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The reason for the larger disagreement of the [BMIM]+[Cl]−CG model with respect to the liquid
structure is the high charge density of the [Cl]−anion. In contrast to the [PF6]
−and

BF4
−
ions, the
charge of the [Cl]−ion is not spread over multiple atoms. Therefore, the pair interactions between cation
sites and the anion are dominated by electrostatics and deviations of the actual electrostatic interactions
from the assumed Coulomb behavior lead to an overall larger modeling error.
The liquid-vapor surface tension has been calculated for the three IL systems. Here we find that for
all three systems γlv is quantitatively reproduced within error bars at 500 K. This finding is in accor-
dance with the results obtained for other systems modeled with CRW-based potentials[3, 4, 44] and
illustrates the state-point transferability of these models. A reliable reproduction of the liquid-vapor in-
terface is important especially in the context of modeling wetting phenomena. Further, we find that the
ECRW models reproduce the temperature transferability of the mass density and liquid-vapor surface
tension reasonably well up to temperatures that are 150 K lower than the temperature of the force field
parametrization.
We demonstrate here a method by which CG models of molecules with ionic character can be pa-
rameterized in a straightforward and computationally cheap manner from an existing atomistic force
field.
The two-site center of mass mapping chosen for the [BMIM]+cation does not give an accurate descrip-
tion of the FG dipole moment. Therefore, dielectric properties of the bulk ionic liquids are not reproduced
by the CG models parameterized in this work. The choice of a different mapping, which could be based
on centers of charge or contain additional CG sites, might lead to a more accurate description of the
dielectric properties.
The self-diffusion coefficients have been studied and we can observe an acceleration of the diffu-
sional dynamics in all studied systems in comparison with the all-atom models. Here again the
[BMIM]+[Cl]−system stands out. The speed-up for this system is larger, while in the other two sys-
tems the diffusion coefficients are increased by a lesser degree.
The finding, that models with a strong ionic component can be parameterized using a method based
on sampling molecule pairs in vacuo is interesting for further developments of CG models. Since the
parametrization of CG models with the ECRW method is computationally inexpensive, it might e.g. be
used to explore different mapping schemes and the manner in which the choice of mapping influences
the thermodynmmics of the CG model. In addition, it has been shown that the ECRW models reproduce
thermodynamics of a fine-grained reference properties well, especially w.r.t. the liquid-vapor surface ten-
sion. This makes the resulting potentials suitable e.g. for the simulation of wetting phenomena[84, 85].
Another possibility of further development lies in the inclusion of DPD pair friction to model also dy-
namic properties of the coarse-grained representation in agreement with the fine-grained reference.[80,
83]
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6 Bottom-up Approach to Represent Dynamic Properties in Coarse-Grained Molecular
Simulations
Abstract
Several molecular coarse-graining methods have been proposed in recent years to derive chemical- and
state-point transferable force fields. While these force fields describe structural and thermodynamic
properties in good agreement with fine-grained models and experiments, dynamic properties are usu-
ally overestimated. Herein, we examine if long-time dynamic properties of molecular coarse-grained
(CG) systems can be correctly represented by employing a dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) thermo-
stat, which is "bottom-up informed" by means of a variant of the Markovian Mori-Zwanzig (MZ) DPD
coarse-graining method. We report single-site and multiple-site CG models for a monomer, dimer, and
24mer based on 2,2-dimethyl propane as chemical repeat unit, and report data obtained from MZ-DPD
simulations of liquids, polymer solutions, and polymer melts. We find that despite incomplete time scale
separation of the molecular CG model, MZ-DPD achieves quantitative accuracy in predicting diffusive
dynamics in single-component liquids and polymer solutions (24mers in a dimer solvent). We also find
that MZ-DPD simulations of molecular penetrant diffusion in polymer networks do not reach quantita-
tive agreement with the fine-grained model. Modeling diffusion governed by activated barrier crossing
of small molecular penetrants in these dense systems requires an accurate description of energy bar-
riers, presumably combined with the treatment of memory effects. The use of a MZ-DPD thermostat
extends the scope and applicability of molecular CG models for multicomponent systems where a correct
description of the relative diffusion rates of the different components is important.
6.1 Introduction
Coarse-grained (CG) models that link chemistry and properties are important in mesoscale simulations of
soft matter. Systematic CG models are derived in a bottom-up approach based on a pre-selected mapping
of the degrees of freedom and detailed information of a fine-grained (FG) reference model.[1–3] In this
approach, multiple FG sites (e.g. atoms) are usually merged into a single CG interaction site. The bonded
and nonbonded interaction potentials used to describe effective interactions between the CG sites can be
derived with a variety of approaches.[4–9]
While structural and thermodynamic properties of these models can readily be calculated from conven-
tional molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, the study of dynamic properties is more challenging. The
flatter potential energy surface in CG configuration space usually leads an acceleration ("speed-up") of
dynamics.[10–14] This speed-up is a useful feature for the purpose of equilibrating complex liquids with
long relaxation times. In combination with inverse mapping procedures, it permits studying structural
and thermodynamic properties on multiple length scales. It however becomes problematic if dynamic
and transport properties are studied. For some problems, scaling factors can be calculated that relate the
time scales of the CG and FG representations and allow to predict dynamic properties in the long-time
limit (e.g. diffusion) with quantitative accuracy.[15, 16] However, such procedures are not generally ap-
plicable, in particular in systems with multiple components where coarse-graining may affect the relative
mobilities.[14]
A route to dynamically consistent coarse graining is based on the generalized Langevin equation (GLE).
In contrast with Hamiltonian dynamics used in standard MD simulations, this equation of motion in-
cludes a friction term that accounts for energy dissipation that occurs in non-elastic collisions of CG
beads. In the general case of the GLE, the friction has a time dependence (memory). The dissipation of
energy in internal (not explicitly modeled) degrees of freedom of the beads is balanced in the GLE by
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a fluctuating force, which is fundamentally related to the friction according to the fluctuation dissipa-
tion theorem. The GLE can be derived using the Mori-Zwanzig (MZ) projection operator formalism.[13,
17–20] An important limiting scenario – the Markov limit – corresponds to the situation where the time
scale of the fluctuating force is fast compared to the time scale of the momentum of the CG bead. Based
on the assumption of time scale separation, and further assumptions discussed later on, one arrives at
the dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) equation of motion.[21–24] Applied to molecular CG models,
the DPD friction and noise terms account for the fluctuating force associated with molecular vibrations.
In the literature, several studies have been reported on the derivation of MZ-DPD models for systems
of Lennard-Jones fluids,[25, 26] repulsive star polymers,[13, 27–29] and liquids.[30–33] Alternative
methods of bottom-up derivation of DPD models have been proposed as well.[34] All of the MZ-DPD
studies cited above (with the exception of ref. [33]) have in common that the CG mapping is set up
such that molecules are represented by only one interaction site in the CG representation. For systems
such as star polymers at low density (and other aggressively coarse-grained systems), the Markovian
assumption is accurate, hence the velocity autocorrelation function (VACF) of the molecular center of
mass is reproduced in agreement with the FG model.[13, 27–29] While this leads to quantitative pre-
dictions of transport properties of specific systems, little additional information can be obtained from
these models owing to the strong degree of coarse graining. Multiple-bead molecular CG models stay
closer to the chemical structure of the molecules, however, with these models the requirement of time
scale separation underlying MZ-DPD may not be satisfied as easily. However, as previous studies have
shown,[32, 33] long-time diffusion properties may still be accurately represented, despite the lack of
complete time scale separation. Based on the initial work by Trément et al.,[33] Lemarchand et al. have,
in a recent study, developed molecular CG models for a realistic polymer (cis- and trans-polybutadiene)
at the experimental density corresponding to 1 atm. ambient pressure.[35] These authors show that
the constraint dynamics approach developed by Hijon et al.[13] can be used to derive multiple-bead
DPD models. In an earlier work, we have reported a molecular CG hexane model with two sites per
molecule.[36] However, the model turned out to not convincingly reproduce the fine-grained dynamics,
mainly due to convergence problems of the force correlation functions resulting from constraining few
’slow’ degrees of freedom only.
In this work, we propose a method for deriving MZ-DPD molecular CG models using a combination
of the effective-force coarse-graining method[8] and the so-called Q-approximation from unconstrained
FG trajectories.[20, 27] The advantage of this method over other strategies is that the MZ-DPD force
field can be derived from a single FG trajectory without the need of constraining degrees of freedom in
the simulation. The method is tested on molecular CG models with one, two, and 24 sites per molecule,
each site representing a 2,2-dimethyl propane unit. In addition to MZ-DPD simulations of the pure
liquids, we also study the dynamics of polymer solutions (24mer chains in a dimeric solvent) and explore
the possibility of modeling transport of small molecules through a 395mer polymer matrix with MZ-
DPD. We show that the bottom-up parameterized DPD thermostat successfully repairs the long-time
diffusive dynamics in systems (liquids, polymer solutions) where dissipative molecular collisions govern
the mobility of the components.
The remainder of the manuscript is structured as follows: In section 6.2, we shortly discuss the fun-
damental ideas behind the MZ-DPD method and review previous literature on the subject. A description
of the specific approach selected for the derivation of the model interactions in this work is provided
in sections 6.3 and 6.4. After introducing the model systems and simulation details in section 6.5, we
present and discuss our results in 6.6. Section 6.7 contains concluding remarks.
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6.2 Mori-Zwanzig DPD
In the Mori-Zwanzig projection operator formalism the Liouville operator of the fine-grained system is
split into two parts using the (orthogonal) operators P and Q:[17–19]
iL = PiL +QiL (6.1)
Q = I − P. (6.2)
The operator P denotes a projection onto the N P degrees of freedom (DoF) remaining in the CG repre-
sentation, I denotes the identity operator. In a sensibly chosen CG representation, these DoF, which we
will refer to as P-DoF, relax relatively slow. The remaining DoF (Q-DoF) relax fast and are not explicitly
represented in the CG model but will be implicitly modeled by dissipative and noise terms.
The coarse-grained equation of motion (EOM) for the N P momentum vector pP emerging from this
projection of the dynamics is the GLE, which contains conservative (FC), dissipative (FD) and random
forces (FR):[13, 20, 37]
dpP
d t
(t) = FC + FD + FR (6.3)
dpP
d t
(t) = −
∂
∂ rP
UCG(rP(t))−
∫ t
0
Γ (t − t ′, rP)vP(t ′) d t ′ +δFQ. (6.4)
The GLE is non-Markovian (i.e. it incorporates explicit memory effects), because the momentum evolu-
tion does not only depend on the 3N P CG coordinates rP and velocities vP at the current time t but also
on all earlier times. This is expressed by the integral in the second term in which Γ (t) is a (3N P × 3N P)
memory kernel of the fluctuating force δFQ. The last two terms of the GLE are related through the
fluctuation-dissipation theorem, so the knowledge of the multi-body potential of mean force UCG asso-
ciated with the CG mapping and the memory kernel Γ (t) is, in principle, sufficient to construct a CG
model. To be useful in practise, UCG is usually assumed to be pairwise additive. The time evolution of
the momentum of a single site i reads:
dpP
i
d t
= −
∂
∂ rP
i
UCG(rP(t))−
∑
j
∫ t
0
Γ i j(t − t
′, rP)vP
j
(t ′) d t ′ +δF
Q
i
, (6.5)
where Γ i j denotes the 3× 3 submatrix of Γ for the pair of sites i and j. Newton’s third law requires:
Γ ii = −
∑
j 6=i
Γ i j. (6.6)
Therefore, we can reformulate the EOM (Eq. 6.5) using relative velocities vP
i j
= vP
i
− vP
j
:
dpP
i
d t
= −
∂
∂ rP
i
UCG(rP(t))−
∑
j 6=i
∫ t
0
Γ i j(t − t
′, rP)vP
i j
(t ′) d t ′ +δF
Q
i
. (6.7)
CG models that use the GLE with explicit memory terms have been derived and studied in the past.[28,
38, 39] These simulations, however, are computationally more expensive. The approach commonly
chosen is a further simplification of the CG EOM to obtain the DPD-like MZ-DPD EOM for CG site i:[13,
20, 37]
dpP
i
d t
=
∑
j 6=i

−
∂
∂ rP
i
UCG
i j
(rP
i j
)− γi j(r
P
i j
)vP
i j
+σi j(r
P
i j
)ξi j

, (6.8)
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where γi j denotes a DPD pair friction and ξi j is a vector of Gaussian random variables with zero mean
and unit variance. The strength of the random force σi j =
Æ
2kBTγi j depends on γi j through the
fluctuation dissipation theorem.[22]
The transformation of the GLE (Eq. 6.4) into the MZ-DPD EOM (Eq. 6.8) relies on two assumptions
about the nature of the coarse-grained system. Firstly, we assume that the multi-body potential of mean
force UCG can be approximated by a combination of 2-, 3-, and 4-body bonded (intramolecular) poten-
tials describing the molecular geometry and nonbonded pair potentials. This assumption is also used in
conventional bottom-up coarse-graining methods and is well justified for many soft matter systems.[2]
Secondly, we assume complete separation of time scales of the two parts of the dynamics: we assume
that the (fast) Q-DoF relax infinitely fast on the relaxation time scale of the (slow) P-DoF. The second
assumption allows us to replace the memory kernel in Eq. (6.7) with a Dirac delta function 2γi jδ(t− t
′),
which, upon integration, yields a friction matrix γi j. This assumption is well-justified for systems with
low density and/or a high degree of coarse-graining (a large number of FG sites per CG site).[13, 26, 27,
29] For dense systems described with molecular coarse-grained models, this assumption is however not
strictly valid. Because in these models the masses of the CG and FG particles do not differ significantly
and high-frequency particle collisions lead to a relatively fast decorrelation of CG particle velocities, the
relaxation of the P- and Q-DoF are comparable.[32, 36]
6.2.1 Systems Studied with MZ-DPD
Several systematic bottom-up MZ-CG models for molecular systems have been developed for model-
ing star polymer systems with a mapping chosen such that all atoms of the fine-grained molecules are
mapped onto a single CG interaction site.[13, 26, 28, 29, 39] In other studies, fluids of small molecules
have been considered as model systems and the coarse-graining is performed by representing a cluster
of several molecules by a single CG interaction site.[25, 27, 30–32] The results obtained in these studies
illustrate the physical principles behind the projection operator formalism and highlight the importance
of time scale separation for the exact validity of the Markovian assumption in the derivation of the DPD
EOM. It can be concluded that whenever the time scales of P- and Q-DoF are clearly separated, a MZ-DPD
model is sufficient for the description of both the dynamics on short and long time scales. This is usually
the case when the density is low or the degree of coarse-graining is high. In these cases, the CG site
velocities (which can be regarded as the fastest of the supposedly slow P-DoF) decorrelate on time scales
that are long compared to the time scale of the memory kernel.
In studies that instead require the use of molecular CG models, the density at ambient pressure is
usually high and the models show, by definition, a small to medium degree of coarse-graining. These
features cannot be fundamentally changed because the high density is not chosen by the modeler but
rather imposed by the intermolecular interactions. At high densities, the decorrelation of CG site veloci-
ties is faster since collisions between molecules become more frequent. It is for this reason that the time
scales of retained and omitted DoF do not strictly separate in simulations of moderately coarse-grained
systems at realistic liquid-state densities. The validity of the Markovian assumption is critical to the suc-
cess of coarse-graining with completely consistent dynamics.[26, 32, 33, 36, 40] Short time dynamics in
molecular CG systems with high particle number densities is therefore usually not accurately reproduced,
although in many cases the self-diffusion coefficients can be reproduced to a satisfying degree.[25, 30–
33, 35, 36, 40–42]
As discussed before, we aim to investigate the possibility of deriving MZ-DPD models using CG map-
pings with more than one site per molecule which are based on systematic coarse-graining methods.
To our knowledge, only two studies have so far been published on MZ-DPD models for molecular CG
mappings, apart from our own earlier work (ref. [36]). In their study on linear alkanes, Trément et
al. model a decane molecule as a dimer consisting of two pentane molecules.[33] Although the model
was derived using FG simulations of the pentane monomer, the resulting model was capable of repro-
ducing self-diffusion rates and viscosities of liquid decane to a satisfying degree. In a following study, a
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polybutadiene molecule was coarse-grained using a number molecular mappings with increasing degree
of coarse-graining.[35] The resulting MZ-DPD models are able to reproduce the self-diffusion rate and
viscosity. The quality of the models increases with increasing degree of coarse-graining, a result that is
expected by theory.
6.3 Coarse-Graining with a Molecular Mapping
The projection operator formalism describes a theoretical framework for the calculation of the three
forces in the GLE (Eq. 6.4). While the GLE is exact, additional assumptions are required to obtain a
useful equation of motion that can be solved with limited computational resources.
6.3.1 The Conservative Interaction
The conservative force depends on the positions of the degrees of freedom (CG interaction sites) that are
explicitly modeled in the CG model (P-DoF) rP . It can be written as gradient of the potential of mean
force UCG:[13]
FC
i
= −
∂
∂ rP
i
UCG(rP). (6.9)
This expression is exact but not useful in computer simulations. The PMF depends in a multi-body
manner on the positions of all CG interaction sites. The exact evaluation of the conservative force is
therefore a problem of huge dimension that cannot be undertaken with finite computational resources.
When constructing a bottom-up CG model, an approximation has to be found that only includes low
orders of correlations between positions, ideally reducing the problem to a sum of pairwise forces.
The most simple approximation, which is used in many applications of MZ-DPD models,[13, 27, 33,
35] is calculating a pair-PMF from the radial distribution function gi j(r) of the CG sites of interest
calculated from a FG trajectory:
U
pair
i j
(r) = −kBT ln

gi j(r)

. (6.10)
While this approximation is representable for the case of very coarse models at moderate densities,
it usually falls short in reproducing several important properties, such as liquid structure, pressure or
density in molecular CG models of soft matter at higher density.[3]
Various bottom-up coarse graining algorithms to derive pair potentials for molecular CG models have
been formulated in the literature. In these methods, structure-matching, force-matching, or coupling
free energies are used to derive pair potentials which give a more realistic model of the multi-body
potential of mean force than the use of pair PMFs.[2] Some of these advanced coarse-graining methods
have already been applied in the context of deriving MZ-DPD models.[32, 36, 42]
In this work, we will use the effective force coarse-graining (EF-CG) method first published by Wang
et al. in 2009.[8] In this method, the CG interaction forces are obtained directly from the FG pair forces.
It is straightforward to implement and the method allows to derive the potentials directly from a FG
simulation trajectory. The models derived with this method show good representability in NVT and NpT
simulations and are (to a certain degree) temperature transferable. The EF-CG method is similar in spirit
to the approach of Fritz et al. for polymer coarse-graining.[15]
Because of its formulation in terms of pairwise forces, the EF-CG method naturally lends itself in
developing MZ-DPD models together with the pairwise friction calculation introduced on the basis of the
work of Kinjo and Hyodo.[20, 26–28]
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6.3.2 The Dissipative Interaction
Let us reiterate the definition of the dissipative force in the GLE emerging from the projection operator
formalism:
FD(t) = −
∫ t
0
Γ (t − t ′, rP)v(t ′) d t ′. (6.11)
The memory kernel Γ (t) is a 3NCG × 3NCG-matrix where NCG is the number of sites in the CG model.
The i j-th submatrix of this matrix (representing the dissipative interaction between sites i and j) can be
calculated by use of the fluctuation dissipation theorem from the fluctuating force:[13]
Γ i j(t) =
1
kBT
¬
δF
Q
i
(0)⊗δFQ
j
(t)
¶
(6.12)
=
1
kBT
¬
δF
Q
i
(0)⊗ eQiLtδFQ
j
(0)
¶
, (6.13)
where δF
Q
i
is the fluctuating force on site i. It is important to note that this equality is only exact if the
time correlation function of the fluctuating force is calculated from the time evolution determined by the
propagator in the projected Q space. This dynamics, unfortunately, cannot be simulated directly.[13]
Several ideas have been brought forward to address this issue and enable an approximate calculation
of the friction matrix. Hijon et al. have proposed a simulation method that extracts the dynamics of the
Q-DoF by constraining the ’slow’ P-DoF to their initial positions.[13] In this case, the resulting constraint
dynamics is used as approximation to the Q-dynamics and pair friction functions can be calculated from
the trajectory sampled with the modified dynamics. This method has been applied to derive models
for organic liquids and polymers.[33, 35, 36] Challenges may arise when using the constraint dynamics
approach for systems where the time scales of P- and Q-DoF are close.[35, 36] Lemarchand et al. have
found that constraining the ’slow’ DoF may also alter the dynamics of ’fast’ DoF in polymer systems.[35]
They have identified additional Q-DoF that become ’slow’ upon the introduction of constraints to the
dynamics of the systems. They further assumed that the slowly decaying contribution to the force fluc-
tuation correlation function does not add in a significant manner to the DPD friction. The resulting DPD
model was successfully used to simulate the diffusion of polymer molecules in a melt.
Another interesting approach for the approximation of the Q-dynamics has recently been proposed and
applied by Izvekov.[42, 43] Here the Q-dynamics is approximated by a momentum-dependent Hermite
series of second order.
In the most simple approximation we assume that the real dynamics is equal to the Q-dynamics (Q-
approximation):
eQiLtδF
Q
j
(0)≈ ei L tδFQ
j
(0)≈ F j(t)− F
C
j
, (6.14)
where F j(t) is the instantaneous force on site j and F
C
j
the mean force. This approach has its caveats,
among which is the so-called plateau problem, which have been discussed in detail elsewhere.[13, 32,
42] Nonetheless it has been used in various studies and is tempting because of its ease of implementa-
tion.[26–29, 32]
Starting from the Q-approximation and the above-mentioned assumptions of pairwise additivity and
Markovian behavior, Kinjo and Hyodo[20] derived a scheme for calculating MZ-DPD dissipative forces
which is formulated in terms of pair interactions and is used in this work.
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6.4 Derivation of a MZ-DPD model
In the EF-CG method, the conservative force between two CG sites is calculated from the sum of the
atomistic pair forces between atoms a and b (Fab) belonging to sites i and j respectively:
FC
i j
(r) =
*∑
a∈i
∑
b∈ j
Fab · ei j
+
ri j=r
ei j, (6.15)
where ei j denotes the unit vector parallel to the i- j distance vector. The angular brackets 〈...〉ri j=r denote
averaging over all pairs with ri j = r in an unconstrained FG trajectory.
The DPD pair friction in the MZ-DPD model is expressed through two components that are parallel
(γ
‖
i j
) and perpendicular (γ⊥
i j
) to ri j, respectively:
γi jvi j =

γ
‖
i j
(ei j ⊗ ei j) + γ
⊥
i j
(I − ei j ⊗ ei j)

vi j. (6.16)
In the Q-approximation, these pair friction functions can be calculated from the fluctuating force, which
is approximated by subtracting the conservative force of the CG model from the instantaneous force in a
FG trajectory:
kBT γ
‖/⊥
i j
(t, r) =
¬
δF
Q
i j
(0) · e
‖/⊥
i j

δF
Q
i j
(t) · e
‖/⊥
i j
¶
ri j=r
(6.17)
≈
¬
∆Fi j(0) · e
‖/⊥
i j

∆Fi j(t) · e
‖/⊥
i j
¶
ri j(t)=r
, (6.18)
where ∆Fi j(t) = Fi j(t)− F
C
i j
(ri j(t)), e
‖
i j
= ei j, and e
⊥
i j
is a unit vector chosen such that e
‖
i j
· e⊥
i j
= 0.
In order to obtain Eq. (6.17) from Eq. (6.12), it is assumed that the force correlation function in
Eq. (6.12) is dominated by the contribution of the direct pair interactions (δF
Q
i j
), and that multi-body
contributions vanish, i.e.
¬
δF
Q
i j
⊗δFQ
ik
¶
j 6=k
= 0. This leaves us with a DPD pair friction, which can be
calculated from direct (nonbonded) pair interactions, an approach that can be used well in conjunction
with the EF-CG method, which is also based exclusively on pair interactions in the FG system.
Using the Markovian assumption, we obtain the time-independent DPD pair friction function through
time integration of the correlation function:
γ
‖/⊥
i j
(r) =
1
kBT
∫ ∞
0
γ
‖/⊥
i j
(τ, r)dτ. (6.19)
One of the caveats of the Q-approximation is that this integral does not converge to a finite plateau
value but converges to zero on long time scales (plateau problem).[13, 32, 42] However, it is still
possible to derive a MZ-DPD model, if we assume convergence after a short time, before the onset of the
decay of the integral value, effectively extracting the short time part of the decay of the force correlation
function.[27, 32] A detailed discussion of the procedure used to calculate the pair-friction functions in
this work is given in section 6.6.
6.5 Computational Details
6.5.1 Model systems
In an earlier work, we successfully developed a MZ-DPD force field for neopentane, based on conditional
reversible work potentials and constraint dynamics simulations in the liquid.[36] In this work, we derive
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Figure 6.1: Chemical structure of the simulated poly-neopentane. CG interaction sites are located at the
center of mass of each repeating unit. The orientation of the red bond is used to analyze the
relaxation dynamics of the internal DoF within a site.
another MZ-DPD model for neopentane using EF-CG potentials and the Q-approximation for the pair
friction calculation. We then generate more complex test systems by connecting multiple neopentane
molecules to form a polyneopentane (poly-NEP) chain (Fig. 6.1). The mapping scheme is always chosen
such that one neopentane unit is represented by one site in the CG model.
All systems are simulated at constant NVT using three different simulation methods:
1. Fine-grained molecular dynamics (FG-MD) with the united atom representation of the TraPPE-UA
model[44]
2. Coarse-grained molecular dynamics (CG-MD) using the Newtonian EOM
3. Mori-Zwanzig DPD of the coarse-grained system (MZ-DPD)
FG-MD and CG-MD simulations are performed using Gromacs 4.6.7,[45] MZ-DPD simulations are
performed using LAMMPS.[46]
Fine-Grained Force Field
The TraPPE-UA force field is used as FG model.[44] The nonbonded interactions are modeled using
Lennard-Jones potentials with a cutoff distance of 1.4 nm and tail corrections for pressure and energy.
No charges are present in this model. The temperature is kept constant by means of a Nosé-Hoover
thermostat with a time constant of 1 ps.[47] This thermostat is also used for the CG-MD simulations.
In preparation of the productive NVT simulations, NpT simulations in FG resolution are performed to
determine the average mass density. The Parrinello-Rahman barostat is used in all these simulations with
a time constant of 5 ps.[48] The time step in all simulations is 1 fs. More details on the force fields used
in the CG simulations are presented in the following section.
Pure Liquids
We study liquid phases of 500 neopentane molecules and 250 poly-NEP dimer molecules under NVT
conditions at a temperature of 275 K. The edge lengths of the cubic box are 4.6 nm (monomer) and
4.3 nm (dimer) corresponding to mass densities of 606 kg m-3 (monomer) and 745 kg m-3 (dimer), the
mean density in a FG NpT simulation at a pressure of 1 bar. Further, a system of 100 24mers is studied
at 500 K in a cubic box with an edge length of 7 nm (mass density 807 kg m-3). The simulation lengths
are 10 ns for the small molecules and 500 ns for the 24mer system.
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Polymer-Solvent Mixtures
In addition to the pure systems, we also study mixtures of dimers and 24mers: one system (mixture
P75S25) contains 75 24mers, corresponding to 1800 polymer (P) beads, and 300 dimers, corresponding
to 600 solvent (S) beads. The other system (mixture P25S75) contains 25 24mers, corresponding to
600 P beads, and 900 dimers, corresponding to 1800 S beads. Both systems are simulated under NVT
conditions at 500 K (P75S25) and 400 K (P25S75) in cubic boxes of edge length 7.39 nm (P75S25) and
7.15 nm (P25S75), corresponding to the respective mean densities of the FG model at 1 bar pressure
(P75S25: 695 kg m-3; P25S75: 680 kg m-3). The simulation length is 100 ns.
Polymer Matrix with Penetrant Molecules
A system is set up for the study of small-molecule penetrant diffusion in a poly-NEP polymer network.
To this end, we place five 395mers, ten dimers and ten monomers in a cubic box with edge length 6.75
nm (773 kg m-3) at a temperature of 500 K. Starting from an equilibrated structure, we simulate 100 ns
with each model. We perform a second simulation where we restrain the motion of the polymer matrix
to mimic the dynamics of a glassy network at the given temperature. To this end, we apply a harmonic
potential to the sites on the backbone of the polymer:
U restrain = krestrain(r− r0)
2, (6.20)
where krestrain = 50 kJ mol
−1 nm−1 , r is the position of a site and r0 is its initial position. In the FG-MD
simulations this restraint only acts on the quarternary carbon in the backbone.
6.6 Results and Discussion
6.6.1 CG Models
Potentials
The non-bonded pair potentials used for the CG simulations of the pure systems are shown in figure 6.2.
The attractive tails decay monotonically as typically observed for pair potentials of CG models calculated
using coupling-free energy methods.[8, 9] All three potentials show similar characteristic features: the
potentials have a minimum of ca. 3 kJ mol−1 at a distance of ca. 0.65 nm. The non-bonded pair potential
derived for interaction sites (repeat units) on the 24mer is the least attractive. This is not surprising,
since it was derived at a higher temperature than the other potentials, which enhances the contribution
from the (repulsive) entropic part of the free energy of interaction. The same pair potential is used
to describe intramolecular nonbonded interactions between all sites within the 24mer, except for first,
second, and third neighbor sites whose interactions are modeled with bonded interaction potentials. In
all CG simulations of polymer-solvent mixtures and polymer matrices with penetrant molecules discussed
below, the nonbonded interactions between all components in the system are described with the same
pair potential, which corresponds with the one derived for the 24mer sites.
The bonded interactions are obtained by Boltzmann-inverting distributions of bond lengths, bending
angles, and torsional angles, which are gathered from a 100 ns simulation of one molecule in vacuo. The
bond stretching potential is fitted by a harmonic potential:
Ubond(r) = kbond(r − r0)
2. (6.21)
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Figure 6.2: Nonbonded EF-CG pair potentials used for the simulations of the pure component systems.
The pair potentials for the monomer and dimer were derived at 275 K; for the 24mer, the pair
potential was derived at 500 K.
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Figure 6.3: Bond angle (left) and torsion (right) potential of the poly-NEP molecule. The red dots in the
right panel were obtained from Boltzmann inversion. The black line corresponds to the fit
(Eq. 6.22).
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Figure 6.4: Force autocorrelation functions (FACFs) at an inter-site distance of 0.6 nm. For the monomer
liquid, the FACF converges to zero quickly. For longer chains, the decay becomes very slow on
longer time scales.
The dimer bond stretching is modeled with kbond = 24075 kJ mol
−1 nm−2 and r0 = 0.404 nm, while
for the 24mer we use kbond = 23250 kJ mol
−1 nm−2 and r0 = 0.396 nm. For the bond angle bending
potential a tabulated potential is used in the CG simulations (Fig. 6.3). The torsional potential of the
polymer is modeled using a sum of 6 cosine functions of increasing power:
U tors =
5∑
i=0
ci(cosψ)
i, (6.22)
where c0 = 2.18 kJ mol
−1, c1 = -5.02 kJ mol
−1, c2 = -2.17 kJ mol
−1, c3 = 4.94 kJ mol
−1, c4 = 2.00 kJ
mol−1, c5 = 1.76 kJ mol
−1.
DPD Pair Frictions
The force autocorrelation functions (FACFs, Eq. (6.18)) are calculated from fine-grained NVT simula-
tions. The FACFs are shown in figure 6.4. To satisfy the Markovian assumption, the FACFs must decay to
zero rapidly in comparison with the decay of the VACF of the CG sites (i.e. the ’slow’ DoF of the system).
We find, however, that the FACFs have a long time tail. After a fast initial decay, the FACF decays on a
time scale that is larger than the time scale of the decay of the VACF. The long time decay is least sig-
nificant for the monomer and becomes more important in the dimer and 24mer systems. This behavior
is clearly undesired since the Markovian assumption made in the derivation of the MZ-DPD simulation
algorithm requires a complete relaxation of the Q-DoF on small time scales.
One reason for this type of behavior may be related to modeling errors. Izvekov describes similar
observations for a system of liquid nitromethane. [42] More specifically, slowly decaying orientations
of the multi-site molecules may cause the average fluctuating force to be non-zero on short time scales,
because the average force acting between two groups of atoms on the time scale of a few ps (instanta-
neous mean force) will probably not be equal to the mean force used as conservative interaction in the
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Figure 6.5: Time correlation function Cb(t) defined in Eq. (6.23) describing the dynamics of rotation of a
methyl group in the poly-NEP backbone.
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Figure 6.6: Illustration of the fitting procedure employed to extract the short time component of the
FACF. The black curve is the FACF calculated from the FG dimer trajectory for the intermolec-
ular site-site distance of 0.6 nm. Its slow time decay on long time scales is fitted with a linear
function (red line). The blue curve, which is obtained by subtracting the linear function from
the original data, converges faster to zero. The dashed lines are the integrals of their respec-
tive solid counter part (not to scale).
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CG model. This mismatch in the instantaneous and theoretical mean forces will decay with increasing
time, but especially when there are slowly relaxing orientations involved, the time scales of this decay
may be rather large.
Figure 6.5 shows the time correlation function Cb which describes the rotation dynamics of a methyl
group in the poly-NEP backbone:
Cb(t) = 〈eb(0) · eb(t)〉 , (6.23)
where eb is the unit vector parallel to the bond connecting a methyl group to the quarternary carbon
of the backbone (the bond drawn red in figure 6.1). Ideally, Cb(t) should relax fast in comparison to
the P-DoF of the system, since it describes a DoF no longer present in the CG model. However, we find
that the relaxation time is only relatively small for the monomer molecule and increases with increasing
chain length. We fit Cb using an exponential function Cb = exp(−t/τb) and find that τb is ca. 1 ps for
the monomer, 6 ps for the dimer, and 70 ps for the 24mer. This finding is in agreement with the observed
long time relaxation in the FACFs (Fig. 6.4). Calculating the FACFs from a simulation where the ’slow’
DoF are constrained does not resolve the issue of long time tails; it leads to an even slower relaxation
of orientations because these relaxation processes are coupled to the relaxation of the P-DoF of the CG
model.[35, 36]
In order to extract the short time component of the FACF, we fit to the long time decay (in a range
of 2.5 ps to 5 ps) with a linear fitting function. This linear approximation of the long time behavior
is then subtracted from the FACF and the integral over this short time contribution is used to calculate
the DPD pair friction function. This integral now shows the desired convergence to a plateau value on
comparatively short time scales. An illustration of this procedure is shown in figure 6.6 using the FACF
of the dimer sites at ri j = 0.6 nm. The choice of a linear fitting function is not motivated from the
physical form of the long time tail (which is in fact non-linear). We choose the linear fitting function
as an approximation, because it closely approximates the decay on long time scales and because it is a
robust function in the automated numerical implementation of the friction calculation.
Using this procedure, we calculate pair friction functions for all pure systems and mixtures. Figures 6.7
and 6.8 show the friction functions obtained for pure component liquids and polymer-solvent mixtures,
respectively. The pair friction for the 24mer is calculated by averaging over all sites in the chain. All pair
friction functions are largest at short distance and become approximately zero at a distance close to the
minimum of the nonbonded pair potentials (Fig. 6.2). This nicely illustrates the physical significance
of the DPD pair friction: it effectively accounts for the excitation of the Q-DoF in non-elastic particle
collisions. The transversal DPD frictions are significantly smaller than the parallel ones, a finding which
is well in line with earlier studies on the subject of MZ-DPD models.
For the use in MZ-DPD simulations, pair friction tables are precompiled using spline interpolation
between calculated friction values and linear extrapolation for values below the lowest sampled dis-
tance with a distance increment of 0.001 nm. For the simulations of polymer matrices with penetrant
molecules, we decided to use the pair frictions parametrized for mixture P75S25 such that all sites repre-
senting small molecules (monomer and dimer) are represented by dimer-sites. This choice is motivated
by the realization that the pair friction does not depend strongly on the temperature and composition of
the system.
6.6.2 Pure Components
Structural Properties
To evaluate the nonbonded part of the CG model, we compare the radial distribution functions (RDFs)
from the FG- and CG-MD simulations (Fig. 6.9). We observe that the short-range, excluded volume,
region and the first maximum of the RDFs is well reproduced in all simulations. For liquid neopentane
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Figure 6.7: DPD pair friction functions used in the simulation of pure liquid systems of the monomer (a),
the dimer (b), and the 24mer (c). Black lines denote the parallel friction component, red lines
denote the perpendicular component. Panel (d) shows the three transversal pair frictions
multiplied by a factor of 50.
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Figure 6.8: DPD pair friction functions calculated from FG simulations of polymer-solvent mixture P75S25
(left) and mixture P25S75 (right). The upper panels and lower panels show the parallel and
transversal components of the DPD pair friction, respectively.
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Figure 6.9: Site-site radial distribution function g(r) calculated from simulations of the monomer (a),
dimer (b), and 24mer (c) in the liquid phase using FG-MD (black lines) and CG-MD (red lines)
models. The RDFs obtained from MZ-DPD simulations are identical to those obtained from
CG-MD simulations.
(the monomer), also the remaining part of the RDF is reproduced almost to a quantitative degree. Qual-
itative disagreements are observed with the dimer model: while the FG model shows two consecutive
maxima around 1 nm, the CG model only predicts one, broader, maximum at the distance of the third
maximum of the FG model. For the 24mer, the essential features of the RDF are reproduced by the CG
model but the amplitudes of the minima and maxima are underestimated by the CG model. In addition
to the RDF, we calculate the characteristic ratio Cn to compare the internal structure of the polymer in
the FG and CG representations:
Cn =
〈r2
n
〉
nb2
. (6.24)
In Eq. (6.24), 〈r2
n
〉 is the mean-squared distance between two repeat units separated by n bonds and
b = 0.404 nm is the mean bond length between two repeat units. Figure 6.10 shows that Cn of the FG-
MD representation is reproduced well with both CG models. Further, we calculate the radius of gyration
of the 24mer. The mean radius of gyration obtained with the FG-MD model is 1.21 nm. This compares
to 1.18 nm obtained with the CG-MD and MZ-DPD models.
Dynamic Properties
Figure 6.11 shows the normalized molecular VACFs calculated from short trajectories:
cvv(t) =
〈vmol(t) · vmol(0)〉
〈vmol(0) · vmol(0)〉
, (6.25)
where vmol is the velocity of the molecular center of mass. The behavior observed for the monomer
and dimer is very similar in character. The CG-MD VACFs show a slower initial decay and minima and
maxima of higher amplitude before decaying to zero in comparison to its FG-MD counterpart. The VACFs
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Figure 6.10: Characteristic ratio Cn of the 24mer. Small differences between CG-MD and MZ-DPD values
at n > 15 are due to statistical inaccuracies.
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Figure 6.11: VACF of the molecular center of mass of the monomer (a), dimer (b), and 24mer (c) using
the three different models.
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Table 6.1: Self-diffusion coefficients D and rotational relaxation times τR of the pure liquids.
D / 10-5 cm2 s-1 τR / ps
method Monomer Dimer 24mer Dimer 24mer
FG-MD 4.6 1.1 0.10 27 1790
CG-MD 7.2 2.0 0.45 12 620
MZ-DPD 5.1 1.3 0.23 17 1080
obtained with the MZ-DPD model are strongly dampened and decay on time scales similar to the those
of the FG-MD VACFs. Despite improvement achieved in comparison with CG-MD, the FG-MD VACF is
not reproduced with MZ-DPD for any of the three systems. This result is expected for systems with time
scales that are not clearly separated and confirms findings from a previous study where a similar model
of (mono-)neopentane has been used.[36]
It is interesting to note at this point that for very short times the MZ-DPD VACF always decays faster
than the FG-MD VACF. For longer times, there is a crossover in this behavior that leads to the exact
opposite trend. At very short times, the motion of the molecular CG system is ballistic in FG-MD while
it is dissipative in MZ-DPD. Hence, molecular velocities decorrelate faster in MZ-DPD on this ballistic
time scale. On longer time scales, particle collisions lead to further decay of the VACF. The MZ-DPD
VACF now decays slower than the FG-MD VACF. While the MZ-DPD model assumes an adiabatic, Born-
Oppenheimer-type, response of the Q-DoF in every particle collision, in reality (FG-MD) these Q-DoF
dissipate less kinetic energy than assumed by the MZ-DPD model. Clearly, this happens because the time
scale of the Q-DoF does not separate from the time scale of the P-DoF. Hence, collisions between mapped
CG sites in FG-MD are “more elastic” than assumed in MZ-DPD, leading to a faster randomization of
velocity vectors in FG-MD and a faster decay of the VACF. We however expect that, despite differences
in the VACFs, diffusion coefficients are the same in the FG-MD and MZ-DPD simulations because the
dissipative pair interaction applied in MZ-DPD is obtained in our approach by averaging over many
realizations of pair collisions in the FG model.
In Table 6.1 we summarize the self-diffusion coefficients calculated from the mean squared displace-
ment of the interaction sites using the Einstein method. The diffusion coefficients obtained from inte-
grating the VACFs produce identical results. The data in Table 6.1 show that the diffusion coefficients
obtained with the CG-MD models overestimate the ones obtained with the FG-MD model. With the
MZ-DPD model, the monomer and dimer self-diffusion coefficients are almost exactly reproduced. This
result agrees with earlier results[36] and shows that the MZ-DPD approach also produces a model with
consistent long-time dynamics for a molecule containing two CG interaction sites. For the 24mer system,
MZ-DPD model is not as successful. We find that D is about 2.3 times larger in the MZ-DPD simulation
than in the FG-MD simulation. It is not obvious from the presented results, why the MZ-DPD model
of the 24mer performs less well in reproducing the FG dynamics. It should be noted, however, that
the method used herein to calculate the DPD frictions ignores multi-body contributions, e.g., originat-
ing from the immediate bonded environment of a bead in the polymer chain. Lemarchand et al. have
recently shown that intramolecular contributions to the friction coefficients cannot be neglected.[35]
Therefore, we expect that the inclusion of these contributions (e.g. within the framework of multiscale
coarse-graining[6]) leads to an improved description of polymer dynamics with MZ-DPD. A further rea-
son for the observed mismatch is related to energy barrier crossing, which, in the 24mer liquid, may
necessitate the inclusion of explicit memory in the CG model.[49]
Figure 6.12 shows the time correlation function Cee(t) of the end-to-end vector orientation of the
dimer and 24mer:
Cee(t) = 〈eee(0) · eee(t)〉, (6.26)
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Figure 6.12: Auto correlation function of the unit vector parallel to the end-to-end distance vector.
where eee is a unit vector parallel to the connection vector between the first and last CG sites. The results
obtained for the dimer and 24mer are qualitatively similar. Again, a speed-up of the CG-MD model with
respect to the FG-MD model is observed which leads to a faster decay of Cee(t). The MZ-DPD model
reduces the amount of this speed-up but does not succeed in reproducing the behavior of the FG-MD
model. Cee(t) can be fitted using an exponential function to obtain the rotational relaxation time τR:
Cee(t) = exp

−
t
τR

. (6.27)
The values of τR are shown in Table 6.1. For both molecules a speed-up of the rotation in the CG-MD
model is observed leading to a decrease in τR. For MZ-DPD model, τR is closer to the FG-MD result, but
the relaxation times are still only 60% of the value observed in the FG-MD reference models.
In conclusion, the above results illustrate that the dynamics predicted with MZ-DPD models is con-
sistent with fine-grained dynamics on diffusive time scales for the small molecular components despite
incomplete time scale separation. This is not achieved for the 24mer, presumably due to missing multi-
body contributions in the DPD frictions obtained within the EF-CG framework.
6.6.3 Polymer-Solvent Mixtures
Coarse graining of polymer solutions, and multicomponent systems in general, may result in CG-MD
models in which relative differences between dynamic properties of the individual components are in-
consistent in comparison with FG models and experiments. Inconsistencies in the characteristic time
scales for the motions of the different components are problematic when dynamic processes are studied
in computer simulations. It is therefore interesting to compare the FG-MD, CG-MD and MZ-DPD mod-
els for multicomponent systems. To this end, we set up simple polymer solution models in which the
2,2-dimethyl propane 24mer represents the polymer and the 2,2-dimethyl propane dimer the solvent.
The VACFs of the molecular centers of mass of the molecule of both components in the mixtures
P75S25 and P25S75 are shown in figure 6.13. In accordance with the VACFs of the pure liquids (Fig.
6.11), the MZ-DPD simulation of mixture P75S25 does not reproduce the FG dynamics on short time
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Figure 6.13: VACFs of the molecular centers of mass of the dimer and 24mer in mixture P75S25 (left) and
mixture P25S75 (right). Black lines denote FG-MD, red lines CG-MD, and green lines MZ-DPD
simulation results.
Table 6.2: Diffusion coefficients D of the components in polymer-solvent mixtures P75S25 and P25S75.
D / 10-5 cm2 s-1 D / DFG-MD
method P75S25 P25S75 P75S25 P25S75
Dimer
FG-MD 2.4 3.1
CG-MD 6.5 5.6 2.7 1.8
MZ-DPD 3.5 3.3 1.5 1.1
Polymer
FG-MD 0.23 0.48
CG-MD 0.89 0.90 3.9 1.9
MZ-DPD 0.41 0.42 1.8 0.9
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Figure 6.14: VACFs of the molecular centers of mass of the monomers and dimers in a poly-NEP matrix
with (right panel) and without (left panel) restraints applied on the NEP repeat units. Black
lines denote FG-MD, red lines CG-MD, and green lines MZ-DPD simulation results.
scales, although the agreement is better than the results obtained with CG-MD. For mixture P25S75
(with a larger solvent fraction), the MZ-DPD model performs better. It should however be noted that,
for this system, the difference observed between the FG-MD and CG-MD VACFs is not as large as for the
other mixture or for the pure component liquids (Fig. 6.11).
Table 6.2 summarizes the diffusion coefficients D of the solvent and polymer components in the two
mixtures. We first consider mixture P75S25 (highest polymer content). When we compare the CG-MD
and FG-MD models, we find that the diffusion ratio DCG-MD/DFG-MD is different for the two mixture com-
ponents: the solvent (dimer) diffusion is accelerated with a factor 2.7, while for the polymer diffusion
the corresponding factor is 3.9. With the MZ-DPD model, the diffusion ratios DMZ-DPD/DFG-MD are 1.5
for the solvent and 1.8 for the polymer. This not only means that the diffusion coefficients obtained
with MZ-DPD are closer to FG-MD, but also that the ratio of the solvent and polymer diffusion coeffi-
cients obtained with MZ-DPD is in better agreement with the FG-MD model in comparison with CG-MD.
The MZ-DPD model does not reproduce the FG-MD diffusion coefficients quantitatively. The largest dis-
crepancy is observed between the polymer diffusion coefficients. This may again be related to missing
multi-body contributions in the DPD frictions between polymer interaction sites, as discussed above.
We next consider mixture P25S75 (higher dimer content) in Table 6.2. The diffusion ratios
DCG-MD/DFG-MD are smaller than for mixture P75S25 and are approximately the same (1.8 and 1.9) for
both components. This is not suprising if one considers that diffusion of dilute polymers is determined
by the viscosity of the solvent (Stokes-Einstein). When we increase the solvent diffusion coefficient with
a factor 1.8 (CG-MD), we decrease the solvent viscosity and, therefore, increase polymer diffusion with
approximately the same factor. Significantly, the MZ-DPD model closely reproduces the solvent diffusion
coefficient of the FG-MD model. For the polymer, almost equally good agreement is achieved.
6.6.4 Penetrant Diffusion in a Polymer Matrix
As a final application of the MZ-DPD models derived herein, we examine the dynamics of small penetrant
molecules (monomers and dimers of 2,2-dimethyl propane) in a polymer matrix composed of long poly-
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Table 6.3: Diffusion coefficients of monomers and dimers in the poly-NEP matrix
D / 10-5 cm2 s-1 D / DFG-MD Dmonomer / Ddimer
method Monomer Dimer Monomer Dimer
without restraints
FG-MD 0.89 0.41 2.2
CG-MD 4.6 3.2 5.2 7.8 1.4
MZ-DPD 3.9 2.2 4.3 5.4 1.8
with restraints
FG-MD 0.46 0.06 7.7
CG-MD 1.2 0.83 2.6 14 1.4
MZ-DPD 0.77 0.35 1.7 5.8 2.2
NEP chains. The penetrant diffusion mechanism in polymer melts and glasses is governed by activated
barrier crossing, or "hopping",[50, 51] rather than by molecular collisions that govern diffusion in liquids.
The relevant energy barriers for penetrant hopping in polymers are determined by the conservative
part of the interactions and tend to be underestimated with CG-MD models.[15, 52, 53] Therefore,
quantitative prediction of penetrant diffusion in polymers requires CG models that capture the relevant
features of, both, conservative and dissipative interactions. We will here examine the role of dissipative
interactions by comparing CG-MD and MZ-DPD models in which the conservative forces are identical.
The VACFs of the molecular center of mass of both penetrant molecules are shown in figure 6.14. It
is interesting to compare these data with the monomer/dimer VACFs in figures 6.11 and 6.13. Clearly,
the agreement achieved between the MZ-DPD and FG-MD models in figure 6.14 is not as clear as for
the other systems (figures 6.11 and 6.13) where dissipative molecular collisions, rather than activated
barrier crossings, dominate the dynamics. This is confirmed by the comparison of FG-MD, CG-MD, and
MZ-DPD penetrant diffusion coefficients D shown in Table 6.3. Interestingly, the improvement achieved
with MZ-DPD over CG-MD is better for the polymer matrix simulated with restraints. This observation
probably reflects an aspect of coupling between penetrant and chain motions: because the MZ-DPD
model overestimates the dynamics of the polymer (Fig. 6.12), penetrant diffusion is overestimated
in the unrestrained polymer matrix with MZ-DPD, too. When restraints are applied, we observe that
the MZ-DPD provides better agreement. In the system with restraints, the diffusion coefficient ratio
D/DFG-MD decreases from 2.6 to 1.7 (−35%) for the monomer when DPD frictions are applied; for the
dimer, the diffusion ratio decreases from 14 to 5.8 (−59%). This compares with −17% (monomer) and
−31% in the system without restraints.
The FG-MD penetrant diffusion coefficients are not recovered with MZ-DPD. This may be caused by
inaccuracies in the CG description of energy barriers as mentioned above, but may furthermore be caused
by memory effects as recently shown by Kappler et al.[49] These authors observed a memory-induced
slowdown of barrier crossing under conditions that the memory time exceeds the diffusion time. For the
present application of penetrant diffusion in polymers, this condition requires memory times of the order
of nanoseconds corresponding to typical penetrant hopping times. If we assume that memory times for
penetrant diffusion are long, and furthermore assume that they are longer for dimer diffusion than for
monomer diffusion, this may explain why the ratio D/DFG-MD in Table 6.3 is larger for the dimer than
for the monomer. It may also explain why the ratio Dmonomer/Ddimer in MZ-DPD does not match FG-MD.
6.7 Conclusions
We have used the effective-force coarse-graining (EF-CG) method in conjunction with the Q-
approximation to derive Mori-Zwanzig-Dissipative-Particle-Dynamics (MZ-DPD) multiple-site CG models
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from unconstrained fine-grained molecular dynamics simulation trajectories of 2,2-dimethyl-propane-
based monomers, dimers, and 24mers. In our Markovian DPD implementation, we used a pairwise
approximation for the conservative forces combined with the assumption that multi-body contribu-
tions in the DPD pair frictions are negligible. While time scale separation does not strictly apply to
the molecular CG models examined herein, we show that the diffusive dynamics in pure liquids and in a
polymer-solvent mixture with excess solvent can be accurately represented.
We find that the representability of polymer diffusion in concentrated polymer solutions and melts is
less accurate compared with diffusion of single-site and two-site molecular liquids. This is presumably
caused by multi-body correlations between bonded interaction sites in the multiple-bead CG represen-
tation of the polymer which are neglected in our model. Furthermore, the presence of energy barriers
for dynamics may lead to stronger memory effects in these systems. In all systems examined, the time
correlation function of the pair force fluctuations (FACF) exhibits a slowly decaying tail due to incom-
plete separation of time scales. The initial fast decay of the FACF is related to the relaxation of atomic
vibrations, while the slowly decaying tail is related to molecular reorientations. The DPD pair frictions
associated with the atomic vibrations were obtained by removing the long time tail from the FACF.
The model presented herein is successful for liquids but does not provide an accurate description of
long-time dynamics governed by barrier crossing. We illustrated this with an application to diffusion of
small molecular penetrants in a polymer network and found that the MZ-DPD approach overestimates
penetrant diffusion coefficients. For this application, and, more generally, for systems where dynamics
is governed by infrequent barrier crossing events rather than by dissipative particle collisions, inclusion
of explicit memory may lead to improved descriptions. Recently, Kappler et al. for example found
that memory-induced slowdown of barrier crossing occurs when the memory time exceeds the diffusion
time.[49] An efficient implementation of explicit memory was recently reported by Li et al.[29] who used
auxiliary variables to replace non-Markovian dynamics with Markovian dynamics in a higher dimensional
space.[54]
The present work shows that a bottom-up parameterized DPD thermostat permits to represent long-
time dynamic properties of multicomponent CG fluids models. Therefore, the MZ-DPD approach extends
the representability of molecular CG force fields beyond structural and thermodynamic properties com-
monly employed to parameterize the conservative interactions. The approach is not limited to bottom-up
EF-CGmodels and can be applied using conservative forces from other bottom-up or top-down CGmodels
as well.
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7 Conclusions and Outlook
In the preceding chapters, four studies have been presented highlighting the qualities of the pair-
interaction based systematic coarse-graining methods EF-CG and CRW.
In chapter 3, it has been shown that, in addition to the quantities investigated in previous studies,
CG models parameterized with these methods represent the vapor-liquid phase equilibria of hexane and
perfluorohexane well in comparison with the structure-based IMC models. The results in this chapter
illustrate the transferability of the pair-interaction based CG models with respect to the temperature,
the environment change associated with moving a molecule from the bulk to the interface, and the
composition of a binary mixture of the two components. The differences observed between the EF-CG
and CRW models are significant, which is somewhat surprising given the similarity of the EF-CG and
CRW potentials, and it is not completely clear yet what the origin of these differences is.
Possible causes are, first, the surroundings of the pair of atom groups used for the CG potential pa-
rameterization and, second, the slight differences in the parameterization algorithms. Further insight
into the differences between EF-CG and CRW methods might be obtained by comparing potentials which
have been parameterized by both methods at the same state point and in the same sampling environ-
ment. CRW parameterization can be performed in the liquid[1] and it is also straightforward to perform
EF-CG parameterization in the same setup as the standard CRW parameterization, using two molecules
in vacuo. A systematic comparison of different surroundings and mappings might illustrate whether
the differences in the calculation of the "excluded interaction" (discussed in section 2.4.2) are really
significant and how such differences depend on the mapping chosen for the CG model.
In the two following chapters (4 and 5), a modified CRW algorithm is presented to separate the
CG interaction potential into two effective components: a Van-der-Waals (VdW) and an electrostatic
(ES) contribution. This decomposition of the interaction free energy allows for a better identification
of possible simplifications in the model. As a consequence, the ES terms of the CG models have been
approximated using point charges with the magnitude of the net charge sum of the mapped FG system.
Further, the approximation of the VdW contribution through a functional form significantly reduces
the number of parameters required for the description of the CG force field and allows for fine-tuning to
enhance the representability of the CGmodel at the state point of parameterization. The qualities of CRW
models for systems with polar and ionic liquids are similar to those observed in studies of apolar liquids:
the transferability of these models is good but this quality comes at the expense of representability
especially w.r.t. the liquid structure. While the thermodynamics of the systems is reproduced to the
degree observed in earlier studies,[1–4] the electric properties are not well reproduced by the CRW
CG models. The reasons for this deficiency require more investigation into the mapping schemes and
the correct distribution of the atomistic charges on the CG interactions sites. In a first step, mappings
are required that preserve the dipole distribution of the molecule also in the CG representation. Then,
investigations can be undertaken concerning the relation between the CG interaction potentials and the
electric properties of the liquid resulting from a given model.
In the last chapter, a method for dynamically consistent CG modeling of CG systems with molecular
mappings has been presented. Building on previous applications of the Mori-Zwanzig projection operator
formalism in the literature, a bottom-up MZ-DPD model has been constructed based on the EFCG coarse-
graining method. The focus here is on the dependence of the dynamic consistency on the mapping and
the question whether MZ-DPD models can be calculated for systems with molecular mappings using
the existing techniques published in the literature. To this end, three molecules containing a different
number of CG sites of the same size (5 CHx units) were modeled. The results for the smaller molecules
confirm earlier findings for MZ-DPD models at comparatively high density and high resolution:[5–7]
the dynamical behavior on diffusive time scales is well reproduced, whereas the relaxation of short
time dynamics is inconsistently represented in the MZ-DPD model. In comparison to the FG reference
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dynamics, the velocity auto-correlation function (VACF) is dampened stronger and does not show a
pronounced minimum. The reasons of this failure are probably related to the approximations made in
the course of the MZ projection operator formalism. Herein it is assumed that the time scales between
the relaxation of velocities and forces on a CG site are clearly separated which is not the case in a typical
soft matter system at realistic density and low to medium degree of coarse-graining. Therefore, it is
unlikely that the simple DPD EOM is suitable to simulate the short time dynamics in accordance with
a FG reference for the model systems utilized in this work. A way forward may be the utilization of
computationally efficient algorithms including memory effects, i.e. the explicit time-dependence of the
pair friction coefficients.[8] Whether such a simulation with explicit memory is still computationally
efficient at high density and with molecular CG mappings is not clear yet and has to be evaluated in
further research.
In the homogeneous liquids studied here, the quality of reproduction of the self-diffusion coefficient
decreases with increasing chain length. This can be regarded as an indication that the internal friction,
which is neglected in the utilized MZ-DPD models is actually an important component for a dynami-
cally consistent representation of a system with a molecular mapping as pointed out in another recent
study.[9]
In addition to the homogeneous liquid systems, dynamic properties of a system of 24mers and mixtures
of low molecular weight liquids and this polymer are investigated. Here it has been shown, that also
the diffusive dynamics of the FG reference cannot be reproduced in CG-DPD simulations for the 24mer
system. The CG potential energy surface of this system is softened in such a manner that the mechanism
of penetrant diffusion in the polymer is significantly altered. New routes open up for the penetrant to
move within the polymer matrix that were not accounted for in the parameterization of the MZ-DPD pair
friction coefficients. This effect cannot be compensated for by the addition of bottom-up friction terms
alone. For a realistic CG model of penetrant diffusion, also the energy barriers of the diffusion process
have to be realistically modeled.
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